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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
VOLUME NO. FIFTY THREE

June 26, 1924

MANY MERCHANTS
SUMMER HOUDAY

PAVILION

|

The Brightest Spot on the Great Lakes

Grand Opening

Music by Barbino's 13 Piece
Chicago Orchestra
The

finest

musical organisationever brought
to Michigan.

PER CENT

Pictures

from six leading Film Companys

shown on our

YEARS

AS FAST

RURAL PUPILS

PASS

r?ut» »
1 wonV*®'
born

number of failures. The commVoner feels that he are three outstanding reasons, namely, irregular
attendance, Inexperienced teachers,
and a too frequentchang of teachers.

In some districtsthe attendancela
very good; In others It Is very poor.

screen.

MILES IN 24

OF

ty.

Moving

issue selected

CRACKERS

219,820

seen At to prohibit the shooting of all
George A. Kelly, carrlgr on R. F,
Areworks of any kind after this D. No. I, of 8t Johns, Michigan, reyear. The law was passed for the cently passed his 24th anniversary as
Fire has destroyed more Umbo: purpose of saving life and property.
a carrier In Clinton count. He Is the
Chief Van Ry wants It understood
than the loggers have cut according
olde« carrier In the county in point
mer half.hollday."
that
there
is
still
an
ordinance
on
ths
to A. K. Crittendenof the forestry
of service.
After some years of agitation It was department of Michigan Agriculture city books prohibiting the shooting
Appointed 4o take the route about
Anally decided last year to try otft college commenting upon more foi of Are works or Arecreckers on other
one week before eUrtlng in the serthe half-holiday stunt for July and est Are precautions.
days than the 4th of July.
Mr. Kelly made his first trip on
August.
"Each year the forest Ares In the
Although Independence day Is still vice,
April 18, 1900.
Apparently It worked out so well United States destroy or damage two weks off, the crackers are alMr. Kslley has traveled ill, 810
that when the matter came up again enough lumber to build Ave-rooir. ready beginning to pop here and
at a meeting of the1 Holland Mer- houses for the entire city of San there and the young folks should un- miles In the 24 years. He has used
chants’ Associationthe proposition Francisco or Washington'*Prof. Chit- derstand that when shooting them eight horsee, thre mail wagons and
came up for a vote an^ the Inaugura- tenden said.
they are violating an ordinance of thres bicycles.In 1917 he etarted the
use of motor vehicles and since then
The loss from Are Prof. Chittenden the city.
tion of a half.hollday carried by a
believes would not be so disastrous
four to one vote.
Mr. Van Ry wishes to give timely has used three machines. The use of
but for the fact that demand for warning that arrests will be made bicycles was possible three tripe a
week In the old days. Now It takes a
lumber is far ahead of production.
If shooting continues. This constant
Hardwood is being used four times Arlng of crackers for days before the wellAlled car to carry ths mall.
35
as fast as it is being produced he celebration snoyi old folks and also Kelly has always used as his slogan
said and soft woods are being used
sick ones and surely those conAned In "serviceregardlessof weathsr and
eight and a half times faster than
our local hospital are not beneAted. road condltlona" During the past ten
they are growing.
In order to know what the section ! years this carrier has delivered from
"The land covered by forest Ares barring
on this matter Is printed 10.000 to 11.000 pieces of mall per
each year Is equivalent to a strip 10
month.
below.
miles wide extendingfrom New York
| A great many changes have Uken
"Chapter
No.
48—
Sec.
6 — No percity to Denver Colo" Prof. Chittenson shall Are or shoot off any air place. Very few people of the Arst
den said.
...... . ......
gun. __
crossbow,
______________
sling
_ a.....
shot, , S™!11"' °n th*
today.
In Ottawa County on June l«th
"This same area annually has a gun. aspring
“P
there were 439 members of the 8th timber loss eight times greater than rlAe. pistol or other dangerous weapchildrenof their
grade that took the examinationheld that which took place In France dur on or InstrumentIn the streets, alleys l,nd
or public places of the city, nor shall own are t111 on th* routs.
at 11 different places in this country. Ing the World war."
Of this number 294 received diplomas
The end of forest Ares In Michigan any person shoot off any Areworks or . Twenty-four years ago Mr. Kelly
from the board of examiners.Ap- will come only by the exercise of the Are crackers wlthlng the limits of the carried one dally paper. Now he carries 17 dallies.
proximately66 per cent passed.
greatest care by all persons travelln city, except on the 4th of July, unless
Mr. Kelly was born In Ovid townAccording to the Agures given out In the timber rones, and actual wori permissionto do so shall have Arst
at the annual 8th grade commence, of reforestation can begin only when hren ohtnlned thereforeIn writln* ship January II. 1871, and has lived
ment exercises held for the graduates Ares are ended, Prof. Chllttenden from the Mayor and Chief of Police." his entire life In the vicinity of St.
Johns. He was married when ti
of Kent County at Reed's Lake, .the said. Camp Ares, cigars, cigarets and
years of age and la the father of thres
per cent that .passed in this country carelessly dropped matches are the
children.
was higher than that of Kent Coun- principal sources of forest ruin,

There may be on or more of
many possible reasons fi>r the large

Only current

FIRE

TRAVELS

WOODS EIGHT TIMES

“Closed! This store will be
closed every Wednesdayafternoon during the months
of July and August for sum-

FAIL TO

SATURDAY NIGHT. JUNE 28TH

HOLDS

AX, EXPERT

R.F.D. CARRIER

A large majority of the Holland
BICYCLE, HOHHE AND AUTO ARM
merchants will soon have on display SAYS HARDWOOD IS REING USED
Holland has an ordinance which
USED 8UCCEIVKLY BY CLINFOUR
TIMES
AS
FAST
AS
IT
in their show windows large cards
doubt will be obsolete after this
TON MAILMAN
CAN BE PRODUCED, SOFT
with an announcement) reading as
year since the state legislaturehas
follows:

SAUGATUCK

DESTROYS
CHIEF FORBIDS
MORE TIMBER THAN
SHOOTING OF

FIRE

TO CLOSE FOR

BIG

M MUER TWENTY*!*

said.

CHURCHES

,

o

FIRING

SQUAD

IN

HOL-

LAND GROUP PROS

SLAYS PRIZE

PER, REPORTS

CATTLE HERD REPD

.....

RADIUS OF THIRTY MILES

-O

LOCAL DRUG

UN^

I

WINS FAME IN

SHOW

DENOMINATION WITHIN

-

BRIEF
L

PERIOD

Someth.'ngof tha standing of th*

One teacher having an enrollment
8an-Tox lint, manufactured by ths
The Farm Bureau News of Ottawa
of 85 pupils above the primary grade
De Free Company of this city, cat) bs
reports a total of 1669 flays absent, county publishes the following relearned from the fact that Con Ds
or an average of 44 days for each garding the hoof and mouth disease
Substantial gains in the Holland Pico, gsnaral manager, was Invited
pupils. Irregular attendance Is not in California:
class!* of the Reformed denominaThe nobility of cattledom fell be- tion during the past year art Indic- by tha MassachusettsStats Pharmafair to those that do attend regularcists association to com* to Boston
ly. not to the teacher, nor to the fore the Arlng squad Thursday — sac- ated In the report of the etnted
and deliver an address at ths annual
rlAced
to
the
hoof
and
mouth
disease.
pupils themselves, says commissioner
clerk. Rev. G. DeJonge of Zeelapd.
The Fred Hartxok herd of 366 an- The report shows there are 24 convention. Masaaohuaettala tha
Groenewoud. The commissionerhopes
with ths help of the truant offleer to imals. valued at 1426.000. all Hoi- churches connected with the claasls. homt of ths Rexal Lins, ons of ths
conduct an active campaign during steins, which last year won 93% of representing 2,842 families, 6,676 large nationally known concerns In
the beginning of the echool year fo all ths Holstein cattle awards is Cal- communicant members, Ilk adher- £?
“ 8*n*To*'
headquarters
for thisand
concern.
encouragebetter attendance.
ifornia, and included the former ents. 4,254 baptized non-communiPicture’entitled:
Silent PartAlthough
Ban-Tox
Is
but tsn years
More than one out of every, three world's champion milch cow, "Tillle cants. 24 Sunday schools with an enteachers of Ottawa's rural schools Alcarta,"was driven Into a trench, rollment of 7,108 pupils, and 8,126 old It Is already second In volume of
ner”, starring"Owen
Leatrice
during the past year taught for the shot down, covered with ^ulck li{n$ oatecliuin^na. During the year 290 sales to any similar line In the counArst time. To teach successfully,ex- and burled.
were received on confession of faith, try and It was probably because of
perience Is os necessary as It is in
Joy, also
and Fables.
The states of Ariozaa, Idaho. Utah, and 288 by latter, while 186 were dis- that fact that the Massachusettsphar
other lines of work.
missed. Infants baptized totaled 256; Tnaclsts invited the Holland man to
Nevada, Orregon and Washington
address
,
The rural districtsthat regularly in all of which States the foot and adults, 24; deaths, 89.
Mr. De Pree'e subject waa, “What
re-engage their teacher are an excepThe total amount collected was
mouth disease quarantine has from
tion. Out of the 75 one-room schools
a Bound, Constructive
the start been strictlyenforced, are 6206.758, of which 2181.748was for Should
of this county, only 19 teachers had
Drug Store Policy," and he defined
now
considering ways and means for
taught In the same school the year
this as being the building up of good
before.
causes.
will while, making a profit. The adon
California products.
’ The. Ave pupils that received the
Third church, Holland, of which dress was deliveredbefore a comGovernor
Pierce, of Oregon, comhighest standingswere from two or
Rev. James M. Martin Is pastor, 1* pany of between 700 and 800 pharmore room schools: Grace Bruizema, plains that Infection from California the largest In the classls, with 410 maclsts from the state of President
has
cost
the
lives
of
20.000
Oregon
96 1-6 per cent, North Holland school;
families. 901 communicantmembers. Coolldge.
Adults 35c.; Children 15c.
Nelson *Vander Luyster, teacher; Hen- Ane dairy cattle and that the men- 824 non-communicant members, and
Last week Mr. De Free was Invited
ace
of
such
Infection
te
seriously
Inrietta Zwlers, 95 8-5%, Zutphen
an enrollmentof 1.100 In the Bible to deliver an address at a noonday
terfering
with
business
generally
In school. First church, Holland, the
school, Miss Agnet Ter Haar, teacher;
luncheon of the Michigan Btats
Henry Blaukamp, 94 4-5 per cent the big cities of the state. The deal- oldest In the classls, of which Rev. Pharmacistsassociation held at Flint.
Borculo school, Anthony Mulder, ers are arranging for shipments of James Wayer is pastor, Is second In that address he discussed the genteacher; Tena Beyer. 94 2-3 per cent, fruit and vegetables from Florida, largest, with 815 families, 775 com- eral welfare of the drug businese and
and Grace Brower, 94 per cent, both Texas, Colorado, and other sections, municant members, 455 non-com- its poaslblllttesfor development..In
Sunday the evening he eerved as toastmaster
from Drenthe, Miss Jean Nyenhuis, In place of the California merchan- municant members and
dise.
school enrollmentof 1,061.
teacher.
at the banquet of the Michigan itate
In California Itself, business Is parTrinity church, Holland, of which
Each year the state fair associapharmacists.
alyezd.
The
City
of
Los
Angeles
Rev.
C.
P.
Dame
Is
pastor.
Is
third.
tion offers a free trip and all expenses
remarkable ~ Among the other speakers at tha
paid to one boy from each county Mecca of the motor tourists— now Trinity has shown
who takes the eighth grade examina- stops all Incoming cars and turns growth since Its organization 13 convention In Boston were Richard
Lennlhan of Harvard, Georga w.
tion, Is 14 years of age and takes the them back with ten gallons of free years ago. This church now numBully of the National Caah Register
special agricultural test. The ' reg- gasoline and |2.50 In cash to speed bers 216 families, 570 communicant
ular examination counts 50 per cent them away, This foot and mouth members and a Sunday school en- Co., of Dayton, Harnr Herding of the
United Drug Co,, of Boston, A. J.
and the special test counts 50 per disease epidemic is costing the state rollment of 738 pupils.
Johnson of th* Weetern Co ,of GfcU
The
churches
In
the
classls
«r«
locent.
a million dollars a day.
diUlandmoiiiuHy
At the fair ground at Detroit one
And "California, the beautiful"— cated within £ radius of 30 miles. cago, and
' !
man gives his entire time to the en- Is now a Peper-landof Isolation." Six churchesare without regular pas
tors. Missionaries connectedwith the
tertainment, Instruction,physical wel0
classls Include Rev. A. Pieters, for 30
fare, etc.., of the 85 boys present.
P.-T.
years a missionaryIn Japan; Rev. B.
CommissionerGroenewoud declares ATE DYKSTRA WILL
SPEAK
IN
ZEELAND
Rottschaefer,
Rev.
L.
Hekhuls.
Rev.
that a greater number should compete.
Theodore F. Zwemer, India; Rev. H.
On Thursday evening. June 26th, at V. E. Stegeman, Rev. A. Van Brank
This year the prize of a free trip
7:80
o’clock.
Mr.
Ate
Dykstra.
state
horst, Japan; Rev. Samuel M. Zweto the state fair at Detroit was won
by Henry Blauwkamp of Blendon representativefrom Grand Rapids, mer, Egypt; Rev. H. M. Veenschotwill
speak
at
the
Third
Chr.
ReformThe P.-T. club of Districtschool
Township (Borculo). Anthony Mulen, China. Other ministers Include
der, teacher. He had
average ed church in Zeeland In the Holland Rev. S. Vanderwerf, Aeld secretary No. 2, east 8th st., held their first
standing of 94 4-5 per cent. Special language on the problems confront- of the board of domestic missions; basket picnic on Saturday. The day
examination,>7 per cent. The sec- ing the schools for Christian Instruc- Rev. W. J. Van Kersen western dis- waa Ideal and the attendancewas
ond places was won by Henry Koop of tion In Michigan. He Is well posted trict representative of the board of large. There was plenty of entertainth same school.. This Is the third on all the doings of the Wayne Coun- foreign missions;Rev. T. E. Wei- ment for young and old, along with
consecutiveyear that one of Mr. ty Olvic Society, alias The Public mere and Rev. P. E. Hlnkamp. Hope Ice cream, Cracker Jack and lemonMulder’s pupils has won that distinc- School Defense League. Mr. Dyk- college; Rev. J. Hoekje and Rev. J. ade, which waa served free for askatra will tell the facts as they are Hoffman retired; Rev. G. Tysse and
tion.
ing. There were races for girls, boys,
brought out at the capltol In a very Rev. G. DeJonge, classical mission---- 0
women and men, the winners reInteresting way.
aries.
ceiving very pretty and useful prizes.
At 5:30 hot coffee was served and
all got ready for their basket supper.
After supper a tug-of-war by the men
folks of the club was enjoyed by all.
Every one reported having
real
good time.
DAY WITH ANV]
Allegan Gazette.
In running
Mr. R. A. Schnaar, the president,
through some of the old marriage
wants to take this opportunity to
records ttis week a number of Interthank the members of the committees
Dean Bergen, in "The Outdoors- fast; and, as the shades of night set- who worked hard and faithfully to
esting entries were noted. For Instance, an old romance of two sisters: roan" In the Chicago Evening Post, tle about us, we bait our hooks with make the picnic a big success; also
I RUSK©1
big worms and begin fishing.
George E. Jewett and Mias Constance has the following:
the merchants who willingly donated
Black River, Mich., June l— One The bullhead Is a selfish fish. When some of the prizes. There will be a
A. Bingham, aged 26 and 25 years
of the favorite fish on this river Is the a bullhead perceives one of Its kind
both of the town of Allegan, married
special committee meeting Thursday
June 5, 1855, In the home of Henry bullhead. Not only for the fish do dart away It senses food, therefore it night, June 26th, at the school for
the anglers follow the sport, but for follows to get in on the feast. This
Dumont In the presence of A. R. Cal- the nocturnaladventure which lends
the purpose of paying all bills. The
action is noticed and taken up by present officersand the officersfor
kins and Helen G. Calkins, by Rev. a thrill to the fishing.
every bullhead that Is In sight of each
Joseph A. Ranney; A. R. Calkins, M.
About sundown the angler seeks other, until a long procession of fish the coming year are requested to be
D., and Miss Helen G. Bingham, ag- some deep hole along the river at
are working toward the same spot. at this meeting.
ed 82 and 22 years at the same time swamp’s edge, where he anchors his However, they will not remain to
o
and place, In the presence of George boat or rather stakes it to the bank. gether If no food is present, but will ZEELAND CH. SCHOOL GRADUIn this action.
Until now the merchants nearest E. Jewett and Constance A. Jewett. Baiting with worms, he sets out three disband until some other bullhead
ATING EXERCISES FRIDAY
the fountains have been supposed Other weddings of interestto older or four poles, fishing near the bot- starts something.To hold the fish
to keep them clean but this has not citizens noticed were Alexander Hurd tom. Here he remains long Into the around the boat, it Is a good Idea to . The Zeeland ChristianSchool will
worked out very well and the new and Harriet Kingsbury, 1851 (C. R. night and often all night, his lantern chum them by casting chopped liver give their graduating exercises Frisystem has been adopted as a sub- Wilkes, Justice); Englebert B. Born hanging over the side of the boat.
Into the water. The fish, however, day evening, June 20th, at 7:30
stitute.
Toward sundown we staked our prefers the worm and will, sooner or o’clock in the First Chr. Reformed
and Mary E. Dickinson,1855; John
Dumont and Elizabeth E. Smith, 1856; boat over the big hole on the north later, take the baited hook to be church In Zeeland. Diplomas will be
given to twenty-one graduates. A
BEE LINE FROM HOLLAND TO Henry Cook and Althea Cook. 1860; bank of Rattle Snake Island. The caughtv
program has been preALLEGAN NOW GOOD ROAD Joseph Thew and Sophia Northrup, evening was calm. A thousand birds And now, while we watted for a fish well-balanced
pared. consisting of sketches, musical
From now on all the drinking
1880; George E. Dunn and Ellen V. were singing. The scent of the to hit, we prepared our liver chum to
numbers, pantomime, etc. Rev. D. R.
fountains In tne city are to be cleanIt is now practical to take the Bee Dickinson,1860; R. 8. Updyke and swamp perfumed the early night. be ready when the first bullheadbit.
-ed at least once a day. As a result Line road from Holland to Allegan. Elmira Stone, 1858. A number of Teal -ducks, nesting In the swamp, Then we set out eight poles, lighted Drukker will give a short address of
about ten minutes to the graduates
of complaintsthat had come in that This road Is an airline and has re- Indian marriages appear during came out for an evening flight. A our lantern and awaited results.
on their class motto, "Ever Upward."
the fountains were In an unsanitary cently been graveled almost Its enUre these years, noticeably Isaac Wah- Jack snipe in the heavens. There was
Suddenly a pole Jumped. We grab- The salutatory will be given by Marcondition the council appointed a length. It Is a bit loose ad yet but bon-quad and Sarah We-shesh-she- a constant chorus of frogs, insects,
boy! We’d hooked one. garet Elgerama,who attained the avcommittee two weeks ago
find not at all bad. From Allegan to Kal- wash, in 1556;; Wah-bak-keyand reptiles and nocturnalvoices.
It hit hard, shaking Its head and erage of 08.35, while the valedictory
Shadows
began
to
creep
over
of remedy In the evil. The amaoto by way of Otsego and Plain- Wah-seq-yah,In 1857; and John Kahstarted out toward mldriver. A short will be pronounced by Francis Lamcommittee reported Wednesday night well the road Is somewhat rough In awawee and Betsy Wildcat In 1858. swamp and river. A chill came Into run and the fish was stopped. Then pen who attained the average of
the
air.
A
bat
winged
by.
Night
that the best thing to do would be to pots but not bad. Resurfacing has
we ‘horsed it in"— a yellow bullhead 96.87 In her class work.
Another Indian got licenseNo. 680 In
have the city Inspector charged with been started on M-ll Just north of 1889 and “went out to sell furs to hawks swooped close to the swamp, about a pound In weight Over went
their
strange
cry
In
marked
contrast
.the duty of cleaning each fountain Watervliet, but there Is an excellent pay for the license”. He never came
the liver ohura to hold the fish
Hiss Hazel Allen has resigned
to the harmony of the voices of the about the boat and we settled down
-o&ce a day and the council concurred detour.
tlon as musician at the
back.
earlier evening. Twilight approached for a good night’s fishing.
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MAN

TO EXAMINE

SAYS “FRENCH HARRY” INSPIRED

CRIPPLED CHILDREN
IN

ALLEGAN

Alltfmn county ban between 40 and
10 resident crippled children. Five
of theae have been dlamlaaedunimproved after an examination by an
orthopedicapecialist. Seven have
been dismissed. Improved or cured.
Xleven are under treatment. At
least 17 have never been examined
by a specialistand It Is this group
who will have the opportunity to
bave a free examinationby Dr. Wm.
Blodgettof Detroit at the court house
In Allegan all day Friday, June 17.
This opportunityhas come to AUe*an because of the Interest of the
Allegan Rotary Club. Parents of
crippled children who desire to come,
smd have no way of getting to Allc*»n, should notify County Nurse Lena
SI. Laude or Clyde Frost of Allegan.
The clinic will be for diagnostic and
recommendationof treatment only.
No operative work will be done.

FORMER MINISTER’S SERMONS
When

herewith:
Harry

THEME OF
DEVINNEY SERMON
"The Victory Supreme" waa
subject of a great message that

the
the
Rev. J. C. De Vinney. pastor of the
First Methodist EpiscopalChurch of
Ihls city, flung out to one of the' largest classes that have graduated from
the Holland High school, when the
members of that class gathered In
that church for the annual baccalaureate services.We rejoice In the
victory that Is yours, said the pastor,
to his congratulatory remarks, not so
much In what you have already attalned, but that In you lies the power
and the potential success of years to
come. If you but will to go on. We
are happy for what a young man and
a young woman can have, If he wills
to have It. Times are no worse today
lor obtainingan education, said the
speaker somewhat reflectively,than
they ever were, and while it is cost
tog a student more money to get hlr
education,his opportunities for get
tog it are also greater. When everything Is taken into consideration
things are about equal to what they
ever where, but it takes courage am
ambition to go on, he said, and barr
tog all family obligation,every High
flebool student should consider it his
•r her duty to continue their tr&in-

Speaklng from observations,said
Rev. De. Vinney, a man with an additional 10 years of training and preparation can do more In ten years than

can

accomplish

Jm a

life-time. It means something
to be a lawyer, a doctor, a teacher,
hut It means a great deal more to be
that and a little bit more. Better

sailingdays.

"Holland,Mich., June 11 —
The memory of a guide Is one of
Raffenaud. one of the best outdoors,the precious things of an outdoors,
men and naturallstothat ever lived. Is man's experience. That Is what the
dead. French Harry, as he was old man meant to the writer as
mown among outdoprsmen and sail- trapper. But ns a guide In life his
ors of the Great Lakes. Came to this memory means more, for the man
dlstrkt years ago after he had com* was a teacher of characterns well,
plcted many voyages around the gaining his lessons In life from an un.
woHd, having been in every charted usual experienceand using his texts
port on the globe. For years he In annlyln*? his teaching "from hl»
made Holland his winter quarters, flrsthanded knowledge of nature. He
sailing the Great Lakes during the could p'-each a hundred sermons and
navigableseason. During the long apply them to the hour from his
Michigan winters he hunted, fished knoM-ledge of a mink. He could spend
and trapped thhs section, which dur- half a day over a muskrat house and
Ing h!s dav was one of the fur spots go Into long discourses on the growth
of the West. He was a typical of the Industry, the long patient
Frenchman, daring in his exploits, struggle of man In his development
exceedingly kind and tender hearted,of modern manufacture which the
snd under every circumstancealways muskrat* had boon demonstratingby
t
their house bulldlnirfor centuries.
Had he been a writer of nature
The man never failed to apply hi*
would have excelled some of the nature wisdom to a sendee for the
greatest naturalists of the are. His yo»n« man which he could take ou‘
knowledge of the outdoors was un- In life and use to his benefit and th«
"anny to the average outdon-eman. benefit of others.
He was a very observing student
We sometimes wonder why many
nature and at all times In every part great minds remain In obscurity
f tve s-orld studied natural life with Harrv Raffenaud was a master of h’*
*"*rve1ous Insight. One had to know subject. oosse«slneenough data to
the old man very well to obtain his give a colossal sendee to science.7*
advice for he was reluctant to push Is a loss to the great outdoor movehimself
ment now In vogue to have •nch r
Put once he became ft friend, he .wealth of nature knowledge nn«s us.
would sit hv the hour and lecture : recorded as went out with the Hf*
with such absorbing interest that time! of this man.

gentleman.he

of

forward.

WOMAN

TOILED OVER FOR SIX YEARS

Rycenga

Republican Candidate lor the
nomination of

REGISTER OF

DEEDS

— for—

OTTAWA COUNTY
Yotir aupport ia earnestly
solicited.

eoeeoooeoooaweesfetooeeteoooeeoooesooofeoooo—oosooeofoeo—

wee——

HEW

WILL LET HIS

BUG KILLER
P. D.

J.

Own
SPEAK

Q.

Yos can eaiily wake at bsa* a fall
wart af the atranceat bag-kllUr far Sic.
month to kill a million bodbnn. rnnchw,
motha and ants. This rodpo will Ml barn,
rot or i tain clothIn*, and la ontlroiydifferent from any other formala w# know
•f, aa this wUl kill Urn Offt.

am

I

for

a candidate fcr''F.e*nomination

COUNTY CLERK
Ticket My

blican

official is

that I

cn the Repu-

record as a county

an open book.

am

If

you

feel

worthy then I solkite you

support.

Procure of your druggist a S6c package
of (Peoky Devils Quietus) P. D. Q. then
you will nave the chemical made expressly
to rid Hotels, Hospitals and dwclllnfs of
pesky bedbug* and other insects.
Impomiblefor the peaky devils to exift

Orrie J. Sluiter.

with the proper use of P. D. Q.

P. D. Q. can be purehued In sealed
bottles,

InJltlMIHMIMII

doubts strength, liquid form.

DOESBURG DRUG COMPANY
J.

and Other Leading Druggists

DR.

J. 0.

Hours

Phont

8:30 to 12:00
1:30 to 5 P. M.

6460<

' Will be Holland in Every

STUDIO -;37 East

508-9 Widdicomb Building
Grand Rapfds. Mich.
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10th Street

Reservation for lesson period can be made
at Meyer’s Music House, or address

DYKSTRA

S.
29 E. 9th

JANS HELDER.

SINGING TEACHER

SCOTT

DENTIST

Strfcet

UNDERTAKING

J.

JANS HELDER,

Service Reasonable
Bell Phone
Holland. Mich

5267

614 Gilbert Building,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
•

MHIMMIMMII

WM. VANDER VEER

l

152 E. 8th Street
thoughtlessness can do on Sunday every one of the flowers
For Choice Steaks, Chops or Gam»
either on the part of children or was gone except three,
and Oysters in Season
rrownuns was shown by the expert- "If grownups picked those flowers
Bell Phone
ence of a local woman who has a they ought to be heartily ashamed
:ottage near Buchanan Beach. For of themselves." said the outraged
»lx years she had been working hard owner, "and even childrenought to
Diekema-Kollen & Ten Cate
o grow columbines In the yard of know better than pick flowers in a
Attorneys at Law
ter cottage. At beat It Is not easy to private yard that could not possibly
Office Over First State Bank.
•row flowers In the Iftke shore soil be mistaken for wild flowers. I air.
hut she had persisted year after year, sure they would not have done It If
the had taken great pains to prevent they had known the six summers of
Dr. E. J. Hanes
ter own children from picking the hard work that went to raising them
lowers and she had guarded them al- If picnickers from Holland don’t
P b y a c 1a •
nost day and
learn to respect resort propertythey
Residence Phone 1996
As a result she had succeeded In will soon find themselves very un- H W. 8th St. Cits. Office Phore 176•aisingquite a few columbines. This welcome on the beach."
Office 1 ring, residence 2 rings.
•ear they were particularlybeautiful
xnd they were the pride of the worn- Most of the resorters have shown 8 Cits. Phone 1766
\n who had carefully nursed them friendly spirit toward picnic parties
ana By Appointment
nto life and the envy of all her lake but Incidents ilka tills do much to
here neighbors.On Friday the local strain the relations between the visivoman Inspected them and carefully tors and the summer residents. It 1»
vatered them. On Saturady there Impossible to police resort property
E.J.Bache]ler,D.C.,Ui.C
•as a picnic on the beach and when and the resorters are at the mercy of
he family returned to the cottage the sense of fairness of picnickers.

training means bettter and more
worthwhile service.
Taking the ministry as bis basis of
argument, the speaker pointed out
the necessity of a college training
smd education. It was the contention
of the spearker that theological students were the lowest In their standard of service in many instances
and that liberal arts graduatesranked next highest, and that college
graduates, who availed themselves
both of the liberalarts and the technical training occupied the largest

places of responsibilityIn the church.
Technical training, he said, tends to
make for narrowness,and while It is
A necessary conclusionto a profession. a young man or woman should
by no means neglect the other courses
of study, which will do much to make
them more worthwhileand give them
a greater opportunityto serve hum
anity.
"Satisfactionin service is the greatest success." The woman who Is dotog the menial tasks of the home, or
the man who Is tilling his plot of
•oil, and is satisfiedin doing it, Is
Just as much called of God to do, his
bltas the
who leads the
womankind of the world, or the man
who Is occupyinga central position in
the affairs of state or church. "God
to Just as anxious," said Rev. De Vln»ey, “for the man and woman to do
the smaller tasks of life, as He is for
those who must occupy the more conspicuous places. "God Is ready to go
toto partnrship with anyone when he
«r she Is ready to hear His voice."
And, said the speaker, if people of today were more willing to hear the

Make Your
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John Mead of Allegan, part owner
of the ImperialCarving company of
i.-i-gan, suffeied Injuries Saturday
from which It la feared he cannot recover when the automobile In which
he waa driving to his cottage at Scott
lake, near Pullmen, collided with a
car parked on the road. He sustained
a fractured skull and Internal Injuries
physicians said.
The accident occurred when Mead
speeded up his machine to pass another car, failing to notice that a
third car was parked on the side of
o

Harry Raffennud died aome meant nothin* to ttye listener. In hli
weeks ago many In Holland lost a passing there goes with him a worla
friend. Raffenaud was better known of unwritten wisdom and volumes
an "French Harry" and he had many of the most valuablenature data,
admirers. There were probablynone We first knew him as boys. The
warmtrlnthelradmiration than Dean writer's earliestadventuresIn the
Bergen, formerly of Holland and outdoors were often spent In the
Dr. J. T. Bergen, now of Minneapolis,company of French Harry, who
In a letter to the Sentinel Mr. Dean taught us the rudiments of trapping.
Bergvn says: "His death was a sad Going back over the days of our
blow to my father and us all. Many youth, the Frenchman stands out In
of the old Frenchman's teachingsour memory as one of the compelling Tony Groeneveld of the Commerchave gone out In my father's ser- Influences.Sitting around the camp ial Printing Co. was In Chicago over
mons." Dean Bergen wrote up fire he first won our attention with the week end.
"French Harry" In the Chicago Even- thrillingstories of the South Sea IsIng Post and that articleIs reprintedlands and other adventures of his
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BEHIND REFERENCE
Dr. Daniel A. Poling, who delivered

Welcome

is

HEALTH TALK

After Asthma’s

NO. 15 BY JOHN DE JONGE, D.

Office: Hcllan
Boon:

C

i

it) State

appointed-

A moist lake or sea atmosphere may irritate but does not
cause asthma, or the big majo*
rity of those who live in such
an atmosphere would have
asthma- The cause of asthma
is practicallyevery case that
becomes chronic, is pressure
on spinal nerves to the bronchial region of the lungs. There
is a peculiarspina) stoop noted
in the asthmatic sufferer By
my chiropractic health method
tl'is disturbanceof spinal

10 to 11: f’ a.m.. 2 to|6, 7 toSp.n

Citiz. Phont 2464

KOUW

NOTARY PUBLIC

St.

:he baccalaureate sermon to the
Hope College seniors Sunday night
>nce was so badly Injured In an automobile accident !n New York atate
that he was given up for dead. Dr
°ollng In his sermon referred to the
necessityof physical fitness because a this experience. God spared her, and
woman
Ime comes when the last ounch of then strengthened her, to tasks o'
strength means the differencebetween heroic fortitude for the rest of us.
"I was so pinioned and crushed he.
Ife and death. His audiencedid not
mow he was referring to his own ex- neath the wreckage and behind the
perience. It all happened several wheel that I could not extricate my- FIRE • COMPENSATION • LIFE
vears ago and Dr. J. B. Nykerk has self until Mrs. Poling had. with superdug up the story from a file copy of human strength, sprung the steeringhe ChristianIntelligencer. It waa gear the necessary fraction of an Inch HEALTH • ACCIDENT • AUTOMOBILE
minted In that paper in the form of that allowed me to tumble out, and It
6f 8th.Sl. Phone 2120 HOILANO.MICH.
i letter written by Dr. Poling him- was then that her ceaseless calling
kept me from sinking to my death
;elf. Here It is:
with the shock.
"Just eight weeks ago the crash
At the hospital examinationsthat
voice of God, they would be more came: and. when I think of the mar day and early on the following morn- FRED T. MILES, Attorney-at-Lav
•atlsfled with their work. "Too many vellous way — ah. no, the miraculoua
ing revealed the extent of the In
ProsecutingAttorney of Ottawa
j>eople dissatisfiedwith their present way — In which we have been brought Juries. My lower lumbar vertehr.
County
position today," he said, "did not to this hour. I find no words with
was fractured,as was the breast -bone
General Practice.
think God had a part in the selection which to express my gratitude. A Both hips were smashed, though no
tt their life task."
little more than a week ago we lef’
Bell Phone
broken. I had severe deep Interna
There Is a victory In misfortune. the hospital. ...AlreadyDaniel has the contusions and a serious rupture o
Some men are crushpd by it. and oth- perfect use of his arm, and it is with the blood-vessels In the right groin
ers- are made by it. The speaker re- difficulty that we restrain Clark from
and three ribs had been badly twist Grand Rapids Monument Co.
ferred to Socrates, Helen Keller llscardlng his crutches altogether. ed. There were minor bruises, of
High Grade MonumentalWork
Booker T. Washington, and others, Mrs. Poling has been a super-woman. course, and one slight cut over th<
Zeeland, Michigan
who were beacon -lights In their own Next to God I owe her my life. From right ear.
JOHN H. BOSCH, Genl Agt.
place and In their own time, who he hour of the accident she carried
"And now today I
walking
made opportunityout of hardship, iurdens too great to be borne. It walking without a brace, not vigorand success out of misfortune. "And .vhs her voice that called me hack ously, of course, but with my limbs
TYLER VAN LANDEGEND
yet," said the speaker, "there are some .vhen I went to the end of the world functioningperfectly; walking when
Dealer in Windmills, Gasoline Engines
people today, who will not even try to
I am moving on toward a complete only a little while ago my life was de
Pumps and Plumbing Supplies.
overcome. There is no victory for recovery .... Perhaps, because there spalred of. and then a little later th»
48 West 8th Streei
the man who Is ready to surrender." have been so many misunderstanding*wise men who had the case In hand Bell
Speaking of John Paul Jones, setting concerningthe accident, I should Insisted that I must He in a plaster
out In an old hull, to fight the Eng- just in a few sentences, tell you the -ast for four months at least."
lish navy, and who sailed to victory dory. We were on our way from the
H. R.
In an Interesting article In Thf
on the enemy's vessel,as their own lake here to New York, bound Con- Continentfor August 26. we get the Dealer in Drugs, Medicine, Paints, Oil>
•ank to the bottom of the sea, and ventionwnrds.We had started at half full story of how Mrs. Poling called
who replied, '’we haven't begun to past three o'clock that morning, her husband back when he went to Bell Phone Toilet Articles
32 East 8th Si
light yet* when asked if ready to sur- stopping for breakfastIn Greenville,
the end of the world.. When, ten
render, Rev. De Vinney hurled a and at half past nine, when the crash minutes after the accident three men
challengeto the graduatingclass of ’ame. we had covered Just about a reached the scene in response to
DR. A.
1824. to set out into life with a de- hundred miles.
Mrs. Poling’s cry for help, thev
terminationto win, and to succeed.
"The steering-gear broke;, and the "though sympatheticand tender Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat Specialisi
There is also the victory In toll. "I car, out of control, dashed Into a brought no cheer. They drew Dr.
Vender Veen Block
congratulatethe man who can toll," telephone-pole at the left of the road. Poling from under the smashed car Office Hours: 9 to 10 a. m.; 2 to 5
•aid the speaker, "when others have I was driving at the time, a little less and felt for his pulse and listened foi
gdven up." He Is the man who can than twenty-five miles an hour on a his breath.. There was no least sign p. m. Evenings,Tuesday and Satur
day, 7:80 to 9:00.
make success out of hard work, when wonderful highway, level as a floor. of life. The eyes were open but totothers cannot do hark work. "The with at least half a mile of empty |al,y expressionless. 'Come away ma.greatest victory in educationIs to
road ahead of me. Seeing little chll- dara.’ said the men. 'your husband
Jearn to toil."
Iren at play in an unfenced yard at ,B dead. Weil do what we can for Engineering Service Company
There is also the victory of prin- the right, Just as a precaution I had y°u and the children.'
311 Union Nt. Bank Bdg.
ciple. It takes a man of principle,drawn well over to the left; one nev- "But Mrs. Poling broke from them Civil Engineering and Surveying
and a man of Whittier's calibre,who er knows what a sudden impulse will J0 a surge of passionate anguish,as
M. M. BUCK
could say that ‘to be truly successful lead a child to do. This fact. I sup heedless as ever of her own Injuries
Phone
Muskegon, Mich.
one should ally himself with a worthy nose, gave direction to the car in Ita the grief-transfiguredwife flung herATTORNEYS AND NOTARIES
and unpopular toil,’ to go out into final plunge.
self prone on the prostrate body of
the world and conquer.. “It takes a • "The force of the impact was such her husband, and pressing her lips
man to stand alone."
that the heavy pole was pushed over close to his ear, she cried piercingly:
But the greatest victory of all Is to an angle of 45 degrees. Fortun- 'Dan, Dan, Dan, you cannot leave us'
the victory of a properly trained con ately for us all, we struck at an You must come back to us! We can•dence. God only knows how to train angle, and swerved in a wide arc to not give you up! Dan, Dan, Dan
A conscience,'' and this Is the victory the right. Mrs. Poling. Rachel, Dan- come back!"
that hath overcome the world, even iel and Clark were thrown clear of
"The bystanderstried to Interfere
onr faith." Faith is the most com- the wreckage; but, when the heavy The tragic Insanity of such franticapmon thing in the world, said De Vln- car settled down, the running-board peals In a dead man's ear was unbear
jieJ, and it Is the greatest.When all caught Clark's leg and snapped It an able. But they could not Interrupt
the victories of the world have been inch below the hip, Rachel escaped her. Ceaselessly as ahe lay there, the
placed side by side, it yet awaits this A-itn a few bruises and scratches;; determinedwife called and called am.
victory of faith, the cap-stoneof all and the latter, being neglectedbe called. For full fifteen minutes she
victories,to make the bridge of vic- ause of what were regarded as th« bent all her will to bringing back hei
tories complete and strong. All oth more serious Injuries of the rest o: husband.
ers pale into insignificancewhen this js. developedan Infection that gav<
"And then— the miracle happened
greatest of all victories Is yours, he ner quite a painful experience for a
"The open eyelids fluttered shut,
exclaimed,aa he climaxed his mes- few days. Daniel's left shoulder was and the unconscious man sighed.
sage with the old-timeverdict of the dislocated and the arm broken ar
‘....Meanwhile Mr. Poling regards
Apostle John. It Is then, he said, inch below the socket. The fracture* himself as one whom love recalled litthat we can walk down the years suffered by the boys were very diffi- erally from the dead. He says 'J was
with God, fearing nothing, knowing cult to set; but the surgeons Into goig somewhere when I heard a voice
that all la ours if we are but willing whose hands we fell were most skil- calling me, and I knew right away
luer.
ful, and the breaks mended perfect- hat 1 had to go back.' "
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Offered for 20 Year.
Then Reli.f

-

suffered from asthma for twenty years. I
told the Cditornia climate w< uld cure 9
me, hut it d dn’t. Then I whs advised to go
to the mountains, and it had no effect. I
consulted one physician a*ter a other and
received no benefit. I irind a sanitarium
treatment that was highly recor me? ded and
it fai ed. I am satisfied now that none of
the tl ings that I tried had a chance to suc-

was

ceed because none of ihem reached the
cau e of my particulartrouble until I began
tak ng chiropractic spinal adjustments. I
hid good results in twenty-five adjustments,
hi t continuedurttil I was entirely well. During the past winter I caught a hard cold and
expected a return of the trouble, but it did
not appear. I am sure now that I have a
permanent cure Mrs Mary S. Desjardin,
Chir. Res Bureau, Statement No. 1575E.

John

T)j£

Jt

EXAMINATION & CONSULTATION FREE

DOESBURG

5291

Yem

nertes is corrected
naturallyfollows.

Pilncr School of Chiropractic
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Bank Flock

Real Estate, Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
ly. Mrs. Poling was fearfully hru'sed
Farms, City and Resort Property.
about the limbs and shoulder, an-'
her right ear was nearly severed. To Nr. 36 W. 8th
Holland, Mid
day, even on close Inspection,th<
Citz. Telephone—Office 1166
scar Is scarcely visible. Indeed. ther<
Residence 1172
will not be a single mark of disfigurement for any of us as the result o'

Agony

HEALTH is indeed most welcome to any one after having suffered the agonizing struggle for breath vhich is
characteristicof the spasms p* culisr to this trout le. Asthma, some have considereda cliirmtic trouble. Those who
change climate in the hope of relief ere nt ally always dis-
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PRESIDENT OF
VILLAGE
BE

ARE MEMBERS

MAY

As a result of the trouble between
the Holland Interurban and the vlllage of Orandvillethat caused the
Interruption of traffic through that
village for a day or two, the Grandvllle Star suggests the recall of the
village president, declaring that the
president's "lack of co-operation
makes him subject to recall" The
Star says In a black-face,double-lead-

ed editorial:
"The position of Village President
Sneden In not enforcingthe mandates of the council compelling the
traction Intereststo cease car opera-

tion through the vlllege is Inexcusfor
the

HONOR CLUB

The fifteen boys and girls of the
high school class of 1924 who were
placed on the honor list Thursday
night at the annual commencement
are not merely members of the local
honor list but are thereby also mode
members of the national honor society of secondary schools.
In honor to stimulate scholarship
and develop character, leadership,
and sevlce In Holland high school
the faculty in 1923 decided to ask for
a charter for Holland high school In
order to become affiliated with the
National Honor Society. This society is founded upon the Idea that
character, scholarship,service and
leadership are cardinal qualitiesworthy of encouragement In all schools.
Holland high school received th'Is
barter in January, 1923, when only
143 high schools In the country were
members.

ment.

ers."

REV. BEETS’ SOX, RADIO
EXPERT, AWARDED DEGREE

A

Mooi, Frank Moser, John Mulder,
Clarissa Poppen. Raymond Smith and
Lubertha Van Doesburg.

HOPEHADA
GOODYEAR

bachelor of science degree has
been awarded by the University of
Chicago to Nicholas Beets, son of the
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Beets of Grand
Rapids, fie is the Inventor of a ma.
chine measuring radio waves, which
was recently consideredby the National Congress of Radiologists, and
declared by its members to be of Importance in the advancement of ra
dio. Mr. Beets has been asked to
ft Paper on the Practical aspects
or the X-ray measurment with referThe Hope college athletic teams
ence to a standard unit of docage be- have established a fine record this
fore a meeting to be held at Roches, year in all lines of sports. The footter, Minn.
'•all team working under serious

IN

_

HoMand, July

his convictions but It emphatically differs with him In his
position in what we believe becomes
his oath bound duty In the matter.
"His path Is clearly marked out
At that time the faculty elected ten
and in this particular Instance the members of the class of 1923, who
order of the council is above that of formed the charter members of the
his own personalregard or convic- Holland honor society. Not more
tion.
than 15 per cent of the members of
"Following the Council’s action any class may be chosen, and one
Tuesday which through a big major- requirementto be met is that only
ity vote directed the order against those students are eligible whose
the traction interests It immediately scholarship places them in the upper
became his duty as the supreme of- fourth of the class.
ficer of the village to represent Its InAs stated in connection with the reterests that we believe that while he port of the graduating exercises, 15
up to that time objected and opposed members from this year's class were
its enforcement to which he had a chosen who in the estimation and
right he nevertheless after its pass- Judgment of the faculty met the reage should have directed the enforce- quirements of scholarship, character,
>
service and leadership, and received
"The village has every right to ex- from the faculty solid gold national
pect compliance with its legal and emblems which bear the inscription,
lawful actions through its only em- "National Honor Society" with the
powered subjects and President Sne- letters, "S. C. L. 8." meaning, Scholden's lack of co-operation makes him arship, Character, Leadership, and
subject to recall.
Service.
‘Councilman Van Koeverlng'sposiThe names of the honor students
tion in the matter is entirely satis- were printed in connectionwith the
factory to the electorate. While he story of the graduatingexercises but
opposed the enforcement order until they are printed again herewith:
the vote was passed he at once fell in
Hazel Albers, Mae Beekman, Edno
line \\Kh the councilmen and is will- Cook, Dorothy Dekker, Delia Helder,
ing to assist in any manner necessary Marion Ingham, Leon Kleis, Esther
to carry out the wishes of the villag- Kooyers, Bessie Kraker, Theresa
*

courage of

Attrictions

Chantanqna Co.

OF NATIONAL

RECALLED

able >
"The Star admires Mr. Sneden
what we would like to term

A Few

shown by the Redpath

at

the Masonic Temple

14 to 18 incluaive. Surplus goes

toward

Y* M. C. A. Building for Holland.

NOTED MEN ENDORSE

CHAUTAUQUA MOVEMENT
me express the hope

“Let

that the people will not
support of a patriotic institutionthat may be
said to be an integral part of the national defense.”
fail in the

—

-Former Pre.id.nt Woodrow Wilton

"Chautauqua has served to reveal the individual
American community to itself at its best. It has been a
voluntary, inspirationalservice in which men and
women have given the best they have in them for the
sake

of the social interest.”

— Formor

Proiident

Worron G. Harding

“The Chautauqua movement has been one of the
most influentialof our democratic endeavors.”
Chariot E. Hughoa, Secrotary of Stata

"What

I

life gives me a realizChautauqua movement to

have seen of public

ing sense of the

power

of the

DUNBAR MALE QUARTET AND BELL RINGERS

mould public opinion.”
—Governor Gifford Pinchot

of Ponmylvania

“A movement based on an idea which has now
spread over the whole of our country and,

in fact,

over

the world; an idea which has been and will continue

immense educational value to

to be of

and

f„i r!

all the people

— Thomat A.

“With

all the great influence that the press

mands, it remains true that the platform
agency to instruct and to inspire.”

,

1 ? h

f

is a

pfOfMtni will be remembered longertban tile hatwn.

xrxar;:

“ 'ir

of first importance to their welfare.”
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•oo«A lUDE to the accompaniment of

Edition

bell.,
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tot!"*

murtcal

com-

powerful

HON. C.H.

BROUGH

"KIDS' ” FRIEND)

Albort Shaw, Editor Raviaw of Raviawt

CHAUTAUQUA

AT

“The Chautauqua movement has probably done
more toward keeping American public opinion informed, alert and unbiased than any other movement.”
—Irving Fithar, Profottor Political Economy, Yala Univanity

Former Governor of Arkan-

Capt T. Dintmore Uptar*

Hu

REDPATH CHAUTAUQUA NEWS SERVICE
Will Deliver Qreat Addreee on “Amorlc*’« Leaderehlp of the

World.-

ATHLETICS

------

CHAUTAUQUA

AT

sat Selects Vital Topic*

Great Lecture.

Eloquent,Magnetlo Speaker With ft
Measaga for Old and Young
Allko.

Quartet

Hon. Charles H. Brough, author,
educator, and former governor of Ar-

Capt. T. Dlnsmoro Upton,
kansas, will lecture on "America's Brother to a Hundred Thousand KMsT *
will he a feature lecturer at the ceot- ..
Leadership of the World’’ at the coming Redpath Chautauqua here, aft »
ing Redpath Chautauqua.
lectnre, "The Four-SquareBuilder* ft „
Charles H. Brough, besides hav-

on Chautauqua Program

-o

handicaps managed to turn In a 500
per cent record. The prospectsfor
next fall’s team are bright, but un'ess more time can be had for practice the team will be seriously handlIN
apped. Flip Vander Meer will captain the next team.
The basketball team, playing one of
the stlffest schedules ever attempted
by an orange and blue five, was highy successful.Victories over IndlanThe common council of Allegan ipolis Y. Michigan City Y, Kazoo Coihas Passed a new ordinanceregulat- nge. and other teams of high calibre
ing traffic during time of fire. This
rave the squad a fine reputation. All
ordinancesIs effective June 23. Fob the members of the first squad are
lowing are the principal provisions: funiors and plan to return to school
1. Fire apparatus shall have the
right of way, on way to and from lext fall. Fred Jonkman, varsity
•enter, will captain the 1024-’25

ing attained to high position In public

ALLEGAN MAKES
CHANGES

S

life,

a plea for clean, wbtrihaa— uracri ittwa.

has achieved notable scholastic

ITS

TRAFFIC RULES

'
'

‘

!

2. The

driver of any vehicle shall,

'earn.

on the approach of any fire apparatus Although not much Is heard about
draw as near as possible to the right- he track team because of the fact
hand curb and remain stationary un- that It cannot get opponents to contest against in cross-country runs, the
til the apparatus has passed.
3. No vehicle shall be driven along earn did splendidly this year. Runany street less than 250 feet In the ning at M. A. C., where all the big
'olleges of the state were representrear of the fire apparatus.
No vehicle shall be driven or ed, Schouten's men captured third
perked n-lthln 250 feet of the en- place. F’rospects are very encouraging for next year.
ranee of any building In which there
Baseball has come to the front at
is a fire.
R. No vehicle shall he driven Hope. For years Hope has turned
across the fire hose nor parked with out fair teams but they have never
<een as well balanced as this year's
In fifteenfeet of any fire hydrant.
nine. With Poppen and Albers on the
tiring line,, and Rlemersma receiving
WILL r.n*^ pm vo
RECITAL MONDAY NIGHT the team presented a battery hard to
beat. The infieldand outfield were
lAlIn E. McKay, local piano teach- also well balanced, fielding in fine
er, announce* her 14th annual piano shape and hitting consistently.
recital to he given by twenty of her
Victories were turned in over Kapiano student*.
*oo college, St. Mary's. Ferris
Th I* recital 1* free to the public stltute, twice, and Mt. PleasantNor- ...
and will be held In the Methodist mals. But two inflelders, R. A. Doekvhurch Monday night. June 30th. Miss son at third base and CJarence LubMcKay will be assisted by the fol- bers at shortstop, will tie lost to the
lowing artists: Mr. Jans Helder, tenor team. With any kind of breaks the
of Grand Rapids, Master Geo. King, team next year should come off with
violinistof Kalamazoo and Louis 0 ft fine record. Kenneth Van Lente tbe
McKay organist of the Christian Sci- was elected captain of the team for
ence church of Kalamazoo. Ail lov- next year.
ers of music are cordially Invited to
Prospects all around for next year
attend.
are fairly bright. Most of the athletes in the college at present are
members of the Junior class. With
DIVORCES I TO 5 IN
ALLEGAN; I TO 4 IN STATE the leaving of this class next year,
Allegan County is below the state Coach Schouten will be forced to deaverage in the ratio of the number of velop lots of new material, but the
Coach has been highly successful in
alvorces to marriages.
State -figuresfor recent years show the past and Hope will maintain her
mat there is an average of one di- high standard.
vorce for every four marriages.AlMiss Ruby Mooney has signed a
legan County had an average in 1923
of approximately one divorce for contract to teach in the kindergarten
every five marriages. In the past at Grandville next year.
-o—
year the county clerk recorded 52
divorces and 272 marriages.
Ruth A. Mulder left Friday for Me
Kee. Ky., where she expects to spend
-o
the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. R. Tromp have moved
Miss Lida Rodgers of the high
to their cottage at Maple Beach U. Arbor
Friday,
mile north of Buchanan Beach.
school teaching staff left for Ann
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Betty Booth Concert

Notable Potter-Craftsman at
the Chautauqua

he

Company

Chautauqua

— —

PAW PAW ARREST SOLVES
LOST LICENSE PLATE MYSTERY
Two men giving their names as Ned
R. Dewey and Alfred Meyers have
been arrested in Paw Paw charged
with stealing an automobileat Aurora, 111, H. P. Zwemer has been notl' by thp state police that a license
plate of one of his trucks was found
under the seat of the stolen car and
Mr. Zwemer is congratulating himself
that he prevented the loss of one of
his cars.
Three weks ago today two men pre-

sumably the two arrestedat Paw
Paw, stopped in front of the Zwemer
place at night and while one of them
remained In the car the other went
into the yard of the garage and
snooped around. Mr. Zwemer lives
across the street from his garage and

seeing what was going on he went
to investigate.•

Demanding what the visitor wanted
Mr. Zwemer was told by him that he
wss looking for some eecond-hand

_

car. But he did not look like a person who was on the level and he
seemed unable to give straight answers such as might be expected from
anyone who was out for an honest
business deal.

The Holland dealer however had
J. SMITH DAMRON
nothing to go on but suspicion and
the two men drove away after a little. The next morning it was disThe Betty Booth Concert Company, on organization of notable muataft
,a,,lrnc,lona' the mmlnf Rc'I,*I,'
covered that they had taken with 0h.u1»uXMin«J
; ttalnments, will be one of the outstanding companies to appear at the codter
and
Hip
pi™
V..
*uienB,nment-deraoii8trHlIon,
"The
Potter
and
the
Clav."
Whleh
etla.lJ““t^n!^t“Uon’
"Tl>e
Putthem one of the license plates of a
ing Redpath Chautauqua.
Zwemer truck. Mr. Zwemer imProminent on their well-chosen program* are classical and popular tnstr»>
mediately reported It to the state
police and today the notification
mental selections,beautiful costumed song presentations from favorite llglft
Uflmron mke* essels of clay on an oldcame that his plate had been recover•operas, and other song numbers given in costume.
ed and was on the way back to the
t,,e pre,iara,l“n
Miss Betty Booth, mezzo-sopranoand pianist, formerly with the IraperNI
owner.
Splendid lessons on rhnrortai.hnllillM.____ j'T.
\ lenna Opera Company, heads the company. In exquisite cestumes aha ftft
The men arrested In Paw Paw ap- humor
al»»«
wit.
tures a number of Chinese. Japanese, Hindu and Gypsy song*
pear to he In the business of stealing
IllllfOFirikllflf.
nil nt
.a v*
automobilesand It is believed that
Hugo
Brandt, Poll
PoUfh
pianist and composer of note, and
Paul Clark
™™Lha\beCV!!? platfonn 8UCceM of Mr. Damron that the United
States government sent hIm
him t0
to the
the Panftnia
Panama Canal
Canal Zone
Zone to
to entertain
entertain governrniem known concept violinist, complete this organisation which, In bofh
they were at the Zwemer place
meat employees. Hp mva
-77* ..Qe ro. 611 erfaln SO'ernthat purpose but were
He gave his entertainment fifteen times In the govemmem and type of musical Endeavor, ranks among the best on the Cha
away by Mr. Zwemer’s vigllence. dob houses
go\ eminent
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HOLLAND MAN
IS

COLLEGE GRANTS

HONORED

HONORARY DEGREE

AT MADISON
Judson W. Staplekamp, son of
Mrs. E. W. Staplekamp, has returned
liome from the University of Wlseon-•in. Mr. Staplekamp was a second
year student there. He has been honored at that Institutionby being elect•«d as a member of Phi Delta Phi, an
honorary legal fraternity. He was
also a member of the editorialstaff
«rof the Wisconsin Daily Cardinal.
In addition to this Mr. Staplekamp
rmasisted In the promotion of an independent lecture course In the city
«of Madison. Some of the artistssecured thru his effortsfor the course
were Elsie Janis, Tltta Ruff and other
great artists. Mr. Staplekamp also
acted as district manager for the
«

Johnson Twin Miller

Stationery
Hoase, dealers in exclusive college
stationery. He is a member Wisconsin chapter of the Alpha Tau Omega
social fraternity and while at Hope
college, where he spent the first three
yaars of his college career, he was a

i

IN ABSENTIA

KLAN
RAIDING KLAN AT COUNTY SEAT

LOOKS LIKE

CASE OF

A

It appears that Grand Haven has a committed has been secured. The
As usual at hope College com. regular hend'iuarters and a local of- perpetrators are unknown, but some
mencement exercises the conferring fice for the Ku Klux Klan and ac- idea has been gained along thla line.
Arthur Allman, kleagle of Ottawa
of honorary degrees was an Impres- cording to report this place was raidsive ceremony Wednesday evening. ed during Monday night and things county, haa issued a bulletin telling
of the raid and inviting the perpetraThese degrees are conferred by the were badly scattered about.
The Klan olfices are located In the tor or perpetrators of the affair to
council of Hope College.
For the first time in many years an Presley Building, Grand Haven, with meet him at his office In Grand Haven
honorary degree was granted in ab- an Inner office and an ante room. The or any other place in the state. KlansInner office was not touched,the al-

sentia. This was the degree of Doctor of Science conferredon Dr. Edward J. Stride of Amoy, China, for
distinction gained by him in medicine and surgery In the China mission field. Dr. Strlck was not present to receive his degree, having returned to the orient some months

leged raiders being unable to gain
access but the ante room was Indiscriminately turned topsy turvy and a
warning note was left there.

men feel that they have been the subject of an unjustified raid and that

Good Paint

something should be done to guard
against further action of the kind.
Klan officials believe the intent was
The note, printed In tall letters In to secure the Klan notes. ,
pencil, read "You are known. BeThe bulleting Issued by the Kleagle
ware” and bore the device of a skull is reprinted below:
and cross bones with two pistols
The Klan office has been raided In
ago.
pointing at each other underneath. Grand Haven. The persons who left
The degree of D. D. waa conferred Four lines were drawn across the this (warning) notice at my office are
on Rev. John A. Dykatra of Grand bottom, perpendicularly.Thla note cordially Invited to see me at any
Rapids. Dr. Albert ua Pieters of Ja- and the evidencesof an organized time either In this same office or any
pan was also honored with the de- raid were discovered Monday night by place else In the state of Michigan.
gree of D. D. Rev. William Bancroft Grand Haven Klan officials although
Arthur Allman,
Hill, D. D., of Vasaar College, Pough- no evidence of thA-tlme the deed waa
Kleagle of Ottawa County.
keepsie, N. Y. waa honored with the
degree of Doctor of Letters.

serve* s double pur*

pose—
it

;

it protects

and

improm. Therefore

when yon

paint

you

should he sue to use

only the bat paint
procurable, seffcatyou
will ha sure to ietthe

measure at promember of the Fraternal society,
prominent in forensics,and a member
tection
and
imprewement*
•u
•of Phi Kappa Delta. He will resume
HAS
NEW
SLANT
ON
THAT
REhis studies at Wisconsin in the fall,
QUEST ABOUT BLACK BASS
specialising in property law under
Professor Rundell, one of the leadThe Muskegon Chronicle has the
ing authoritieson property law In the
following on the request not to take
country.
.tluck bass or blue gills until July 1:
"The state department of conservaration has Issued an appeal to the
Tbs Hops Collage Alumni AssociaOne of the big events during comfishermen to stay away from the lakes
mencement
season
is the Fraternal tion held Us annual banquet Tuesday
will |nrt you the appearance you desire and the proami streams until July 1, although
banquet, this year celebrating evening in Carnegls Hall. About 22&
the bqss aeawn opened Monday. society
members attendedand Rev. H. Sc hiptection yon requixw. We shall be felad to furnish yo«
Its ninetieth annual event.
:
This is becftutethe fish are still on the
More than one hundred Fraters per of Grand Haven was the main
facts to prove that Monarch Paint is the best paint valspawning beds. It is going to be an and guests sat down to sumptuous re- speaker of tho evening. The classes
appeal to the conscience. We had it
ue you can gat, and to advise with you: mgardinfecolor*
The Ulfllas club, the Dutch literary all fixed Up to go out and catch some past ranging from bullion and wafers of 1874, '84, 94, 1904, 1914 and 1924
and all the vegetables of the season to were represented on the program
society at Hope college, gave Its anbest suited to your needs. Come in and &at a color card*
nual program last night at Carnegie of the fish next week, but of course, roaat chicken, winding up with straw- with the exception of tho class of
we do not want to do H If it Is going berry shortcake with whipped cream 1174, of which there is hut one surHall before a large audience.
to hurt our conscience. The fact Is and angel food. Some mouth-water- vivor who could net be present.
The program was opened with the that
we believe the boys should stay ing lay-out to be sure.
Rev. Jobs A. Dykstra of Grand
winging of a Psalm and the Rev.. H.
'Cotenbranderof Rock Valley, Iowa, away from the lakes until July 15 and
The program was neatly printed In Rapids acted as toastmaatsr. Rev. G.
then
winter
will
come
and
that
will
led In prayer, after which Richard
gold on slate colored leatherette and H. Hospers of New York, being unaVan Farowe, the presidentof the leave the fiah for the boys who wan: the placards were made to match. ble to be present to represent the
to
go
down
and
haul
them
out
by
the
society, gave the welcoming address.
The table decorations were elaborate class of 1884, sent a latter which was
A quartet consisting of: William bushel with a spear.
with flowers predominating.
read by Prof. P. E. Hlnkamp. Miss
"The great state of Michigan wants
Van’t Hof, Henry Korvr, Harry Kamp
The speaking program follows be- Isla Prulm entertained with a vocal
Martin Cupery, rendered some to save Us fish. It wants to have plen- low:
solo, "Spring Is come again.”
ty of fish in the lakes and streams and
Dutch songs.
Program— The Prater's Log; PraThe class of 1894 was represented
The nature of the program was a for this reason It places a closed sea- ter Paul Van Verst. '25, toastmaster, by Attorney Arthur Van Daren of
son
on
bass
of
all
kinds,
bluegllls
and
•one-act play entitled, "HeerenThe Torch — The Toastmaster;Chips Holland; Rev. Willis Hoekfo misknechts." This comdey waa played In the like until June 15. Then It al- —Prater Frank A. Huff, '25; Bonfires sionary to Japan, spoke In behalf of
lows
the
fish
to
be
caught
with
a
spear
:a Use manner and drew rounds of
—Prater Garrit Boone, '24; Tenor so- the class1 of 1904, and ho told of the
by the ton during the winter months. lo—
applause from the audience.
Banjo Song" (Horner), big place that Hope College has Id
Of
course,
there
is
a
limit
on
the
The program In full was as follows:
"You,” (Moore) — Frater Rutherford the Reformed churvh*
catches
with
the
spear,
but
the
men
1. Gezang, Psalm 89:7; 2. OpenlngsHulzenga, '27; Flares— Frater Fred
The guests were treated to a vocal
gebed, Rev. H. Colenbrander;3. who spear through the Ice usually Yonkman. '25; The Beacon— Frater solo by Miss Mario W. Danhof of
make
a
business
of
It
and
they
violate
Welkomstwoord, Richard VanFarowe;
John B. Nykerk, '86; Tenor solo— "If Grand Rapids who aang 'The Little
4L Quartet; 5. Oratle— "Stroomop- the law In many Instances.It would God left only you,” (Denemore), Dutchman.” The class of 1914 was
iraarts, John Moedt; 6. Rcltatle— seem to us that If Michigan Is so Inter- "Someone worth while," (Ward-Stev"De Haan", Clyde Nieuwenhuls; 7. ested In saving its fishing business for ens)— Frater Theodore Luldens, '27; represented'by the Aev. Harry Hoffs
Quartet.8. Recitatie "Twee Vrlen- the sport of It, it would close the Phantoms— Frater Wallace Vlascher, of Coopersvlllo and .Harvey Do Weerd
John Minnema; 9.. Mengel- lakes and streams to all but a hook 12; Embers— Frater James J. De of the class of 1924. also spoke. Mrs.
James B. Mblder of Irvlntoa, N. Y.T
r mess, Abraham pott; 10. Samen- and line and then let the folks fish Kraker, '08.
Sold By
sjnaUc— ‘'Heerenknechti",
Baron Van when they want to do so. In this The officers of the club are: Paul entertainedwith a vocal selection,
BtisSen. Leonard De Moor; Fritz, xljn way. fishingwould once more become V’an Verst, president; Floyd Van der "Sunday.”
The principal speaker of the evs»-J
sport and If the law as to size Is
kamerdienaar,Richard Van Farowe
Meer, vice president; Dwight Yntema,
Jan. xljn knecht, Isaac Fisher; Piet. obeyed there would he plenty of fish. Secretary; John H. Albers, Treasarer. log. Rev. Henry- Schlpper,of Grand
Haven, was then introduced.Bo told
Vrlenden van, John Soeter, Jr., Jan- That Is the way our consciencefeels
The following art the active mem- of the record of his clbss, the class
sslffcltB «n Jan, Marlnus Moeget; An- about It."
bers: 1924 — Garrit John Boone; 1125
'99 — three teachers, three physlUss. Harry De Vries; Thijs Paarde—Frank Avery Hoff. Russel Edrward of
ctassr, and' thirteen nnlnteeers—all of
kooper, Silas Wiersma.
SUNDAY EGGS PAY
Pluene, Benjamin RIeraersma, Paul
Wall Paper and Paint Store
ve stin' In' active* asrvioo-HopeFOR CHURCH ORGAN Herbert Van Verst, Albert Vander whom
College Is not a matter of buildlng.v
Eggs laid on Sunday are being used Berg, Jr. Floyd R. Vander Meer. Jack
-lUipment. he said, but oi iuea
Arthur VeMman, Frederick F rarer)*
to retire the indebtednesson an orYonkman:
1926-John
Heury
Albem
gan for the Bethel Baptist church Randall Cher ret Boewh. George Her*
Inkriorit* complex.
near Walnut Grove. Alabama, acman Damson. James Fenger De Free. a ad Ikck confldbnca-todbttrtngu, Othcording to W. J Nesbit, Alabama citierx
have
the
superiority
complex and
zen. The women of the church de- Paul Gebhard, Adrian Nelson Lare- this lead* to over-coafldencs-and feck,
gulrh,
Richard
Pitman
MalTery,
FredA few day* oT 'tfwrm weather un- cided that the eggs laid by their erick Albert Meyer, James Leonard1 of preparation. Oar state of mind
chickens on the Sabbath should1 he
should be such as to keep us Croat
sealed the gates of the middle west
to pay f6r the instrument. The Poppen, Julius Harold Van Eene- ignoble and urge us on to noble tfesd*
and released one of ths greatest sold
women
leave nothing hut the nest nnam. John W. Vos. Chester Loomis he swiff.
floods of summer traffic111 the hisegg in the nests Saturday night and Yntema, Dwight Baldwin Yntermr,
Dr. HllBof Vassar (Eollegsdellvared
tory of the north.
Monday morning they gather those John Zweerlng; 1927 — Adrian Ger- a short
address and* greetings were
Like locusts,hut a thousand times that have been laid.
ard Buys. Clyde H. Geerflngs, Theomore welcome, the tourists and redore Hlddlng. Rutherford Gerald heard from Rutgers College Dr. E.
........0
Hulzenga, Theodore Luldens, Corner- J. Blekktnk closed with prater. The
•sorters have deecended upon Northing Wm. MuITenberg,Arthur Herbert banquet was a fine one In shargs of
land during the past few days. Last
Vanden Bosch, Jay Waheke, Garrett the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet and the- waitWednesday saw the first signs of the
Ecbert Winter, Hartger Egbert Win- ers were Y. W. C. AU girlht
Impending arrival,Thursday the tide
ter.
'Increased and Friday they literally
0
poured in by automobileand train.
LOCAL MAN HEADS
All along the curbs of tfce cities In
RESOLUTION COMBBTTEK
•sjorthernMichigan may be seen autoG. J. IMekema is chairman of the
mobllea from Southern Michigan and
resolutions committee of the State
Bankers association now in sreaUm*
Irom a dozen other states. In front
and among other things whitfl. probof one hotel Friday night stood six
Announcing as his theme. ''Fitness.”
ably win be embodied in hia report
cars, side by side, each from a dlf- and as his subject, "The Survival of
will be a proposal to limit bp state
ferent state.
the Fittest," Rev. Daniel A. Poling.
taw the period in which a daposltar
Hotels are fillingup rapidly, res LL. D... associate pastor of the Marmay- stop payment on at check. Some
-taurants are catchingthe meal time ble Collegiate church of New York
For a number of years the trend bankers also want a law. declaring a
trade and In the stores up and down City, delivered a stirring baccalaureGreat Sparkling
the business streets may he found ate address to the graduating class In Holland has been toward the or- check void If not cashed, within one
ganization of English speaking con- year after issuance. Both of these
tolg cowds of summer guests, most of of Hope College In CarnegieHall Sunthem from the smaller nearby resorts. day evening. The college girls’ glee gregations. In both the Reformed and proposals bear the endorsementof the
Reformed denominations committee on legislation.
The extreme heat In the cities dur- club sang at the exercisesand a vocal Christian
Dutch services have been gradualo
ing the middle of the week Is un- solo was given by Mrs. Reuben Maur- the
ly eliminated and In many cases new
doubtedly the cause of this sudden Its. Miss Mabel Nlenhuis accompany- English speaking congregationshave WILL SPEND SUMMER
IN THE NETI HANDS
influx of resorters.
ing.
been Tormed bv those who did not
Original Musical Production
Mrs. G. Buis and daughter WilhelSaturday morning the Pere MarDr. Poling told the story of the re- feel at home in churches where the
mlna, aged 9 years, will leave thla evquette Resort Special came north turn of the Jews from the Babylon- Dutch was used.
ian captivityand pointed out that be-with every berth filled.
Now apparentlythe trend Is going ening for New York and from there
in
fore they could be free the Jews had Into the opposite direction for the they will sail on. the steamer Veento be fit for freedom:they had to have time being at least. An attempt will dam for The Netherlands. Mrs. Buis
3IUT THIEF SENDS
intellectualand spiritualfit- be made this week to form a new con- came to America 17 years ago and she
CONSCIENCE MONEY physical,
ness. Slaves In body or In spirit gregation In Holland In which the haa never been back to her native
Bell Ringers
could not survive trials connected
A pecan stolen several years ago In with obtaining and maintainingfree- Dutch language will be used ex- country since then. She will spend
the
summer
with
relatives and exclusively.
There
are
believed
to
be
-the store of P. R. Westmoreland of
dom. as only the fit survive.
to return to Holland In SeptemMcKinney, Tex., was paid for by the In the same way. only those who In most of the churches of both the pects
thief when Westmoreland received a are fit survive In the battle of life Reformed and Christian Reformed ber. Mr. Bula waa prevented from
dime and a letter In which the writer that Is before every graduate.Il- denominations persons who do not accompanying hBr to The Netherlands
at home In the language used because of pressure of business.
asked the merchant to forgive him lustrating physicalfitness he told a feel
wholly or In part at the services and
for the offense. The man wrote that dramatic story of a field meet at
1i« figured the original cost of the which Oberlin College won and broke who wish to use the Dutch language
exclusively In their worship.
-pecan with Interest from the time It two records because one man. Dr.
For the benefit of all such persons
was stolen to amount to $.0947 and Poling's close friend, could call out a meeting will he held on Thursday
explained that he was sending the ad- the last ounce of his physical reserves night of this week at 7:30 o'clock in
ditional fractional sum for good and could win by an inch. Dr. Pol- the Van Raalte avenue chapel. At
measure.
Sidney Landon, Character
ing called upon the graduates to keep that time it is likely that a decision
physically fit because some time or will be reached as to whether or not
he said, they will be called up- to organize such a church. The deThe Woman's Auxiliary of the other,
on to use their last ounce of strength cision will probably depend on the
The bounty payments in the state
American Legion will hold a baked and then physical fitness will mean
number who attend the meeting and had reached a point where they beVirginia Slade,
Interpreter
goods sale on Saturday of this week. either defeat or victory.
on the Interest shown.
come oppressive, about $15,000 being
—
oThose who would survive must be
More than forty have already signi- paid in Allegan county In the sevenAttorny J. N. Robinson was In Intellectually fit and must make them- fied their intention of Joining the new teen months beginning May 6, 192.0;
Grand Rapids Monday on business. selves Intellectuallyfit through long congregationIf it Is organizedand It and the legislaturein 1923, by a law
years of hard preparation. Also, those Is expected that others who have not
taking effe<* In August of that year,
who wish to survive must be spiritual yet been seen will come to the meet- abolished bounties on all except sparly fit because on spiritualfitness more ing and help establish tho church. All
—
f —
rows and rats. Rats may be kUIed
depends than an anything else.
who are Interested,no matter from
Notable Lectures on
But there Is a greater law than the which congregation, are cordially in- any time, but sparrows are to be killed only In December, January and
natural
law
of
survival,
said
the
vited to attend. Rev. S. Vander Wert
Candidate
Timely Subjects
speaker, and that Is the law of will conduct a short service before February,because it is difficult to tell
a young sparrow from the young of
grace, the law that transformed
the business meeting.
_ other birds. A number of township
Haul, the persecutor, into a Paul, the
If the congregationIs organized‘t
—for—
messenger of the Cross. The opera- is planned to build the new church os ' clerks are still Issuing warrants for
bounties on crows, owls, and woodtion of that law of grace is needed In near to the center of tho city as posmodern life and all should strive to sible because the membershipwill chucks, but they have no authority
make Its application to all the world probably be made up of persons In all to do so.
Register of
Which reminds that under the old
possible.Dr. Poling made a strong parts of town and from various
law when the- heads wore brot to tho
plea for Christian education, declar- churches. In other words, It will not
ing the Christian college is the hope be a neighborhood church but will clerk, many bounty hunters used to
bring In the complete carcassre of
HENRY J. KAMMERAAD
of the nktlon. He called upon the fa- draw from the whole city.
their game. As the burial facilities
thers and mothers to train their chll
The new congregation will probably of County Clerk Stlckel were limited
dren to be physically, intellectuallybe called the "Seventh Reformed
Season Tickets $3.00
and especially morally fit and he de church." Another Reformed church aad the ripeness of the remains often
very
perceptible
to
the
senses,
una young man of 23, a graduate
dared that a return to the old stan congregationIs In process of formadards of the home Is much needed tion and services are being held week- pleasant conditions arose. . One man
from Grand Haven High
In America today. He referred to the ly in the Van Raalte Avenue chapel. brought what had once been a nice
School if a candidate for Re*
recent murder atrocity in Chicago as The organization meeting for this will fat woodchuck and waa aggrievedas
gifter of Deeds on the Repuan illustrationof the failure of the probably be held later In the sum- Clerk Stlckel directed him to return It
to the gunnysack and take it away.
American home and of present day mer.
14-15-16-17-18
blican Ticket Mr. Kamme*
Later Janitor Baker noticed a suspicIdeals In education. What we need,
o
raad who'* home is in Grand
ious Oder in the basement and found
he declared, is a return to many of
the much-deridedVictorian stan- KEEP ROOSTERS THAT CROW that It came from a concealedsack.
Haven ia now employed at the
EARLY, SAYS FARM BULLETIN With dire suspicions he notified the
dards, and he asserted that the inAmerican Railway Express in
All males should be removed fronriaheriff and prosecuting attorneyajid
slructor who trains the mind of the
that dty. If you believe in
young man or woman without giving the flock and either killed or kept opened the sack. There waa Mr.
to his Instruction a moral direction separate from hens as soon as the Woodchuck,deceased.
encouraging a young man who
dMcovered, and many changes were raised. The greatest raise was $46,000
breeding season is over. Hens
Is a menace to hla generation.
is worthy, remember Mr. Kam*
To the graduateshe said that only law more and eggs will keep better | This year the board of review at A1 made In aaseeBmerrfj. The total val- on the Consumers Power Co. Allegan
an optimist can be a true Christian with roosters removed. SaV8“the early |]egan continued In session about three uation as fixed by the board Is |l,- city Is one of tho largest assessing
meraadat the
and that a Chrlatian cannot help but maturing cockerels that develop rap- weeks and with the supervisor made a 037,240 in real estate and $764,938 districts In the state and the supervishe an optimist, because Christ came Idly. .are husky, peppy and that crow thorough examinationof the roll and .personal, an Increase of about $1S00 or has hardly time to complete his
roll without making any real examinto save the world and to maintain early. They will make better bred era1 viewed many pieces of property. Two over tho supervisor'sfigures and $86, •
Primaries, September 9
ation of property. The rate of tax will
for all time the mastery of love over than broilers. There is always a good brick blocks and one residence,not 953 more than last year. In general
the natural law of the survival of demand for good breeding males. — ‘assessed because of having been built property In the business districtwas be about $11.47 per $1000 valuation,
$1.20 lees than last year.
Farm
__
on iota formerly listed as vacant, were lowered and In the milling district
the fittest.
greatest
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ON BLACK LAKE

IS

NOW VACATED

LEAPKR

LARGE fireworks display

muia-

____

George Get* is again busy in Chi-

work for A

this vicinity, and the celebration that

_

"

PEARS IN MILLIONS; FARM
AGENT MILRAM ON JOB

ju,*
cll(.0 (j0jn. lome valuable

'

LAND FARMERS
ARMY WORM SUDDENLY AP.

is

CONTEMPLATED

HOME

1

VISITING THE HOL-

ON JULY 4TH

Ayp
LOGATED IN THEIR NEW'

H0P.F.

SCOURGE

TERRIBLE

‘®rnme scourge was discovered
terrible
north of Holland two davs sso wh«n
° aa>^ R*0 WMn
mllllons of army worms were seen on
certain farm* steadily marching
northeasterdand mowing down everything green In aight.
The worms were traveling at the
rate of about a quater of a mile *

!e.

he

thinks you are right.

Back of our cooperation with our customers is the
same fnendly desire to promote their best interests
by 'whatever means

REGATTA

-SIX

night, leaving devastation, especially
In the wheat, rye and oats fleMi.
result in the imposition of penalties. | and also The Sunday School Guide 80!!J® magnitude in the evening.
Thus far the Henry Harrington
Collector Ferguson has supervisionPublishing Co., conducted In the same _ . e
w and the bulletin farm, the farms of Mr. Faasen, C.
sent
out
to
the
members
of
the
Chiover the entire state of Michigan w»tn officeRhoda, Hchutt, Ver Hage, Bosnian.
othces at Detroit.
The consolidatedcompany goes cago Yacht club which are self ex- (Joe VUrfrherfarm), Henry Bataan,
planatory
would
Indicate
that
these
There are more motor boats on under the name of J. Kiaasen Printand Cornell Bazaan have been visited,
BlacK Lake today than there has ever ing Company and Is now located organizations are making great prep- and Mr. A. W. Gumser says it apbeen heretoforeand this has been in a new two story building recently arations for at least a week, the big pears that his farm Is next.
atlmulaiedsince George F. Get* aiid built by Mr. Kiaasen at 138 East 8th day being the 4th of July.
The worms march In army formaThe letter sal’s:
'Eg-bert Golds 'have been fostering street.
tion, cut down everything that la
green, eat part nad go on destroying.
Yacht clubs and regattas on this lake.
The company has discardedtheir Mr. Park Johnson.
The army worm cornea periodically
As uaual, motor boats must carry old press upon which De Hope and Grand Rapids. Mich..
and is especially fond of low lying
their designatedbow numbers. All Leader were printed for the last 20 My Dear Mr. Johnson:
I am writing you at the suggestion oats fields. Here is where a drive is
undocumented motor craft with fixed years and have installed a Babcock
engines and boats with detachable Optimus press, suitable for maga- hf Mr. George F. Getz regardingour likely to start, and the young larvat
motor of more than 16 feet in length, zine and book work, besides for the race to Black Lake. Our race is sche- working at night cuts off leaf after
must have numbers and applications printing of the two Sunday School duled to leave here the night of June leaf until there remalni only ths
for same may be made to the Cus publicationsand the De Hope and 27. and the boats will probably arrive naked stalk and the head.
Meanwhile the larva is growing and
toms House In the Federal Bldg., at Leader.
sometime during Saturday the 28th.
worms become so thick and tht
Grand Haven.
The company will also do Job We are sending two men over on the the
Temporary and permanent places printing having installedtwo Gordon night boat to check in their arrival food so scarce that the heads of ths

against an unwise step as'
well as

YEARS

52

BIG

motor uvuiu
ooats on
MacataDuring the post few weeks a
a vuaconuii m
small aoUdation has taken place between

m

true friend will

FOR

COLLECTOR OF CUSTOMS DESIR- DE
ES THAT ALL BOAT OWNERS
LEARN THE LAW
wa bay. and others driving
'•..in. r« irivon thair

A

NUMBER TWENTY

Jun« 26, 1924

we can.

.

Consult us fietly on your business affairs.

Holland City State Bank
Friendly, Helpful Service, Always
Corner River Ave. & 8th St

of residence of owner must be given presses.
and will appreciateyour notifying oats are attacked and cut off and
to the ground, naturally d—troytype, use, length, beam and horse,
De Hope Printing Co.’s moving whoever is In charge at the Yacht fall
ing the oats.
power of craft must also be furnish- brings to mind when the old brick club at Black lake that they will arNcow comes the march steadily oned. When rhe ownership of craft building Just vacated, was erected. rive Saturday morning, and ask them ward
through new fields and becausa
bearing a bow number is changed, Fifty-two years ago, immediatelyaf- to assist them in getting hold of a
the Collectorof Customs must be ter the fire, the late Prof. C. Does- launch to take them out to the end of the orderly drive which practically
all of the individual worms start and
notified.
hurg who was at that time editor of Of the pier. Of course any expense continueIn one general direction,ths
For blanks covering the tax paya- the church paper, De Hope, solicited we will be glad to assume.
name army worm has been applied.
ble July first on motor boats of over subscriptions
erect the brick
Most of the yachts will lay over During the long intervals between
five ton net and over thirty-two feet structure. It was then built at the off your yacht club, the men return- outbreaks,the army-worms are kept
In length, used wholly or in part for West end of Hope College campus. ing to Chicago for the first of . the in check by natural enemlM, ths
pleasure, application must be made When Graves Hall and Wlnants week. The men will return on thd most Important of which are Tachto the office of the Internal Revenue Chapel were erected some thirty night boat July 3 as we hold our re- Ina-fllesand Hymenopterous parasitDepartment at Grand Rapids. In op- years ago on the ideal spot where it gatta at Black Lake or Lake Mich- es, both Internal parasites which lay
erating motor boats for cire. a lic- now stands, the old Hope Printing igan Just outside of the harbor on their eggs on or In the bodlM of ths
ense must be secured. This license office was moved to the extreme east July 4, and our race back to Chicago larvae The parasites art Influenced
may be gained by application in per- end of the campus. It has served as leaves the afternoonof July 6.
greatly by temperatureconditions, so
son at the Customs House in Giand a printing office ever since, and in
We do not know what your plans that, like cut-worms, an attack Is
Haven.
fact, since the time of Its erection regarding July 4 are, but I have been moat likely to occur after a cold, wst
All small power ooats must carry 52 years ago it contained nothing hut Instructed by our commodore to spring.
lights from the time of sunset to sun- tvne. paner. ink. ’compositors and
When a farm or a field is found to
advise you that If you are considerrise. On boats under 26 feet in length “nrinter’sdevils.”
ing any fireworksdisplay for the be infested, there is usutlly no hops
a red and green combinationwith What the building will be used fqr evening of the 4th, we will be very of saving the occupied fields or porwhite light in stern elevated 18 ins. in the future Is hard to conjecture, glad to contributetoward this ex- tions of fields. It becomes imperaabove the deck must be carried while nosslhlv the rendezvousof some new- pense, as we are anxious to make this tive at once to take measures to prevent the spread of an army to unon boats over this length separate ly organized Hope College society.
a big occasion, so as to be sure that Invaded parts To do this, place bargreen and red lights must be carried
0
it will become a prominent feature irieYs in the line of march. Usually
forward with a white center light and
HOLLAND TO HAVE A
on the racing
(about three deep, clean-cut furrows
white stern light. The lights forward
PEONY
SHOW
Mr. Get* advises me that you will I placed parallel,about ten or twelve
must be hung so that the white light
make arrangements to take care of feet apart, will stop them. Turn the
will show ahead, the red light on
An exhibition that is going to at- the boats that stay over the week- furrows toward the advancing worms,
the port side and the green light on
tract considerable attention and one end, seeing that proper anchorage is and, w'hen each fills up, turn It under
the starboard.
The white stern light must be at that is really worth while and rather arranged for them and lights are put leaving a fresh furrow, burying ths
“worms” already In the furrows and
least 18 inches above the deck and new and novel for Holland is a peony out at night,
must shoto all around the horizon. show to be staged by the Weller I greatly appreciate your co-opera- . making ready a new one at once,
When the soli is sandy, mucky, or
In the event of a power boat becom- Nurseries Co in the Vander Veen tlon and hope to see you personally
ing disabed and bavin* to proceed building. 20 West 8th street where on the 4th of July. With kindest re- otherwise difficult to make stand In
ia clean-cutfurrow, or when there
under sail, the white light should be 4he Woolworth 5 and 10 cent store gards, I am,
is no room for a series of furrows,
Yours very truly,
distinguished.T«’o copies of the pilot was formerlylocated.
make one good deep furrow and
All varieties of these beautiful
Kenneth Lockett.
rules must be carried aboard all modrug u small log back and forth
flowers,
some
blooms
reared
from
Chairman
race
committee
tor boats in an acce«able place. For
through the furrow, crushing ths
Chicago Yacht Club.
failure to comply with the various plants costing originallytwenty-five
larvae as fust as they collect. ArmyBULLETIN
rules, fines not exceeding $100 may to fifty dollars each will be shown
on July 1. 2, 3, and 5.
be imposed on small craft.
The exhibition is free to everyone
LOCAL
row.
Wm. Vande Water, a local boy w«i and you can wager that flower lovThe same baits
awarded a "Varsity”Band letter, at, ers will be out in mass to see the
The FlorenceV will leave the First Ugalngt other cut-worms may be used
Western State Normal, this year. The Weller nurseries first annual display,
letters were given to the Band members by Pres. Waldo at the last astawa Beach, Michigan, where
as goon ^ > county Agent C. P.
sembly of the college.Western’s Band
Is under leadership o A. B. Castle, a
sail yachts hold their 4th of July Mllham was notified he Immediately
director of the Paw Paw High school
regatta. Let s make it the biggest W|red to Michigan Agricultural Colband, which is now playing in Denver
Chlcngo Yacht Club event of
to send down an expert to help
for the Kralvan's convention.
year
I combat this pest Intelligently. The
o
Please advise me at HI West
|„ now on the job together with
street If you will go along.
Mr. Mllham and the farmers of that
Sincerely Yours
vicinity.
,
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-

schedule.

etc.
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AWNINGS IMPERIL

Are You

-

properly insured'!
Children are heedless
of other

. . .

and so are a

lot

people. Slippery streets, reckless driv-

ers hurrying crowds - all these things make
you liable to injure some one no matter how
careful

YOU

-

STRAW

MUST

EXCHANGE CLUB

UNANIMOUSLY PASS
HEALTH RESOLUTION

‘LIDS/ SO
BE

RAISED

SETS

I

P PROTEST

P. 8.

Because Richard H. Steketee form-

erly

of

Be sure. Insure. If you run down
a careless person you may find
yourself in for a heavy law suit
and you may have to pay a large
sum. The Vissoher-Brooks Agency makes a business of keeping
A “Hartford” Pe°ple out °f trouble. Let us help
you to-day.
Agency.

straw huts in one week by running
Into an awning in front of Burdick
stores, Kalamazoo, Edward S. Clark,
director of public works, has instructed Building Inspector Andrew
The last meeting of the Exchange Leak to notify ail merchants whose
club for the season was held yester- awnings are lower than seven feet to
day noon when the election of officers raise them at once or take their
took place and former mayor E P. chance of being prosecuted.Steketee
Stephan was elected president and is six feet four Inches tall and
George Pelgrim vice president. Clar- explainedthat he was getting round
ence Jalving, secretary, and Otto P. shouldered trying to dodge awnings
Kramer, treasurer. As directoro, Peter in the business section. — Detolt Free
Lievense, Milo De Vries and Roy Press.
Champion were napied in the place
of Charles McBride, Dr Kuizenga and
A. H. Heuer. Dr. A. Leenhouts afIS IN
ter a very successful year retires as

STEPHAN

PHONE

5016

writeup:

Foster’s Special Twine Sale
All

Wttk

Jinc 30 to Jily 5th InclaiiYe

ONLY $5.50 PER BALE OF
This twine

50 LBS.

is guaranteed to be

equal in quality to any on the

GROSS

the

full

market Stanpound. Insect

dard Grade, 500 ft to the
80 lbs. tensile strength. Guaranteed to give satisfacdoh.
Very Best pure Manila Hay Rope 7*8 inch at only 5 and half
cents per ft Many other bargains. Remember we carry the largest line of Repairs for Farm Tools, of any dealer in Michigan.
Two big stores. Many bargains. Come to Foster for your twine,
and you will find many other bargains that will make it worth
while to come to Allegan. All twine strictly cash. No exceptions
during this ode

prboi

CO.

FOSTER
Allegan, Mich.
WMMI— MM— MmMMMW—MMMMtttMtttttWfMMM— MM>I
A. H.

-

Sampson,

Fleet Captain,
Chicago Yacht Club.
of starting will be an-

Some

o

-

of Holland

later.

Teachers To Spend Va-

judgecrosT
SENTENCES

cation in California

TWO

—
JAIL

SOME GO TO FI/ORIDA MAN AT-

LOCAL OFFENDERS
......

TENDING DIFFERENT
COLLEGES

|

Holland teachers are enthuslastlcally planning on the most profitable
GETS and pleasantway of spending vaca.
, tlon. While many are still undecided
the majority have completed their
; arrangements and are prepared to

DICK DEBOER OF HOLLAND
A TERM OF SIX MONTHS
IN

_____

TnHiro Oripn s Cross of the Ot- enjoy wholesome recreation .while
tawa Allegan circuit,court was In PrePa^ngforthenBw /al'
Grand Haven to sentence two Ottawa 1 *
r
r
county men charged with violation of year .have elected courses of
the liquor law The men had both j
been convictedpreviously in
il.” » wlfUJ

*aiJe

,,, ^
*

state

circuit

i

BIG AS LIFE

Holland, Mich.

St.

Hour

Ohio

court hut had appealed to the
supreme court where the decision of Kalamaxoo,Miss Stella Higgins will
president.
A committee was also appointedto
the circuit court had been upheld. t®ac*1 at Ypsllantl Normal. Those
make all arrangements for a picnic
One of the men, Louis Karnhout of attending noral schools or unlyerai.
Grand Haven, was arrested over a t,e* are- Mile Lida Rogers and Mr. E.
including the time and place.
year ago charged with liquor law viola- Leddick at University of Michigan;
The matter of passing on the resotlon. while the other Dick De Boer Metta J. Ross, Jeanette Mulder and
lution asking the common council to
of Holland, was alleged to have been Anna Boot at the University of Chlput in a full time health officer to
The Grand Rapids Herald on its furnishlngliquor to employeesof a lo- cago, Beatrice Osborne at the UnL
better take care of the health of Holland citizens was passed unamlously. furniture page prints a cut of former cal foundry. He was taken by the Hoi- verslty of California: Retta Pas, WlDrs. Leenhouts,Tappan and Wes- mayor Stephan and also the following land police and brought up
rNo/mal' Ind,ana;_Kath,r>1i
, „ circuit court where. a decision was Wlndlsh. Western Reserve (School of
trate, spoke in behalf of the resoluEducation) Cleveland, O.; Minnie K.
"E. P. Stephan who runs the Hol- given against
tion giving ample reasons why a full
ind Furniture company, is peeved.
Karnhout, who was arrested over
Rena Bylsma, J. D. Vander
paid health officer was a most essenThe reason Is a simple one. too. You year ago for violation of the liquor ven, State
tial thing.
"Abe” used to be mayor of Hol- iaw, was given a six months sentence Others who are seeking
broad
Mayor Kammeraad who was pres- see.
land among other things. As mayor, In the state prison at Jackson and background of knowledge have chosent gave in detail the steps that had he was the kicking post for every- was fined $200 and costs of $29.70. en travel ns the means to obtain it.
to be taken to bring about .such an body In the place, and you know they He was taken to Jackson yesterday by Four have chooen to tour the Eastern
appointment.
wear wooden shoes In Holland, so the sheriff’sdepartment. Officer cities IncludingWashington. They
No doubt in the course of time the that a kick down there means some- Lawrence DeWTtt of Gd. Haven police «re Mrs. Daugherty,Ruth Barber,
city will be blest with a full time thing But he isn’t mayor any more, arrested Karnhout when the latter Clara Wiggins, and Minnie A. Buter.
health officer whose time will not be so he has Just turned the tables and had backed his truck up against the Miss Mills and Miss Esther Me Vea
divided with other personal duties.
Is doing a little kicking himself just curb at the Grand Trunk stations, are planning trips to California.
o
to see how It feels to be on thef de- The officers stated that there was li- Coach HInga has also chosen to travlivery end Instead of the receiving quor in the
.el through the west. Mattie Dekker
FAMILY REUNION IN
De Boer, who was found guilty of has selected Florida and the mounHOLLAND TOWN end. His present kick Is against the
who twitters the songs In vlolatlng the liquor law in Holland, tains of North Carolina,
Mrs A. Stegeman and daughter canary
these pages, and the excuse for the received the same sentenceas Kam- 1 Miss WIckes will visit several eltMiss Hilda of Holland visited with kick is that In the directory of ex- hout, six months at Jackson, $200 les In Michigan.Mr. Slater will spend
Mr and Mrs R Van Eyck Monday. hibitors In the Blodgettbuilding the fine and costs of $29.70.The two men the latter part of the summer In camp
Other guests at the Van Eyck home name of the Holland Furniture com- were given individual talks by the with Holland Boy Scouts. Mrs. Me
were: Rev M. Stegeman and family of pany was left out. Just a little whis- Judge in which the policy of liquor Clellan will attend a summer conferOverlsel, Rev. Henry Stegeman and per so he won’t get wise, too. It law violation was heavily scored The ence In Lansing. For some unknown
family, missionary to Japan, C. Kiaas- was done on purpose.
two were then remanded to the Ot reason, quite a large number of tho
en and family and B. Van Eyck and
But what Abe wants the world to tawa county Jail where they were to teachers have chosen fnrmljgg as.
family. One of the features of the know now Is that the Holland line Is stay until taken to Jackson by the their sumer vocation,
day was a fishing trip. Bathing was on exhibition In the Grand Rapids sheriff's department.
also IndulgedIn, and the days outing market, that It is located on the
CHICAGO BOAT DAY TRIP s
ground floor of the Blodgett building
wound up with a wienie roast.
The
finding
of
a
ekeleton
on
the
p
with
the
Llmbert
line,
that
It
Is
0 ...... grander,more splendid, more gorge- site of an old lumber camp at Musg nJ a the. Tiajr‘
ATTENTION!
ous, more alluring, more marvelous, kegon is thot to furnish a clue to and Morton Transportation Co. tf
A few more of those $1 and more joy-producingthan ever before, some old murder mystery. Still, It
$2 hats on Sale Friday and Satur- and that if you don't see it you will hardly a mystery. Every one
PUBLIC AUCTION
day; also others at one-half off. Real miss all the exhilarationof a life-time es that the author of those old melo- On Monday, June 30 at l o'clock
bargains while they last. Mrs G. and, more than all else, that ^Ahe dramas, with a heroine -Ued to the P. M. on the farm of John H. Tucker,
Warren successorto Mrs. M. Fox. himself is not a picture but Is here saw mill, must have been decently located K mile west and
miles
Zeeland, Mich.
In the avoirdupois”
murdered by some
south of the North Holland church.
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42 East 8th
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and

Holland
at
district engineer for the
state highway department,ruined two

DENT FOR THE ENSUING
YEAR; GEO. PELGRIM,
VICE PRESIDENT
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KAZOO MAN. ‘SIX FEET FOUR,’
RUINS TWO HATS IN WEEK
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DEAD

FROM NOW ON THE

M.

HIGHWAY

SUMMER CONFER.

IS

DAYS WIU BE GET-

IS

TIG

IN G. R.

SHORTER AGAIN

WILL NOT EAT

ENCE FOR FARM-

BEING LAID
NEAR ZEELAND

ATM.

ERS

girl a short distance from the Spring
Lake boat dock. The automobilewas
also found at ths bottom of Grand
River, not far from where the bodies were pulled up. The supposition
| was that the driver simply ran his
.car on the dock and over Into the
I river by accident.
!

j

WHEN SENT

A. C.

Old Sol arrived at the highest point
In his northward journey Saturday
RADIO WILL GIVE
and from now on the period of eunWEATHER REPORTS
Another week end finds the reports Summer Farmers Day at the MichNearly every buslnww man In Hol-,,g,'t le^^nlng, at flrat Imperthe Ottawa County road commis- Igan AgrlcuKurnl College, an event
TO LAKES REGION
land. and eepeclally the traveling
,at«r w,th a »r«at
which has come to be accepted as
r,
, a
r
Weather forecasts and Information
•public from here, knew W.'G. Crab-;of
The aun rose Saturday sion office showing great progmn on an annual event in Michigan rural
Mrs.
Rosie
Fulleger
of
Spring
Lake
for
gm-h
states
that are contiguous
the Trunk Line Highways being pavI morning at approximately4:06 a. m.
ed. The past week has found one lap life, will be held on Friday, August was arresieu In Houunu cnarged with to the Great Lakes, and forecasts and
of the M-16 paving done and M-ll 1, this year, according to announce- seUing to the Holland f urniture Mar- warnlngiTfor the Great Lak“ are
ket a sewing mavtuns mat she nu4 broadcast by »41o from a number of
•of the Pere Marquette road paaaed
ready to be reaurfaced near Holland ment made here this week. *
time
thre Holland dally on the Grand *1-m*
New features of entertainmentand
and Ml 61 between Holland and
.WapMa, Holland and Chicago run. He
Grand Rapids more than half finish, instruction will be included In the
with the United States Weather BurThe local
local merchants
i*r»t became connected with the
program for the day, an effort being
ed.
•orhen It was still the Chicago and th *ky w,th a Breater amount of
hid .old m. m.chln,
On M-16, pavers have reached made to provide a full day of activWert Michigan and when some . 26 daylight.
ity for the thousands of farmers and
At
this
time
the
sun
reaches
its O Hearn’s corners from the eact so
their families who gather each year
years ago It was merged with the
that In three weeks, when the pave
subject u) arrest and
as to be of special benefit to navi"Pere Marquette system, Mr. Crabbe high point. Just touchingthe Imagin- ment has seasoned properly, the for the outdoor convention.
ary
tropic of Capricorn. From now
Speeches by nationally prominent
went with It. Mr. Orabbe's first lay- on the days get shorter, at llrst only Walker road detour will be a thing
region, and are made
agriculturists,a liveatock parade or rested and was arraignedbefore Jusoff la SO years was last February
by
a
few
seconds.
The
sun
will rise of the past and traffic may head "style review" made up of prise win- tice Dsfi Herder. She pleaded not from stations at important Lake
when ill health sent him to Cali- later in the morning by several min- straight Into Grand Rapids on conners at state and national shows, spe- guilty, claiming that she had paid for ports.-The dally forecasts of wind and
Aornla.
utes but will set later at night until crete pavement after they have pass- cial educational exhibits,and Inspec- the machine.Mr. Den Herder had eet weather are made separately for the
Mr. Crabbe had been a member of
about the third of July when it will ed through the village of Marne. tlon of the extensive college expert- * Bhe trial for the Spring Lake woman upper awd lower lakes and are broadfhe Order of Hallway Conductorsand
Three weeks' time will see this pavemental plots will feature the events of ) for Saturday, but In the meantime cast aceerdlngly, as Indicated in the
•waa serving his second terra as chief both rise later and set earlier.
schedulas made out.
Heat
conditions accompanying the ment season and ready for opening. the day from the "business" side.
Mrs. Fulleger languished In the
•conductor of Oatley division 102 of
longest day are quite appropriate. It covers about a mile.
Band concerts, a big basket picnic county jail where It Is stated that
•G. R. at the time of his death. He
The road from O'Hearn’s corners lunch at noon, and Informal gathera cold start Friday a mark of
she refused to eat since her arrest TIDE Of TRAVEL HAS
nade his home In the Cody hotel. With
N6* above tied the high mark In Hol- west into Marne is nearly all graded ings of visitorsfrem various sections Monday and would continue to reTURNED NORTHWARD
TRo deceased was born in New Bosand
paving
started
on
it
Monday
will mark the entertainmentside of main on a hunger strike untU reThe tldwef travel has turned northton, HI., Feb. 11, 1S61. He is sur- land. The best low was 67\
The pavers are doing four hundred the program.
leased^
ward. After a two weeks* delay In
vived by one daughter, Mrs. George
feet a day at a minimum and will
OF MAN
Farmers Day has grown from a
The trial being set for Saturday ths regular season the tourist traffic
L Graaon, of Los Angeles, one broth- HEARTSEWED
complete
this
soon
to
the
sohoolhouse
special Wheat Day, neld on the M. would necessitate the woman coming
IT»
~
has starts# toward upper Michigan.
er, SB. P. Crabbe, of Pasadena, and
NEGRO STABS HIM where work will be held up and the A. C. campus In 1918 to consider war to Holland, but when the time for Evidence of this travel Is seen 1b the
paving
machinery
will be moved west conditions.Since that time the day
Arthur
Harris,
stabbed
in
a
light
a?LDTt Arinur warns,
nght
her appearance arrived a phone call uss of the Mats touristscarmpsi whose
of Marne and M-16 to start paving has been made an uU-coliege affair,
HolhSeofl Mp
w,th ne<fro harvest hands near Kanfrem Grand Haven gave the Judge inhabitants havs Jumped from- two to
toward
the
east.
This
will
allow with all departments of the agrlcul
a h l,,al, c,ty Thursday night, has a chance
bhe Information that friends wtre en- three parties nightly to a score
DAV
omwof Mn. Bage when he a?
died. |0f recovery due to an unusual opera- the more vital parts of the highway tural division contributing to the
or more. The coming of the warm
Some’ 16 years ago Mr. Crabbe waa ,t!on.
to be completed sooner, the reroute gram. More than 6,000 have attend- hTfuU
r
ed for the Dost two years and ii I* . •
title to goods sold her and weather to tlto ettles. after an unus•a reddest of this city, but when the
being
finished
last.
The
roadside
deA knife had penetrated the pericarWaver J[y .yards ware transferred to
*® the flnt thal th8
lm* ually cool spring, and the cbalag of
of Harris' heart, Indicting a tour west of Marne Is soon to be in expected that the attenaance figures npose.
the city schodfo are the chief reiaoao
'Wyoming near Grand Rapids and the dium
will be broken on August 1, at the
operation
and
grading
will
begin.
wound three-fourths of an Inch long.
Mr. Den Herder stated that he did for the spurt the summer travel ha*
seventh
annual
meeting.
-vntlre ttdegrajih force also left the
Wert of Holland on M-11, the WI1The outer heart sack dlled with blood,
not want to be unduly hard on the shown.
•city, being transferred to the furniture
llte company will be ready to resurmaking action Impossible.
woman and would deal lenientlywith
INTERUUBAN
AND
BOATS
TO
city, oome 40 railroad men and their
Three ribs were removed by the face the highway about a week from
MAKE
GOOD
CONNECTIONS her. He therefore continued the
familes moved away, Mr. Crabbe beMonday.
Curbing
work,
culverts,
surgeon who then drained the outer
case for a few days, with the Instrucing one of them.
sack, sewed up the wound and re- widening and grading are nearly fintion that the money for the title
ished.
Near
Zeeland, David M. Cline
The
Holland
laterurban
will
do
Us
placed the ribs. A local anesthetic
goods must be forthcoming.
has
nearly
finiahed conat ruction on beut to make connection*with the
was used. Gas was administeredonly
Mrs. Fulleger has had more than
M-5I and great speed Iff being made Chicago boats during the resort per- her share of trouble within the past
When the wound was sewed.
on other parts of the highway. Mr. iod. The read will have a boat car year, ft wilt be remembered that
Cline's work will be finished Monday. going out from Grand Rapids in time
last fall a daughter of Mrs. Fulleger,
It Is stated.
for the night boat going to Chicago who at that time was Mrs. Mattison.
IS
and will also have cars meeting the was drowned. The disappearanceof haarlcm oil hag been a worldwide remedy for kidney, liver and)
The last seen of the young lady was bladder disordm, rheumatism;,
sengers going to the reeorts there, when the took a ride with Mr. Praewhile another oar will take on the tor. a real estate agent, whom she lumbago and uric add conditions,
The members of the class of 1916
Grand Rafilda passeagers. A boat knew as a neighbor and friend.
of the Western Theological Seminary
before a fireplace hidden with held a reunion at Jenlson Park last
car will also feave connecting with
Elopeirtentsufdl^. ’ydnappfnr
ferns and palms. Miss Myrtle Beatrice Thursday.
the Saturday day-boat fer Chicago, and a great many other thlncw were
Brower and Rufus H. Van Noord rearriving at the Hbfbnd interurbaa hinted but none of the theories *o*mSeven members of the class were
rpaated their marriage vows after present with their families,two being
HAARLEM OIL
pier at Jenlson at 1:19 o'clock, day- “4 to hol'd true. T^e
G-sM
afcrr. C. P. Dame at 6 o'clock Wed
light saving time. AH connections Haven was dragged for «*ptka Rnd the
from the far east. Rev. Alexander
Floating above the building here of with outgoing or Incoming boats will
Er ^^thur J' Van Bronkhorst, from Japan and
press gave a dally account ss to
the Michigan Bell Telephone Com- be made at the pier rt Jenlson Park.j state
the
^t was berng tn^s.
pany. Is a new banner, the blue and This boat oar schedule goes into ef-. FInsllV- a dv***fne partv rerors-M correctfaitemal troaMe* stimulate vital
wdded’to the a£h of fern.
organs. Three sixes* AH druggists. Insist
white fine of the Bell System, dedicAmerican beauty roses. Sweet peas
thelr famlIle8feet
hodv of th# man and the votme
4r— nw im. by Jeannatte Van Noord
on the original genur Gold Medal.
The other members present were: ated with simple ceremony Thursmartmd the path for the bridal party. Rev. C. P. Dame, Holland; Rev. R. day by members of the local telephone organization.
- '.Mas ©rawer wav a charming bride
Vanderberg, Chicago; Rev. Henry
There was a brief flag-raisingcereIn a MeevcBeas white satin gown faaColenbrander,
Rock
Valley, la., Rev. mony. in charge of local manager. C.
Maaed -wtfh white lace gathered in
B. T. Vander Woude. Edgerton.Minn, E. Ripley, who spoke to his fellow
ItflQs to form a scallopedhem.
She wore ’gl long court train and tulle and Rev. Qeo. K. Heneveld, Muskeg- service workers on the Ideals of the
Rell system, which are Identical with
veil with: a caronet arrangement of on.
Four men In the east unable to those of the Michigan Company, he
lac* arid pearls. She carried a showattend, and with Rev. Bovenklrk, of said, embodying the ambition to sene
ar basKiuet of pin* roses.
' Altai 'Varna Brower, bridesmaidand Muskegon, whose family Is quaran- well at all times. Mr. Ripley also
tlirter «f the bride, was beautiful In tined for scarlet fever, were the five spoke of the great body of telephone
workers. 250.000 In the Bell system
a sleeveleasorchid georgette gown missing members of the class.
Dinner was served In the Mary Including more than 10.000 In Michwith corsage of sweet peas. The
ferlde waa given away In marriage by Jane Inn. after which the class spent igan, and the power they are for thn
Bier father. Mr. Marlon Bosch of the day In quiet discussion and rem- best In citizenship and loyalty te
American traditions. "Exempli flecJamestown was best man and Mr. Intacence.
tion of our own spirit of service," hrt
and Mrs. Donald Vander Bunte were
Mrs. Dora Witt has been called to said, “will prove our right to beknowr
master and mistress of ceremonies.
7 West 8th St.
7 West 8th St.
A supper was served to 170 guests. Reed City on account of the illness of as good citizens."
The new flag, manager Ripley aald.
After a short wdeding trip the couple her granddaughter Beatrice Hawkins
HolUnd, Mich.
represents to the telephone emwho submitted to an operation.
jrill be at home in Jamestown, Mich.
Holland, Mich
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HOLDS REUNION BELL COMPANY
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THOMAS

\

C.

The Yellow Front Store

ployees their service Ideal, keeps ever
before them their duty to serve to
the best of their ability, while to the
public It typifies the spirit of the Bell
organization and Its desire to sen*e.
It indicates an organization that has
one standard of service and that of
the highest.
‘And so we respect and revere our
Bell banner.”he said, "First In our
hearts, of course, stands the glorious
stars and stripes,our country's banner. In giving our best service In our
dally tasks over the switchboard, over
the wires, across the counters of our

HOLLAND FURNACES

THOMAS SPECIAL BREAD,
A

FRIENDS!

will decide upon a

HOLLAND

Warm- Air

Heating System

for

DANDY BROOM

blue with a large white hell set within white circles and bearing the words
"Bell System" will float from these
staffs of all company owned buildings
on dates significantIn telephonehistory of state and nation. The national colors will be displayed on national holidays, as in the past. Dates
on which the new Bell flag will be
displayed at the local offices are announced as follows by manager Rip-

“

“

T0I LET

for 89*.

CHOCOUfE

3 cans 25c.

EVAPORATED MfLK,

PAPERS—

fir
£1-5

lb.

Hersey’s Chocolate,

17c.

20 oz. Loaf 7 cent.

VAN CAMP’S PORK ANO BEANS

businessoffl.ces,In our accounting
and billing departments,or In the
engineering building and maintenance
of our plant, we are serving our country's flag. That can be summed up
in saying that when we serve well
beneath the blue and white of the
Bell banner, we serve equally well
the great flag of freedom, the red,
white and blue. Collectivelyand Individually, we are servants of the
public and the country."
The new flag, the field of which Is

MAKE WARM

You

HAVE YOU ONE OF OUR FANCY COLORED BASKETS

Large can 9c.

Northern Tissue, large rolls, 3 for 25c.
Fort Oranges 3 for 25c. Bob White 4c. each.

*

'?

,8c

9c

lb.

21c.

9c., i

1-5 lb. 8c* Jg

^

WHEAT
POST

M‘ple

12c

TOASTIES

tc

SAUAON Ch*ePI“L 15c

SPINACH L"83,„, 18c

ley.

your Home if you
thoroughly investigate

January 1st — Adoption of name,
Michigan Bell Telephone Co.
January 26th — Opening of New
York— San Franciscotranscontinental
line in 1915.

February

before buying.

It costs you nothing,

and puts you under
no obligation to let us

show you why this

Organization of
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co. The Bell System to give universal
service, in 1886.
March 6th— First telephone brought
to Detroit by W. A. Jackson, 1877
March 10th— Transmission of first
intelligible words by telephone, 1875
April 30tl\ — Organization of first
Michigan Long Distance Company,

so.

HOMINY

CANNED

“
“

May
June

8th.— Opening of
line, 1911.
2nd. —

New

York-

PUMKINS -12*c

PEACHES

by Alexander Graham Bell, 1875.
July 15th— First toll line built In
Michigan, Detroit to Port Huron,

1878.
Sept. 29th.— Radio telephonetransmission. New York to Mare Island,
California, 1916.
Oct. 21st. — Simultaneousradio telephone transmission,
York to
Paris, and New York to Honolulu,
1915.
Dec. 31st— Opening of first big
long distance line, Boston to Philadelphia, 1884.

New

General Offices

250

-

Holland, Mich.

Branches in Central States.

LARGEST INSTALLERS OF FURNACES IN THE WORLD

13c

-

o

-

benefits are hardly noticeable."
OVER 100 IN HOPE'S

NEW SENIOR CLASS

With ths graduationof the class of
1924, the class of 1925 become ths
senior class at Hope College. This is
a banner class and unless all Indications fall the next class will be by far
the largest ever graduatedfrom Hope.
Over 100 students were enrolled ss
Juniors and although some will not
return ft is anticipated that nearly
l6o will complete their college course
In

1925.

_

,

I

PEANUT
CALUMET

(Canned.) •

30c

MR

“ -

31c

Qfllp
OUlir

Inventionof telephone

July 16th.— Birth of Theodore N.
Vail, who did more to make the
telephonea widely used utility than
any other one man, 1845.
August 1st.— First submarine cable
connectiontying together Upper and
Lower Peninsulasof Michigan, and
Joining the state Isolated sections In
vocal communication, 1899.
August 15th. — First Michigan Telephone exchange established,Detroit

CO.

12c

KRAUT

APPIHCOTS

1881.

HOLLAND FURNACE

•

28th. —

1881.

Denver

is

CREESE wKct..,b.-24c

DRIED FRUIT
Bulk, Small

“

Raisons -

Appricots

P. and G.

RICE

Beans -

7c. lb.

Wax[KeyStoneclothesQQ^
line —no better— OOC#

OLD

DUTCH

IMF

"“S

,

7c

Argo Laundry Starch

15c. lb.

Red Kidney Beans 12c.

Blue

White ylQ^

(choice] 21c

cz “ LimalA" -T“

28c

Naphtha, 10 bars

DEANS
Dry White

can

UnL

1

12c

Sr,

20c

Headrice

lb.

Qc

:

Package

OCTAGON

9c.,

25c. and 40c.

Sri

GEO. W. DEUR, Mgr.
7 West 8th Strtot, Holland, Mich.

7c.

ft

Holland 0it7 Newi
FROrr.

A

NOT

LEAK. CAUSE

PORCH 'PRIZES GIVEN

FALLS FROM

TO

OLD LADY DIES

SPEAKER TELLS

STUDENTS

H. S.

BOAT DELAY

Th’rrs-

CHANCE FOR ALL

TO SIDEWALK;

OF

Page

GRADUATES

Mrs. Henry Bos, 59 East 18th st,
The annual commencement exerdied at 8 o'clock Suhday night as the
cises were held Thursday evening at
result of injuries received Thursday.
The city was full of rumors Mon- The old lady who was 80 years of age
As usual a largo number of prizes Holland high school before a large
day morning to the effect that the thought she heard someone at the
th* were awarded to high school students audience. A total of 105 graduated
steamer “City of 8t. Joseph,” sailing
at the annual
In the class of 1924, the largest class
Into Saugatuck harbor, was disabled
in the school's history.
In mid-lake and was calling for asThe program for the evening was
mitted; seeing no one she walked on list of prizes and the Winners:
sistance; that after the "City of the porch, staggeredand fell to the
George E. Kollen Memorial prises opened by the Rev. Paul Cheff who
Grand Rapids”, had discharged her cement sidewalk below. When as- for public speaking: First prize of pronounced the Invocation.A vocal
passengershere temporarily, leaving sistance came and a physicianwas 815 awarded to Uoorge Essenberg, solo. “Life” rendered by Mrs. D. R.
this port "light," she went to the called, the doctor found that the subject, “The Drug Habit;" second K. Van Raalte Jr., accompanied by
rescue of the company’s Saugatuck woman's hip and nose w’ere broken prize of 510 awarded to Mae Beek- Mrs. Martha Robbins, was next on
steamer.
and that she had several bruises man, subject,"The American Indian." the program.
Local manager Johnson says there about the body. The doctor attriMrs. Geo. E. Kollen prize for doThe salutatory was given by Miss
Is no truth In the rumor but the butes the fall to a slight stroke of mestlc art: first prize of 815 awarded Hazel Albers whose average grade tot
actuaL facts are these: Benton Har- apoplexy.
to Theresa Mooi; second prize of 819.the *our years was 97.76. Hiss Hazel
bor, headquarters of the' Graham &
The funeral was held from the awarded to Mae Beekman; honorable Albers is the third member of her
Morton line, sent a wireless to the home at 2 o'clock Wednesday after- mention glveo^to Delia Helder and family to have attained this honor. A
Saugatuck boat, -instructing the cap- noon, Rev. J. Van Dyke of the Ber- Ella Klaaaen.
sister, Miss Janet Albers, and a brotain of that steamer,after leaving ean
....
. .....
, Henry Geerlings prize for civics: ther, John Henry Albers, also have
church
officiating.
Saugatuck, to touch Benton Harbor
The old lady is survived by a hus- FlnK pr,ze of *10 awarded to Mae In- been salutatorians of their respective
- -• —
-* an
*>« r>f
«k jo Genevieve classes.
first before going to Chicago, In- band
and
of 5&
only son. —
Henry Bos, gham; second
stead of going directly to Chicago.
j The Rev. Charles William Mackinsle
The reason for this order was that
Fred T. Miles prize for commer- Coldwater delivered the main adthe Benton Harbor docks were load- POSTAGES STAMPS
clal law. The prize of 815 was dl- dress of the evening, choosing as his
ed down with perishable fruit from
PAPER HIS HOME vided into two prizes of 57:60 each theme, “Equipment for Achievement.”
the heart of the fruit district, more
The Rev. A. Bucct, a retired priest and awarded to Esther Kooyers and He warned the students of the
than the regular steamers could of Burbank, Calif., has papered two Harold De
great differencebetween being graducarry, and It was thought that the rooms of his home with 142,242 canOeorge Mooi prize for manual ated and being educated. A student
steamer St. Joseph out of Saugatuck, celled postage stamps. More than 30 training and mechanicaldrawing, ehould be able to take what he has
having considerable room for freight years were required in collectingthe phlllp Van Harteeveldwon the 56.00 and capitalizeit. He told how each
left, could pick up the surplus. When stamps. Every nation In the world for mechanical drawing and Frank and every person had his or her own
no response came by wireless, a di- 1 Is being represented on bhe walls artd Mo8er the B 0° prize for manual talents and how a person should
reel phone call was sent, but It was the
strive to find h.mself and his talents,
found
d that the "City
“City of St. Joseph"
Joseph” On one celling Is a design of the The ^ olt p- e88ay C0nte8t: Subject, and after having found his talents
had already departed from Sauga- Stars and Stripes,with ItaUan stamps "American Citizenship— Its Alms, should train them so they would be
tuck.
forming a blue field and American 2- Advantages and Responsibilities;"effective. “Don’t say you never had a
Mr. Johnson stated that then a centers the red
Flr8t Prlze aml a B°ld medal won by chance,”he said; “the opportunity Is
wireless came to the “City of Grand
The brown staff upholdingthe ban- Luberta Van Doesburg; second prize open to all.” He pleaded with the
Rapids” to leave her docks Immedi- ner consists of Canadian stamps and a B,,ver medal won by by Mar- studentsto have moral integrity,to
ately and head off the St. Joseph, In- while the white stripes of the bare 8aruite
live white inside and outside and
structing the captain to go to Benton ceiling remained after Rev. BuccI Holland Chapter Sons of the Rev- to live a life of sacrificial service,
olution contest:: prizes for the best John Lloyd Kollen, of the class of
Harbor first.
completed his "paperhanging."
papers prepared on a subject dealing 1924, gave two piano solos in his us
The "City of Grand Rapids” first
witn the leading characters of early ual pleasing manner. The valedictory
dischargedher passengers here, then
Colonial history; first prize of 510 was given by Theresa Mooi, whose*
went in search of the St. Joseph." No
won by Hazel Neerken, subject, average for the four years' work was
sooner had the Holland steamer
“Benjamin Franklin and His Contrl- 97.964. The theme of her address
stuck her nose into Lake Michigan,
button to American H.story;” eocond was “Service."
when a dense fog sprang up and the
prize of 85 won by Glen Severance,* Dr. Leenhouts, presidentof the
search was difficult.It was not unMrs. G. J. Van Duren was In Grand 8ubJcct;i “The Life of, George Wash- board of . education, after giving
til three o'clock in the morning that
the Grand Rapids sighted the St. Rapids Thursday where she visited ln&ton
short address, congratulating the parfifteen honor students
__________ and
____ giving
_ _____
Joseph on her course and then it was the sub-district veterans' bureau
by ents of the graduates
too late for the local steamer to post herself in regard to the bonus tbe ^acuby from the class of 1924: advice to the graduatesawarded the
come back to Holland for her pas- blanks and all the steps that a ser- Hazel Albers, Mae Beekman, Edna diplomas.
sengers. The perishable fruit, how- vice man needs to take to secure his Cook, Dorothy Dekker, Della Helder, Principal J. J. Riemersma presentever was gotten out of Benton Har- bonus. The local chapter of the Red Marion Ingham. Leon Kleis, Esther ed the prizes which were offered by
bor early enough In the morning for Cross Is trying to make It unneces- Kooyers, Bessie Kraker, Theresa various persons of the city for the4
sary for a service man to pay out any Mo°l. Frank Moser, John Mulder, best work in certain subjects
the South Water street market.
Eugen Kammeraad. speaking for
While the Holland ship was In money to have his applicationfiled Clarissa Poppen. Raymond Smith
the class of 1924, presentedto the
Lake Michigan there was considerable properly. All the service men need Luberea Van
activity at the Graham A Morton to do Is to visit the Red Cross office
o
school as class memorials the followdocks here. Passengers had to get to and Mrs. Van Duren will be ready to
,lng: "The Windmill,"a large painting
by Van Rulsdal, in memory of Harold
their destination some way and Mr. assist them, give them the necessary
IN
Johnson of Holland did everything In blanks and show them what has to
Johnson; a filing cabinet to be used
his Shower to provide for the com- be done. This service costs nothing
AT
I rr
rftlIRT
ln, thl hlgh *ch001 ,Ibrary- The class
/HjIjAjvJ/III VVfUlVl also had built a tennis court which
fort of the passengerswho were to and It will be expert service, Mrs.|
Van
Duren
having
posted
herself
take the boat that night. Lodging
- ,
I* located alongside of the other
was provided for some who were will- thoroughly and being ramiliur now, New cases begun in Allegan circuit courts behind the school giving the
with
what
needs
to be
mur*
---------. fine courts.'•
court this week are Grace vs. James school now 3
ing to take the steamer Tuesday
Goodrich, divorce, Attorney Pell; Ernnigtyt; berths and fare were provided
The graduates are:
est Claire and Frank Welbaum vs.
on the Pere Marquette for those pas- CANT FIND ALLEGAN
Allan A. Abbot, Hazel Albers, Louis
' COUNTY FARMER Robert Welbaum, Attorney Hoffman; Aldus,
sengers who wanted to get to Chicago
Esther Louise Armbruster,
Ralph Button, 40, a farmer living C. R. Wilkes, adm„ et al. vs. Allegan Mao Edna Beekman, Cornelia Blok,
the next momlngr.
Fruit
Produce
Co.
et
al.,
Wilkes
&
at
Ohio
corners,
Hopkins
township,
Mr. Johnson had every available
Reemer A. Boersma. Henrietta Bouwbuss In the city at the docks ready has disappearedfrom his home. He Stone. In the Welbaum case, It is man, Ruwell Brink, Fannie Janet
went
to
his
orchard
Wednesday
to
tie
claimed
that
Frank
Welbaum
worked
Bultman,
Mary ChervenskvDorothv
to take the passengers • where ever
they wanted to go, either to the de- some calves to apple trees, according tor twenty years for his father and Clements. Russell William pnllin/
pot or lodging house. The Graham to his wife, and has not been seen .mother, Robert and Margaret Wei- Edna Ruth Cook Henry Dale Cook
and Morton company paid for every- since. Sheriff Leo Hare and between baum, on the home farm and that on Lavern Charles balman Carl Dam
thing, and outside of a little incon- 40 and 60 neighbors have made a May last there was due him about son, Eugene Damstra Betty Luella’
venience the passengers were not out thorough but futile search of the 318.000. To secure it It was agreetf De Fouw, Dorothy Mae Dekker Hen
woods and waters In that section, that the farm and certain personal ry J. De Rulter, Harold J De Weerd
a penny.
Upon investigation it was found Mrs. Button states there was no rea- property be deeded to Ernest Clair as Marguerite De Witt Herbert F Dvke’
that the radio on the “City of St.
Joseph" was not In working order, r,nyio.rrt^,“v"w- There
and this accounts for the messages
z, thh:
not being transmittedIn time at
paid
3900
In
cash.
It
is
stated that Harrington,Della Helder, Theodore
Saugatuck.
The passengers who were unavoidably delayed got togetherand gave
IS
Mr. Johnson a written card of thanks
"l
^ime^tha^ Tvel°
Marlon L. Ingham', Rayj Frank, but it Is claimed that Wei- mond Japinga, Raymond W. Johnson.
for the able way In which he handled
A most unusual musical in8tru-!j)a“mr*fused pe''mlt
ta Eugene W. Kammeraad, Jane Mada.
the situation,also thanking the com5 cba,*pe.It is also claimed that ling Kerkhof. Claude L. Ketchum,
pany for taking care of all passengers, ment has Just been Installedat A. P.
j he has sold part of the personal prop- Ella Klaasen. Joyce Klaasen. Leon H.
sending them to their destinations
without charge.
This instrumentIs called the
Kleli' Ru“e11 Klete* Florence KlomVJolano. and is the only product
*a. e
l)a*,ens, Dena Klooster, Katherine
Its kind made in the entire world. « ‘L4 re(lue8t to be made a plaintiff Knoll, Harold Koienbrander, John
OTTAWA GIRL WINS
V
Lloyd Kol,en- Esther Helene KooyMICHIGAN CONTEST The manufacturers state that the ^
Tr
ers* BeM,e Leona Kraker, Gerald R.
Miss Mildred F. Taylor, Grand Unlted States Patent Office has d«Kramer. Lawrence A. Kramer, Will
Haven high school student, has been clared It to be one of the eight
mette Kulte- Laura Mae Lamb, JenJudged winner of Michigan In the re- ost scientific Inventions of the decade. r- V h wu wTo
A real violin is played electricallyCp*;™k**
n,e Lapplngn. Leslie Thomas Me
cent national meat story contest in
Earthy. Sarah Genevieve Maris. Elizwhich more than 12,000 high school and accompanied by a self-played J, ® Y.J,
«b*th H. Martin. Henry J. Massellnk.
girls participated.The contest was plano. There are many marvelous
Theresa Mooi. Frank H. Moser. John
conducted by the national livestock features to this violin. It is shaped in by Mr. Prichard and used as ™,?netd
collatthe regular way but built from speMulder, Evelyn O. Nlenhuls. Della G.
and meat board.
eral for certain debts.
cially toned wood and so constructed
Overway, Lillian Ruth Overway. Eras to stand up under continuousopma Louise Parrott, MargueriteHelen
BERNICE VISSERS BECOMES
Paulus, Clarissa E. Poppen, Inez MaBRIDE OF EGBERT BOES eration. The tone is soft and sweet WHAT YOU SAVE ON YOUR
ELECTRIC LIGHT BILL rie Prince, Lucien John Raven. MarEgbert Boes and Bernice Vlssers and Improves with age.
Light usera In 20 years have been tha E. Rich, Madge Elinor Rooks,
were united in marriage Wednesday Can you imagine a real violin beafternoonat the home of the bride's ing played mechanically?How would saved many millions of dollars an- Sylvia G. Sehuurman. Anna Smeenge,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Vlssers, you picture It, ft you hadn’t already nually through lamp improvements. Raymond L. Smith. John Sterenberg.
Rfd. 12 Rev. G. J. Hekhuis, pastor seen the Vlolano? You would prob-|In 1905- ane dol,ar bought 3.000 can- James Ten Brink. Minnie Timmer.
of the Reformed church at Grand- ably think of a most complicated d*e hours of light. Today that sum Genevieve M. Tlnhoit. Viola June Van
ville, performed the ceremony. The mechanism, scores of levers and buys more than 18,000 candle hours Anrooy, Leorn Helen Vnnrlen Berc.
couple were unattendedand the mar- mechanical hands to operate the box of light. A decrease of about 56 per Angellne Vnnden Brink. Dorothy A.
riage vows were spoken In the pres- and to find the positions on the fing- cent in the cost of current for the Vanden Tak. Minnie Vandor List,
same period has produced a total In- Allda Vander Werf Luherta P. Ven
ence of the nearest relatives and erhead.
friends. The couple will make their
But the Vlolano will surprise you crease In the number of candle hours Doeshere.Norr's Van Duren. Bertie
for the simplicity with which It is now purchaaeablefor one dollar by Van Dvke. Coralyr V"n EBa. Nlta J.
constructed. The violin has
bow «65 per cent.— Michigan Public Util- Vnn Hnnften. L. Philip Van Harfe-..
for every string, but these bows arei‘ty InformationBureau,
veldt. Buth Van Kersen. John W.
Van Button. Nelson P. Van Raalte.
celluloid disks about an Inch in dla0
meter and take up very little space. STORE YOUR
John VerFuW Harman Wlndemuiier.
They are operated by a motor which
EGGS NOW. SAYS EXPERT Evelyn M. Wolbrip*. B^sle Wyma.
is perfectly timed and controlled by I Use waterglass and boiled strained Ju,,a M1,drpd Zuldewlnd.
the music roll to strike the proper water and lay down eggs for
14
8
string at the right
| for next winter. It Is a good InvestThere is a mechanical finger for ment. The eggs are Just as good
nnd Mrs. Dave O Conner have
Otsego's pitchers could not stop each note on the violin, magnetied by cooking and fresh eggs can be sold. returned from Rochester. Minn.
the heavy bombardmentof the local the electricalcurrent. As the music Use one quart of water glass to ten
batters In Saturday'sgame and so roll unwinds each note Is sounded
they took the short end of a 14 to 6 Instantly. The violin can play on all
score thereby giving Holland 8 victor- four string* at once to give the et
"zzi1
ies out of eleven games played so feet of stringed quartette or two part 1 perfectly fresh, third, perfectly clean, Junction
far. Soules, a reputable pitcher from harmony.
and unwashed.
Kalamazoo, started on the firing line
The piano in the Vlolano Is the onlyj
but failed to last the Inning. Four
successive doubles netting
runs
proved to be his downfall. Taylor
took up his work and got away in a froce that supplies each note. Thej Two college students had a narrow
little better style for a while but noth- ordinary automatic piano operatesescape from drowning when they
ing could stop the heavy hitting of with an air
.were thrown into Black Lake near
the locals. Hoover was on the mound
When the Vlolano plays the effect Jen Ison Park. The couple were: Wm.
for Holland and pitched just as effect- Is similar to that of an orchestra of Maat and Miss Jennie E. Rulgh.
ively as usual. The visitorssecured three or four pieces. This instrument When the boat capsized the man went
eleven hits off his delivery but re- wlM render perfectly the best of the] to the rescue of the young lady but
sulted In only 6 runs. Holland crack- world's music — anything from the fa- she had disappeared In the water,
ed out 18 solid hits with Ashley cop- mous classic to the popular ragtime! When she re-appeared on the surping the honors with 4 out of 6 times
(face Maat caught her clothing and
>PMr. Fabiano Invites everybody in dragged the young co-ed to shore,
The locals fielding was good to town to drop In and hear the Vlolano
----look at not an error being registered.
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live to a ripe old age.

type of tobacco users.
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Harlan
chewed even in the Supreme Court room,
and died in harness and full vigor at 76
Chief Justice White and Mr. Justice

78 years respectively.

•

Wherever men are hard

work with
head or hand— on or at the bench— on

^
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1
4
„*•'
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th.
d° P

Mar,e

at

legislative and factory floors— or in the great

big outdoors — BEECH* NUT Chewing.
Tobacco is steadying judgment, sustaining!

i\

$

energy and arresting fatigue.

Over 250 million packages sold in a
single year. Judged best everywhere* Eat
more than 10c. deserves.
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BEECH*NUT Chewing Tobacco

Insurance statistics show that chewers
have better teeth, stronger digestions and
sounder nervous systems than any other
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EAST END STATION
STEVENS & GLERUM

j

The infield Is working like a well
oiled machine. In the latter part of
the game the locals began to toy with
the visitors. Spriggs took to the outer left garden while Riemersma
worked bheind the bat. While chasing
one long fly Spriggs gat tangled up in
the til grass and was temporarily lost
allowing the batter three sacks.
Woldring who was once on the
White Sock pitching taff pitched the
last inning. H walked two men and
•truck out 2 allowing no scores. Pretty good for an old man. A fair crowd
attended and were well entertained
considering the size of the score.
Next Friday and Saturday the Fort
Wayp Collegians, a travelling team
of college players of class will appear

Here. The fans can look for 2
games.

-

0

real

........

Born to Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Sirrlne at Holland hospital,a girl, Patricia Jean.

0

-

Time Changes In

ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
OF MISS MARION TILT

Effect

_ ....

-i

—

WOLVERINE GARAGE
Continues to Serve and Build Holland

Candidate
—for

—

Van’s Qas Puts Pep In Your Motor,

„

Emma

-

PLACE

Every Dollar You Spend With Us

on P. M.

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Tilt, 615
There Is considerable change In the
Laurel avenue, Wllmettq, announce running time of trains on the Pere
the engagement of their daughter, Marquette railway. However, these
Marlon
to Richard
_____
__ Weston,
..
^ Hamilton
_____ . changes do not affect Holland greatly
Houghton, son of Philip Houghton of ’as most of them are on the Detroit
division,the Saginaw division, and on
Los Angeles, California.
The Tilts left Holland a few years the line to the northernresorts.
Between Chicago, Holland and
ago and Miss Marlon attended the
Hollandl schools, graduatingfrom the Grand Rapids. Traliw 17 and 7 will
high school. After her course here depart one hour earlier,on the new
she attended the
Willard card, leaving Chicago at 2 P. M. and
4 P. M. C. T. respectively,and runschool at Troy, N. Y.
ning to Grand Rapids one hour earlg—
. •,
ier. Southbound trains are unchanged.
S. R. McLean and family have gone
The Holland-Pentwaterline schedto their cottage at Pier Cove for the
ules are unchanged except that trains
summer.
101 and 108 will not run north of
Muskegon on week days, performing
Prof. Henry P. Dutton of North- the service Sundays, however, on existwestern University is visiting at the ing schedules.
home of Mrs. J. C. Post.
This schedule is now In effect.

LEE’S

Register of Deeds
HENRY J. KAMMERAAD
a young man of 23, a graduate
from Grand Haven High School
is a candidate for Reg lx ter of
Deeds on the RepublicanTicketMr. Kammeraad who's home Is
In Grand Haven Is now employed at tlie American Railway
Express In that city. If you belive In encouraging., a., young
man who Is worthy, remember
Mr. Kammeraad at the

Primaries, September 9

Vandenberg Bros. Oil Co.

WANT ADS FOR QUICK RESULTS. ]

Bolland Oity New*

Page Pour

A large truck owned by the StanMore than 200 were turned away at
North Holland when the graduation dard Grocer Co. was wrecked when
Bnteied as ascond-clasa matter at the exercises of the school there were it was struck by a Michigan railway
Postofflceat Holland. Mlchifan. under held and a miscellaneous program interurban car at Kopper Kettle inn
Ike Act of Congress. March. 1M7.
The water in Lake Michigan on near Macatawa. Bert Seibersma,the
Sunday was in fine shape for oathlng driver, was unloading freight when
Tonne $1.60 per year with a discount and the Macatawa bath house aid a the Interurban car swung around the
and struck the turck standing
of 60c to those paying In advance. good business. A large number of curve
alongside the track. Sibersma escapBates of Advertising made known people enjoyed the water.
ed uninjured.
Ads will be inserted under this
«pon application.
Kraymer Baarman of Holland paid
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Dryden, West heading at the rate of 10c per line,
$7 fine before Justice Va© Schelfiguring 7 words to the line. Forms
ven Monday morning for speeding l$th street, celebratedtheir silver close
on Wednesday, 4:30 p. m. prethirty miles on River avenue. Bonte- wedding anniversarySunday at their
home. The celebration was of a quiet ceedlng date of issue.
koe and Steketee made the arrest.
nature, only the immediate relatives
Aid. Albert H. Brinkman was taken
^rrsAtfr
and friends being present at a dinner
suddenly with hiccoughs. The at- given in honor of the occasion. Mr.
Thursday was the hottest day this tack came without warning and for
•eason in Holland, the thermometer 36 hours Brinkman suffered from the Dryden has been a valued employe of FOR SALE?1— Eb alto Saxaphone,
the Pere Marquette for the past 16 nearly new, Reed baby buggle, maho•t the water works registering 91.
effectsof the cougfo, leaving him In
years.
gany table, 236 W. 16th St. 3t p 7-12
Peter Kok of Zeeland and Mr. Pllweakened condition, No definite
The
teaching
staff of the Grand
©n of Holland have purchased a lot reason has been discoveredfor the
Haven public schools for 1924-26 has FOR SALE — A few more of those $1
In the corner of West Main street attack.
been engaged and announcement was
road and the Poest road at Zeeland,
Children's day was observed at the made of the various teachers who and $2 hats on Sale Friday and Satura part of the Wm. Diemer property, Sunday school of Sixth Reformed
day; also others at one-half off. Real
and are erecting a service station at church Sunday. There was a record- will hold the positions with the bargainswhile they last. Mrs G.
schools.
On
the
high
school
teaching
which they will dispense gasoline and jreaklngattendanceof 232. A good
Warren successorto Mrs. M. Fox.
staff there are twenty-two teachers
oil.
program was given consisting of and at Junior High there are nine. Zeeland, Mich.
Funeral services for John Vander songs by the Infant class and choir,
Wall, killed In an auto accident Sun- a talk by Rev. J. H. Bruggers and re- The grade schools have twenty-six in FOR SALE — An Osborne side deday. were held Thursday at 11 o’clock marks by Wm. Dalman. John Van- their teaching personnel.
Grand Haven is staging Sunday livery hay rake slightly used, at a
at the home near Beaverdam and at deraluls led the singing.
12 o'clock at the Beaverdam Chrlsband concerts at Highland Park this bargain Eli Elzinga, 2^ miles north
church. Interment Albert La Coster of Chicago was year. Sunday the Elies band furnish- of Zeeland on State street road.
was in ^he^amlly"lot in Oakwosdi^atheredin 1>y Steketeeand Bonts- ed a musical program and a very Phone 13 — 1 Long 1 Short. Borculo.
2t c 7-6
Tcoe Sunday going 30 miles on 17th large audience was present.
cemetery In Muskegon.
street. Not being able to appear beBlack lake will stage a big regatta fore a Justice on the Sabbath,he left
To Charles Vos. employee of the
FOR SALE — Cheap , Wesco water
this summer. The Ottawa Beach
forfeitof $10 which is more than board of public works, goes the hon- pump outfit in good running order.
Yacht club Wednesday receive* 17 the
fine imposed. The matter came or of receiving the first bonus appli- Also motor boat in good running orbeach comber dories from Marble- up before Justice Den Herder Mon- cation blank in Holland. Vos being
bead. Me., for use of members duremployed in the city hall is frequently der fully equipped. Inquire Mrs. W.
J. Miner, Shady Side Inn, Jenison
ing the summer. The dories are 18 day morning.
In the habit of helping Mrs. O. J. Van
Dr. John E. Kulzenga.president of
Park. Holland, Mich., Rfd. No. 1.
and 20 feet in length, clinker type
Duren
with
the unpacking and packsmd rigged with sail. The Yacht Club the Western Theological Seminary, ing of Red Cross material and when 3tp7-5
Is now open for members. The an- who has been in the East for the past the batch of bonus blanks came he
nual yacht race from Chicago will thres weeks returned to Holland Sat- helped to unpack them. In recogni- FOR SALE — Farms, homes, summer
•tart from Chicago June 27. to arrive urday night. After first attend. ng a tion of this service Mrs. Van Duren business. Choice property on Sliver
at the beach, Saturday if the breexe meeting of the synod of the Reformed issued to him the first blank in Hol- Lake and on Goshorn Lake. Cotis favorbale. It is expected 16 to 20 church in America, held at Asbury land. which also means the first blank tages to rent. Heath Real Estate,
Saugatuck,
Stp7-5
yachts will enter and will spend a Park, he attended a large conference Issued in Ottawa county.
week at the beach, sailing for home of educators in Wlnston-Balem in
Unusual bravery was displayedby
cn July 4. Many cruising and speed North Carolina.
FOR SALE — Bargain, Oliver typeMiss Myrtle Mae Nichols has ac- a member of the U. 8. coast guard writer. Inquire Yonker Plumbing &
notorboats will also be in the harbor.
station at Muskegon last night when
cepted
a
position
at
Ye
Beauty
ShopHeating
3tc7-5
A marriage license was issued In
Donald Besaw. Raymond Lund Wall
Qnmd Rapids Thursday to Lucas De pe. Miss Nichols Is a graduateof the and Noret Simpson were rescued in
Chicago
Hair-dressing
Academy
and
Weerd of Zeeland and Tena Kromnice black horse,
took special instruction from Prop. their small sailboat far out on Lake FOR SALE —
fettB Of Grand Rapids.
Desne in marcelling. She was previ- Michigan, according to Capt. G. H. guaranteed to be good. 6 years old.
v Grand Haven city has retained the ously employed at the Rainbow Beau- Gatfiled, commander of that Muske- weighs 1200 pounds. Henry A. Van
Dyke. Zeeland phone 223F3. Address
•enrices of Miss Anna Bottje .to aid in ty Shoppe and the Duke Hotel Beau- gon station.
3tp7-5
taking the re-registrationsof voters ty Shoppe. Miss Nichola is spending On Monday evening Mrs. John Holland. R. R. 2.
at the city clerk’s office there.
the summer in Holland with her Koopman and Miss Anna Vllem en*
Art Visser has leased the Macatawa parents.
tertained with a miscellaneous show- FOR SALE — Improved 80 acre farm
with plenty of buildings, close to
Bath House for the season and it is
One of the side shows at the bank- er in honor of Miss HenriettaEskes school and gravel roads. Only $2,000.
now open. The temperature is be- ers’ conventionat Grand Haven was at the home of the former, Games
Address Farm care of Holland City
tween 65 and 70.
a boxing match put on by the Muske- were played and dainty refreshments
3tp ex. 6-28
Mrs. Rachael McVea of Douglas gon Athletic club who saw to it that were served. The bride-to-be received
Friday drove in a new Reo Sedan some rather thrilling events were many beautiful and useful gifts.
with balloon tired. This is the fifth pulled off. Fred McEachron, former Those present' were HenriettaEskes. FOR SALE — BeautifulChina closet
Reo she has purchased through the county clerk, now a banker at Hud- Mrs. Rufus Cramer, Mrs. Fred Zig- in good shape. Inquire 386 Maple Av
3tpd 6-28.
Peoples Auto Sales Co.
sonville. refereedone of the bouts, terman, Mrs. Carl Buurma. Alice NyMr. Hub. Harrington and daughter while Mayor Hatton was the third boer, Mrs. John Atman, Mrs. Adrian
FoifTti^yf'
Lula have gone to Watertown, New man in the others. No one was kill- De Roos. Bertha and Helen Olgers,
Cornelia
Pott.
Minnie
De
Fouw.
Marie
York. They will also visit friends in ed. nor was there even a bloody nose,
FOR RENT— fey the year, unfurnlsh.
Mew York City and expect to return and several of the events were quite Vanden Brink,' Mrs. Harry Bowman, ed
cottage at Pine Creek bay. 335
farclal.resembling Charlie Chaplin Mrs. Fred Meyer. Sadie Kulte, Nellie
in about 10 days.
3tC6-28
De
Groot, Mrs, Rein Visscher, Mrs. Maple
with
his
slap-st'.ck
methods.
A marriage license was issued in
John
Kobes.
Margaret
Grootrop,
Mrs.
A peculiar accident occurred, when
Allegan county for Benjamin Kroese,
WANTED
Henry Visscher, Jennie Kobes. Sara
SI, and Julia Dubblink,both of Over- a car driven by Lucas Dozema of
Deez.
Mrs.
John
Koopman,
and
Mist
Isel; also for Toney H. Dannenberg, Drenthe collided with the car of Wm.
WANTED — LIGHT
FANCY
Anna Vllem.
16, Hamilton, and Bertha Prins, 20, Arendshorstthat was parked at the
WASHING. M. K. BELDEN, Holland.
curb
near
the
Holland
Rusk
Co.
Bast Baugatuck
F23, HolFormer Alderman Jack Blue has Mich., R. 8. Phone 4189—
Mr. Andrew Ruys and Miss Mable Dozema had become Interested in his
3t p 7-12
child
who
was
munching
an
ice cream been at his wits’ end to find out who
Boderberg were married by Rev.
James Wayer at the parsonags of the cone and paid no attention to his was pilferingfrom his stock. Dozens WANTED — Female canaries. Mrs.
steering wheel. The result was that of chocolatebars were taken from
First Reformed church Thursday.The
Prince. 9 E. 9th St. Phone 5146. Holcouple left on a trip to Chicago but when the impact came, the baby was the show window nightly, cheese and land.
3tpd 6-28
thrown
thru the wind shield and was cream puffs disappearedas by magic,
will make their home in Holland at
and
sweet
things
generally were not
badly
cut
but
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dozema
Pine ave. and 13th street
HELP WANTED
were uninjured..The damage to the ;ound where they were before.
Mrs. Egbert Winter and Mrs. M Dozema car is considerablebut the
Jack called In Officer Cramer in
Borgman were in Grand Haven Fri- Arendshorstcare was not badly hurt. order to make an investigationof the WANTED — Man with some experiday attending the funeral of their
Mrs. Lawrence Mulder, a resident thieving. Jointly they figured out the ence to work on ice truck. Saugatuck
sister's husband, Mr. John Tits of
of North Blendon for many years, mystery when they spied a big gray Ice Co., Saugatuck,Mich, 2t p 7-5
Goshen, Ind. Mrs. Tits and daughter
rat.
returned to Holland and will remain died early Monday morning.
Th* funeral was held Wednesday The rat was cornered and the offi- WANTED — A man. smgle or married,
here for two weeks.
day forenoon at eleven o'clock, fast cers and the former alderman being to work on farm by the month; have
A. Bauhahn of Laketown has Just time, at the home in North Blendon aided by the gang, a revolver and tenant's house for manned man. Wm.
returned from a motoring trip thru and at 12 o’clock at the North Blen- some pop bottles,waylaid the rodent Kaehlander,Zeeland, R. 4, Michigan
Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee,and don Reformed church. Interment after he had shown fight when gotten StpEx-6-28
Illinois.In Kentucky he visited at was in the Zeeland cemetery.
into a tight place.
It first shot into us nest, and out
Louisville and Frankfortand went as
A
marriage license was issued in again, creating considerablecommo- WANTED — Maid for general housefar south as Knoxville, Tenn. He was
Grand Rapids Monday to Harry E. tion in the store, and was finally dis- work. Call 238 W. 18th St. 3tp 7-12
the guest of several Chicago men.
Boyne of Grand Rapids and Edna M. patched In the storeroom at the rear.
WANTED — A girj for general houseWhen th? steamers North and Ellcey of Conklin.
When the nest was broken up it work. Apply to Mrs. H. Miller, 214
South American left Baugatuck harJohn Mead, 42, of Allegan who was found to contain most of the East. Central Avenue. 3tpd6-28
bor a few days ago to start the sum- was Injured in an automobile accl
mer schedule they found the Kala- dent Saturday afternoon, died this things mentioned above. This surely
LOST
mazoo river and the harbor there in morning. His skull was fractured was an inside Job. officers say.
passable condition having very litat
the
base
of the brain. Mr Mead
tle trouble getting out. These boats
was engaged in the manufacturing The John Castle Grocery at Spring LOST — Strayed or stolen, a female
win lay over In Holland hereafter.
Lake, Just outside the village limits Beagle hound. Color, black and white
business at Allegan and was vice
Mr. and Mrs. L. De Boer has mov- president of the Commercial club. He to the east on Savidge street, was with brown ears. Answers to name
ed to Jenison from Holland where had taken an active Interest In pro- broken into and robbed early Monday "Lady". Liberal reward for return
Mr. De Boer has been attending moting the welfare of Allegan and morning, officers stating the affair oc- or information leading to recovery.
Hope college for the past two years. was prominent in Masonry. He is curred before two o’clock according M. Hoffman, 21 So. Maple St., phone
Mr. De Boer has finished school and survived by Mrs. Mead and a daugh- to evidence obtained. It is believed 159F3, Zeeland. Mich. 3tc7-5
that experiencedhands handled the
will spend the summer with Mrs. De ter.
Job.
Boer’s parents and in September will
MISCELLANEOUS
A
bolt of lighting caused a short
Twenty-fivecartons of cigarettes,
take up his work as principal in the
circuit In a passenger car that had pork and beans, lemons, orange*, ooPlalnwell school.
Did you ever stop to think what a
been parked near the freight house coanuts. cake and bacon were taken
Andrew Fisher, bos'ns mate firstiof the Michigan Railway during the from
the store, the lock being smash- pleasureit is to sit down to good
Class of the Bois Blanc Island, Coast thunder storm Tired out, the motorhome cooked meals? If so try Mrs. E.
Guard station, has been transferred man went to sleep and In some way ed.
Klrchner. 67 W.
3tp 7-5
to Holland station to fill a vacancy or other the trolley was not disconAfter
an
Illness
of
several
weeks.
made by the resignation of John Van nected . When the bolt struck sparks
Get your "For Sale” and "For
Regenmorter. He retains his classl. began to fly and the man was soon J. H. Weed passed quietly away at
2:15 Monday afternoon at the age of Rent” Cards at the Holland City News
fication. John D. Gerendt, formerly
very much awake. A little blaze was
tfc
of Bleeping Bear, has been transfer- was caused but was soon extinguish- 66. He leaves a widow, one son. office,
Chas. E. of Chicago, and one daughred to Bois Blanc to take Fisher’s
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The members of the Ladies' Adult
Miss Esther Mulder left Friday for Bible class of the Methodist church
the East, where she will spend six wilj meet at the home of thedr teachweeks with relatives and friends. er, Mrs Arthur Fairbanks, R. R. 9
During her visit she will spend three on Friday afternoon for a pot-luck
weeks at camp in the Catsklll Moun- supper. The members will meet at
tains with her sister. Mrs. C. B. the church at one o’clock and transMuste. and also visit with them at portation to the Fairbanks home will
their home in Bayonne. N. J. Phe be provided. The husbands are inwill also spend a few weeks at Bos vited to attend the supper.
ton, Amsbury and Haverhill. Mass.

ter, Mrs. BenJ. Harris of this city, be- FOR REAL ESTATE
sides a sister. Mrs. Albert Shearer of 220 W. 16th St., phone
East Aurora, ''fLxY. Funeral services
Eugene of Pueblb, Colo., and John of
Eat Aurora. N. Y. Funreal services

10t7-15

was held at 2:00 o'clock Wednesday afternoon at the home. 128 W.
13th St., Rev. J. C.

De

ficiating.

Vinney

of-

Miss Katherine Poet left Thursday
evening for Chicago where she will
become one of a group of members of
the Alpha Phi Sorority who will
travel by special train to Glacier National Park. Montana, The return
trip will be made via Estes Park.
Denver and Colorado Springs. Miss
Post expects to be away about three

Savings

Bank

JINX STILL PURSUES

FAMILY OF WILLIAM STELLEMA

A Jinx of had luck seems to he following the family of William Btellema. produce and fruit mrchant who
has a store on River avenue and
whose home is on the Saugatuck road
a few miles north of Saugatuck. Only a few days ago Stellema's produce
truck was burned while he and his
son were on a business trill to Hamilton. and last fall Mrs. Stellemafigured in an automobileaccident that incapacitatedher for a long time.
Even that accident was one In a long
series of misfortunesthat had struck
the Stellema family and that had
seemed to mark them as special subjects for bad luck.
But that the Jinx had not yet been
see K. Buurma. scared away was shown during the
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severe thunder storm during

the

night. Lightningstruck a large tree
near the Stellema home on the Saugatuck road, shattered it and then passed under ground into the house, lifting a board off the bedroom floor and
causing considerable other damage.

The most terrific thunder storm of
Mr. George Dok has returned
season occurred at 4 o'clock
The committee on building and from Chicago where he has arranged the
Tuesday morning and crash after
grounds of the Ottawa county court with Mr. Clarence Eddy, America's crash sent lightning bolts down upon
liouse is asking for bids for the greatest teacher in pipe organ, for a
Holland.
(tainting of the exterior of the court series of lessons.Mr. Dok has been
Judging from the condition of the
Louse, county Jail and the garage. engaged as organist of Hope church telephoneservice Tueaday morning,
This is a big undertaking and no and will preside at the organ there the cables were excellent conductors weeks.
At four o’clock Tuesday a Reo car
Wm. Kuhlman. James Ver Heist, that
doubt there will be many bidders next Sunday.
left Macatawa for Chicago after
for /the surplus electricity.
C. J. Kulte. Dick Brown, and AI. Venfrom different parts of the county. The Steamer City of Benton HarMany cable boxei were burned out denberg have left for Detroit by auto- filling up with 16 gallons of gas, was
AH Informationmay be had at the bor is now on the Holland-Chicago and cylinders were blown out. As a mobile where they are attending the burned near Saugatuck.
The car turned turtle and an over-

CARBURNS0N

SAUGATUCK ROAD

But that the Stellema bad luck ia
not entirely untnlxed with good luck
Is shown by the fact that Mrs. Stellema had just succeeded in getting
the children out of the bedroom and
into the living room. Sha feels convinced that if they had still been in
the bedroom one or more would hava
been killed.
As it was the lightning touched Mrs.
Stellema's face so that she felts its
sting and it also passed over the feet
of ti’o of the children, without doing any damage however.
It knocked two big holes in the
plaster of the bedroom and demolished the lamp which fortunately was
not lit. It knocked all the dishee off
their hooks in the cupboard and It
lifted all the lids off the cook-stova
and scattered them about the floor
of the kitchen. Curiously not one of
the dishes was broken.
The damage to the house Is not
great and it was a case of luck mixed up with bad luck.

“AL” SMITH

WAS

ONCE EMPLOYEE
OF GEORGE GETZ

Haven.

county clerk, run with the City of Holland running result 75 phones, mostly in the east state F. O. E. convention.
Considerable local Interest Is added
flow of gas Ignited.Soon the whole
between Benton Harbor and Chicago end of the city, were "dead” TuesMr. and Mrs. Frank Avery Huff left
machine
was
in flames, stoppingtraf- to the struggle now going on in the
day
morning
and
a
large
number
ot
'•The Stepping Stone” is the name d\>rln* the heavy strawberryseason,
for their future home in Auburn, New
democratic camp in New York City
©f the annual published by the class The Holland will be back on the run men were busy most of Tuesday York. Mrs. Huff was formerly Miss fic for at least an hour. The car was by the fact that Govrenor "Al” Smith
a
Reo
and
contained
a
man
and
two
putting the service In regular form Mabelle Mulder, daughter of Mr. J.
©f 1924 of the Zeeland high school. ,here Ju,y *th
ladles. The women had their faces who is disputing the nomination for
The volume numbers 14 pages, bound The Montmorency cherries, the again.
B. Mulder.
scratchedslightlyand one of the la- president with McAdoo, waa once an
----O
in heavy Lodenstone cover and is most extensively cultivated variety in
Prof. Wynand Wichers and fkVnily dles sustained a sprained ankle. employee of George F. Gets of Lakededicated to Mins Dora Van Loo, the the vicinity of Fennvllle and the
Prosecuting Attorney Fred T. Miles left Friday for New York. Mrs. There was nothing left of the car but wood Farm. Smith some years ago
principal of the high school. George variety figured on largely to provide was in Chicago Monday to attend the Wichers will remain in New York the twisted frame ready to be carted was in the employ of Gets In ChiVan Koevering is editor-in-chiefand work in the field and at the can commencement exercises of the Chi- for the summer months while Prof. away by the Junk dealer. No one was cago and the Lakewood Farm man
Jasper Olendorf, business manager. nery, is now known to be not more cago School of Law. a correspond- Wichers will return to Kalamazoo to seriously injured.
Is naturally deeply Interested in the
The book contains 42 original engrav- than a 60 per cent crop. The limbs ence school. The school during the teach at the Western State Normal
fight his former employee le making
—
- o — ings and the art work on the cover are still laden with the cherries about exercises conferredon Mr. Miles the School.
for the nomination.
The
Athletic
Sisters
of
Holland
and panels is the work of Louise M- a pea size, but they are turning white, degree of Master of Laws and the
Getz attended the republicanconCon De Free and City Attorney Me
high
school
enjoyed
a
very
fine
time
Schlutt, teacher of music and art.
vention at Clevelandand is believed
are withering and at the slightesttouch Holland attorneynow has the right Bride are on an auto tour thru Wisat
their
house
party
spent
at
Lacey’s
to be normally a Coolldge man, but
A representative of a Detroit pie they loosen and drop. It is conserva to Inscribe after his name "LL. M.” consin.
Supervisor John J. Rutgers was in cottage at Virginia Park. Mrs. Lacey he has also gone to the democratic
Mr. Miles graduated from the Chisnaking factory has pulled out of this lively estimated that half of this ex
acted
as
chaperon.
At
their
annual
Grand Haven on business Monday.
convention in New York city to see
district claiming that while in Hol- tensive variety will drop. The early cago School of Law in 1905 after
J. Frances Duffy was In Chicago on election Monday evening the follow- the fun and to shout for Smith If
land he was compelled to pay from sweet cherries are holding much bet- completing a three years' course by
ing girle were elected for the ensuing that will do any good. Smith has been
k
correspondence.During the past year business Tuesday.
f to 6 cents for cnerrles, while he
year: President, yirginla McBride; a visitor at Lakewood Farm and In
B.
P.
Donnelly,
of
the
DonneilyEdward
Pieters,
In
the
government
he
has
been
doing
postgraduate
could get them In Traverse City disKelley
Glass Co., left for Chicago on Vlce-pres., Gladys Huisinga; Sec’y the somewhat unlikely event that he
service
at^Washlngton,
D.
C.,
is
viswork.
trict for 4%c. The commission merand Treas., Geneva Vanden Brink.
business Monday.
should be nominated and elected the
o
chants packed up bag and baggage iting his brother Dr. A. Pieters in
- ....... -o
W.
G.
Brink
has
returned
to Chi-!
chances of having the president of the
Holland.
and left for the north. In any event
Dr. R. M. Waltz, first baseman, cago where he will resume his studies Fourteen girls gathered at the United States as a guest of LakeMr. and Mrs. Myron Stevens and leads his teammates In batting averIt speaks well for the Holland Can.
at Northwestern Universityfor the home of Mrs. C. De Witt, Lincoln wood Farm and incidentally of Holziing Co. and other canners In this daughter Mildred of 244 W. 11th 8t., ages for the Holland Independentsfor
_ _ avenue, Monday night and honored land would be rather good.
district as this would Indicate that have left for a two weeks' trip to games ending June 21. Waltz conMiss Mary Rlowinskl left for Grand Min PriscillaBoeve, who is to be a
they are not asking the farmer to New York and Susquahanna, Penn., nected with 16 safeties in 33 times at Rapids
Monday where she will take July bride, with a miscellaneous
otil his product at the very lowest visiting friends and relations.Miss bat and Is credited with a percentage a special course in French and Engshower. The bride-to-be received Herbert O. Ingham of this city and
bargain prices,hut are willing to give Helen and Beatrice Stevens are spend- of 455. Others batsmen in their or- lish.
many beautiful and useful gifts. A
ing two weeks at St. Johns, Mich.
them a living profit.
der are B. Batema .435, Woldring
Mrs. G. .T. Dlekema was In the city two course luncheon was served. Mae De Jonge of Zeeland were unit.429,
Japplnga
.400,
Ashley
393.
PopMost
of
the
furniture
manufacturSatunlav
attending
the
musical
g«ven
Those present were: Misses Priscilla ed in marriage on June let by the
Pitcher Jim Poppen of the Holland
Bpeve, Reka and Frances Vos. Jo- Rev. J. C. De Vinney.
Independents has left Holland and ers of Holland started their daily pil- pen .375. Hoover .308, G. Batema at the home of Mrs. Wm. Loutlt.
Chris De Jonge, brother of the
grimage
to
Grand
Rapids
with
the 294. Spriggs .238. Hinga .231, Bchreur Gn*nd H°ven Tribune.
hanna Bosch. Eva Wolters. Viola
Las. gone to the Detroit Clowns, a
bride, and Marlon Ingham, sister of
opening
of
the
June-July
furniture
.143,
Baker,
who
played
one
game
Jolri
H.
Van
Norden
left
Friday
Hertz.
Jeanette
Stfreur.
Jennie
and
fast ‘aemi-nro team. Mr. Poppen gets
the groom, were In attendance. Mr.
* salary of $160 per month and ex- exposition.Holland establishments, as with the team, is credited with three noon for Chicago after spending two Gertrude Westra. Henriettaand Jul- and Mrs. Ingham will be at home afhits
in
four
times
up
and
a
percenia
Boeve,
Mrs.
Minnie
Rtreur,
Luella
usual,
are
well
represented
with
furniw**ks
«t
the
home
of
his
brother
pense* The Clowns have games ached
ter July 1st at 833. First venue.
ture displays.
Henry Van Norden on the north side. Hawley and Jessie De Witt.
age of .760.
«todin the Eastern States.
office of Orrle J. Slulter,

Grand
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Holland Oity Newt
IS

PROMINENT HOLLAND INSTRUCTOR

DESPONDENT UTILE GIRL

AND TAKES HIS

Page Fir#
sponsiblesummer help such os
generally found st resort •tations.
Special cars will leave from the
docKS at Holland for Macatawa and
Saugatuck every morning carrying

IN

PIANO TO GIVE PUBLIC RECITAL

IS KILLED

passengers lor these reports to
gether with local patrons.
musical treat that is an annual promptly at 8 o'clock P. M.
It is understoodthat the traveling
event and is always looked forwardLlo
On the program will also be
is the piano recitalgiven by the pu- found Prof. J. Jans Helder, promi- public pretwr this arrangement, for
pils under the tutelage of Miss Lalla nent art'st of Holland and Grand the reason that It gives the passenMcKay.
Rapids who has studied with the gers an hour longer sleep on the trip
Joseph Artmaier,who lives at the
t w
Thi8 year *• n0 exception to the rule masters of the East and of Europe. and pusuengers going through to
head ot Last Eleventh St., commit* Six-year-old Louise Johnston,
daugh- and next Monday Holland citizens
The public is cordially invited, Grand Rapids are not awakened bj
ted suicide sometime Monday after, ‘.er of Mr and Mrs. Albert Johnston,will be privileged to listen
; the ‘'hulj.buh"created by the dieto an ex- There is ho charge.
noon. During a lit of mental despond- 185 East 15th street, w-as the victim ceptional musical program
charge of passengersat the p;er as
ency, to which he had been subject In of an automobile accident about five en at the M. E. church to be glv- 1 The program to be rendered follows
i heretofore,or by the trucking of bagbeginning below:
a alight degree for the past three o'clock Tuesday -afternoon when shej
‘gage. Steamers too will leave docks
months, he climbed to the attic of was struck down on the corner of
later at night, the time for departing
the home in which he lives and by 14th street and Lincoln avenue by a
being 10 p. m., except Saturdaysand
means of a rope tied to a rafter and Dort car operated by Miss Freda VanSundays. On these two nights the
a box upon which he stood, he suc- derHoff, aged about 15, who lives
steamers will leave Holland docks at
ceeded In ending his life by hanging. at 184 East 14th stredt. The child was
11 p. m.
ihe iuUk.j ..ttu liwaaeu Mr. Art* still living when picked up by ofAll the resorters on the North Side
maler for some hours , and upon In- icers although she was badly injurOrfcan Solo
Mendeliaohn
March of ths Priesti
are rejoicing over this later leaving
vestigation tney found him upaiair*
ed, with skull crushed and some
•chedule, as It gives them more time
Mr. L. P. McKay
Dr. Nichols was hurriedly called, but
>ones broken. The ambulance was
at their cottages before leaving.
stated that Mr. Artmaier had been quickly called and the victim of the
All trips both east and westbound
dead for at least an hour.
are now made dllrect between HolPiano Quartette—
•
Gavott* Pulcinella M\$aa
The boay was uiscoveied between b accident was rushed to Holland hosland and Chicago.
and 6 o'clock Monday night, and Cor- pital but she was dead when she arMarion Blake, Evelyn Rossein
Holland merchants no doubt will
oner Wm. Brusse and the local po rived there.
Avis Newcomb, Anna De Groot
he pleased with this arrangement for
Miss Vander Hoff In the Dort car
lice Immediately Investigated the
by discharging the passengers at Hoi.
case uiiu ueciucu Uiai u coroner’s In was coming west on 14th street and
land hundreds will give this town the
”Uraa turning north. Her view was
quest was unnecessary.
Span&les
Devour
once over, while formerly the bulk
'^obstructed somewhat by a truck that
oosepn Arwiuueir, who was seventy
Doreen Dorr
of the resort passengers would go diyears old, was a man of a lovable was passing. The child had been to
rect to Macatawa. Ottawa Beaoh or
b Pure as • Lily
Sontag
disposition,and had many friends in the store for some candy and was
Solos ,
Saugatuck and would never see Hoiboth Chicago and Holland. He was crossing the street, apparentlynot
Robyn Hansen
land.
an artist by nature, and was a work seeing her danger because intent on
.
c Sweet dreams of Home—
Lavtllt
er In artgiass productions, such as the -confection she was eating. As
beautiful church windows and glass- nearly as can be ascertained the litMildred Huesing
ware for public buildings,etc. In his tle girl ran in front of the automobile
Dr. R. M. Olln, commissioner of
day he was an expert In this line and and the driver was unable to stop the
the state department of health, met
.
Piano Duett
held splendid positions In art glass machine in time to avert the fatal acFalling Leaves
Moultcn
with Grand Haven Chamber of Comestablishments in Chicago and In the cident.
merce Wednesday afternoon A disDorothy
Kammerlino,
Helen
De
Young
The
little
girl
Is
survived
by
her
East. At one time he was Identified
cussion of the health and sanitary
with the Kinsella Glass Co. of Hol- parents and three brothers.The funconditions of all resorts around this
land, later the Donnelly-Kelley
Glass eral was held Thursday forenoon
district was held. A personal inapec( a Pale Moon
Logan
at ten o cIock at the Dykstra chapel,
Co., where he was also employed.
lion will be made by Dr. Olln and all
Vocal Solos
Relatives can give no possible rea. Miss Nellie Churchford otticiating.
placea are confident of passing his
f b Lassie O’ Mine
Walt
A coroner’s Jury was drawn up by
son for his rash act, any further than
scrutiny,as great care Is taken In this
that a fit of despondency must have Justice Wm. Brusse composed of
regard. Resort owners voice themJ. Jans Helper
seised him and that his mind became the following: Simon Vanden Bosch,
selves willing to co-operate.
temporarilyderanged.
Dick Boter, aJcob Dekker, John PieThe funeral was held on Wed- per, Peter Van Ark, and John VanPisno Solo
.
Friendship
LaSalle
nesday afternoon from the Dykstra lersluls. This Jury will meet at nine
Beatrice
Visser
undertaking parlors, Rev. Paul P. o'clock Thursday morning to take evCheff, pastor of Hope churon, offlclat- idence in the case.
Ing. Interment took place In the
Piano Solo
Meditation
Bocca
Pilgrim Home cemetery. The funeral
was private.
Left hand
LlLUAN
JOHNSON
Starts Suit Against
Mr. Artmaier Is survivedby the
widow, one son Norbit, and two
daughters, Mrs. R. C. Gibson of Evanof
l a Ave Maria
Gounod
ston. 111., and Mrs. George Bosman
1
Violin Solos
of Holland.
{ b Hungarian Dance
Brahmt
Resort Association

OWN
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$9,666.00

A

JUDGMENT AWARDED

BY A JURY
GRAND RAPIDS CIRCUIT COURT,
JAN. 24, TO A PERSON INJURED
BY AN

ACCIDENT
a,
* a w
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Proa ram

Automobile.
ATTOmW

fart One

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS!
Are you

thisemoum?

KNOH

That you can gat a

Travelers Policy
io raven you fully in case the

above judgment was rendered

j

WANT ADS PAY

of

DO YOU

6

•

fully protected against

payings judgment

againstyou on n

Ford* Chevrolet, Dodge,
and all 4 cylinder Cara

. .

(or

$12.00

Reo, Bniek, Studebaker
and moat all 6 cylinder
Cara4

.

for .

$14.40

Hew Con You Alford'
Take the Chance?

to

.

If you have neglectedto-

take out this claao ad

INSURANCE
PHONE 2120
J.

Arendshorst
Leading Auto Inauror.

alone

Macatawa

Manager

AUTOCRASH
RESULTS

IN

Suit was filed In Kent county circuit court Tuesday by Henry
Ten
Broek and Anna Teq Broek against
the Macatawa Resort association and
Swan A. Miller, president and general manager, asking damages and an
injunction to restrain the defendants
from repeating alleged acts which the
Ten Broeks claim have Injured them

HOL LANI)

Master George King

W

A

LAWSUIT

Piano Solo

Star of

my dreams

11 THEATER

Matin

Henrietta Gebbbn

“Holland's Brightest Spot"
Piano Solo

Venetian Carnival

Next To Interurban Stati
tation

Bronte

financially.

The Ten Broeks set forth they have
law suit for damages resulting owned lota at the resort for 10 years,
from an automobileaccident was air- and maintain two cottages valued at
ed in Justice court at the city hall $6,000 there. On July 17. 1923. Miland lasted most of Tuesday. The ler. they assert, disconnectedwater
suit was between Joe Geerds of Hol- pipes and electric wires leading to
land and Jacob Van Dyke of Holland their cottages, and that they were
township
unable to rent them, after going to
One of the partieswas coming from considerable expenses to plant shruba wedding some time last November bery and flowers and Installinglights.
when the Geerds and Van Dyke cars Mr. Miller has not told his side of the
collided,resulting in damages to both case but no doubt this will come out
cars. The parties could not come to when the suit comes up In court later.
a settlement, therefore Joe Geerds
through his attorneys, Robinson and
HOLLAND COUPLES MENTIONED
Parsons, brought suit against Jacob
IN MARRIAGE LICENSES;
Van Dyke, owner of the car, for
The following marriage licenses'
$91.43, consideredthe amount of
have been Issued by the county clerk:
damage sustained
Van Loplki 23. of Grand Ha-i
Van Dyke on the other hand venEvan
and Mary Ver Duln. 22. of Grand)
brought a counter suit through his
Haven. Alfred Jilbert. 27. of Paw)
attorney, Daniel Ten Cate, of Dlekeand Bernice Weatherbee, 20. of;
ma, Kollen & Ten Cate, for $68.00. Paw
Marne. Oscar Winters, 39, of Sand1
It was therefore up to the Jury to deLake and Vina Van Slooten, 22. off!
cide which of the two men had damWest Olive; Theodore Knoll. 20, ofj
ages coming.. Should Geerds win, Holland and Agnes Sandby, 21, of:
he would be entitled to his damages Holland.
and Van Dyke could not recover In
Steven Roelofs. 26. of Hudsonville,!
his suit. On the other hand, If Van and Mabel Vander Wall, 22. of HudDyke won he could collecthis $68.00 »onv!lle. Willard Penna, 19. of Holand Geerds could not recover the land and Lois St. oJhn 16 of Holland.
$91.43 he asked for.
Clyde Fenton. 28. of Neenah, Wls.,
The Jury after struggling with the and Louis Brusse. 28. of Holland.
Intricate problem for some time, deJ. Ray Kennedy, 19. of Grand Rapcided that Joe Geerds was entitled to ids and Ethel Tlmerman 23. of Nunithe full amount of damages which Is ca.
to be paid by Mr. Van Dyke.
Mr. Van Dyke was not driving his FAMOUS CHORUS TO SING
own car, in fact was not In the maIN HOPE CHURCH
chine, but the car that evening was
Dr. J. B. Nykerk has received the
driven by his son Fred, while two oth- announcement that the Renton Harer sons and a son-in-lawwere pas- bor chorus under the direction of Mr.
sengers. Joe Geerds had his little Barcofer. one of the leading church
daughter with him. who was badly choirs In the state, will sing at Hope
shaken up In the collision.
church next Sunday evening. This
The case was tried before Justice chorus is composed of fifty highly
Van Schelven. and the Jury who pass- trained voices and the director has
ed on the matter were: Dick Van won fame with his fine organization.
Tatenhove, John VanderSluis,Gerrit The chorus has sung frequently in
Ter Reek, Nick Jonker, Henry Veen- Grand Rapids. South Haven, St.
ing and Simon Boa.
Joseph. South Bend and other places
and it never fails to win high praise.

Evelyn Rossein

TODAY

A
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A
Piano Trio

Dancing Butterflies

Impromptu

A

fine

program
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Matinees Thnraday

Piano Duett

Top

of the

Mornin

Caroline and Evelyn Hilarides
Piano Solo

J

Vocal

Solos

\
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a
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You

Burleigh
-a

•

lb Friend O' Mine
J. Jans

Sanderson
Helder

G mlunn

£ ^

Morion

in<

Steel Heef
Piano Solo

Maale

Becker

Velda Blair

of

I

While hlv^

Bohm

Spinning Sonfe

Marion Henderson
Daylight Saving Tima
Piano Solo

Crammond

Love dreams

Cavatina
Violin Solos

-

.

r_

Raff

•;

lb

Kujawiak

HOLLAND Daily, Kxcept Sat. and Sun. 10:00
HOLLAND Saturday z.-oo tad 11.-00 P. M.

Lv.

HOLLAND Sunday

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.

CHICAGO Daily, Excspt Sunday
CHICAGO Sunday 11:< 0 P. M.
CHICAGO Saturday 1:10 P. M.

II

P. M.

:00 P. II.
10:00 P. If.

Wieniawbki

Travel and Ship by Boat and Save

Master George King
Piano Solo

Lv.

Lv.

Dorothy Dbiy

In a Secret

Garden

Monty

Boat

Earl Francomb
Piano Solo—

A

Nifcht in

May

Kreutzlin

Halfday Halfday
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LOCAL DEMOCRATS
HOLD “LITTLE CONVEN-

TO

ABANDON

THE

PIER OF

The theory of suicide gained credence earlier in the day when Button’s watch, keys, vest and a small
sum of money were found In an outbuilding on the farm, causing it to
At least for a time the Graham &L
appear that the man had deliberated A little democraticnational conven- to listen in and they once more took Morton steamers will not stop at the
taking his own life, and had stowed tion is being held dally this week at full advantage of the opportunity. Holland pier at Jenlson Park. There
away valuables before walking the the home of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Slagh “My place will be Tammany Hall foi^ are several reasons for this, one being
mile and a half across the fields to on College avenue. Aid. Slagh, who the duration of the convention," said that the Michigan Railway Co. has
is one of the most ardent democrats Mr. Slagh to his friends and they took
the river.
made the pier station a closed station
Mrs. Button said her husband left In the city and a great admirer of the him at his word and made a democra- as far as the Holland Interurban 1.h|
tic
headquarters
of
it.
The
day
be'ate
Woodrow
Wilson
as
well
as
of
the house last Tuesday morning to tie
concerned.
up a calf and failed to return. Sev- the other standardbearers ef his par- fore the convention opened Mr. Slagh
Since Ottawa Beach has been!
had
new
tubes
put
in
his
radio
In
l.y.
got
hi»
radio
In
shape
at
his
home
eral posses were recruited from
burned no passengercans are necesorder
to
be
all
set
and
to
miss
nothing
among the neighboringfarmers and n order to be able to attend the big
sary for the pier, and the passenger
of the big doings.
Sheriff Leo C. Hare’s deputies and a New York convention.
service to the pier has naturally been)
On Tuesday morning a large numsearch continuedfor several days.
And those who attendedthe meet- discontinued and the office closed.
ber of local democrats gathered at ings claim they are missing nothing.
Mr. Johnson, local manager., states!
0
•the Slagh home by Invitation to sit Some of them became so enthusiastic that in the future all steamers from
the big political pow wow and
The Woman’s Auxiliary of the
when the demonstrationsbegan Chicago will come directly to HolAmerican Legion is making elaborate lL0n.n?hn.iii«Pth«t& thov ZTJtS that
nt the mention by "Pat" Harrison of land, and dock at the foot of Eighth
later
on
in
the
day
seemed
to
inpreparations for a large baked goods
the names of Grover Cleveland and street, and all passengerbusiness to
sale to be held on Saturday of tl^s dicate that they had had the time of Woodrow Wilson they broke out Into Chicago will also he done at the local
week. The members are hard at their lives. They reported that the applause with the thousands of men docks and not at the Interurban Pier)
work to make the sale a big success proceedings of the conventionin New and women in the convention hall In as heretofore.
and they announce that it Will be York were almost as real to them as New York, forgetting for the moment
The manager of the boat company)
something out of the ordinary. It f they had been in the convention that they were not on the scene.
states that better service can be had)
will be held in thft-clty hall and all hall, the instrumentgiving a remark'by doing business from on« office
kinds of baked goods will be on sale. ably clear reproduction of the
“Nothing lacking but seeing the namely In Holland, rather than have!
speeches
and
other
doings.
Moveover luncheons of coffee, cake,
sight itself," said the local democrats; th,B v.ork divided and the second ofThis forenoon Mr Slagh again In? "*t’» the ««me as being there in every flce at the pleri It voids a mlxun
etc., will be served all day. The'
vited his friends to gather at his home other
public is cordially iwvited.
and surely avoids delay with Irre-'

TION” OF THEIR

—

Boat of

DONT FORGET

Moonlight in Valencia

,

-

Saturday

Notice:

Scott

j

the tree.

Jk

Marion Blake

promised when

-

ADDED GOOD COMEDY and

riot of terrifficfun and laughtar,

“VAUDEVILLE”

Hertrieh

Continuingan independent search these singers come to Holland.They
Henry Pklon
after scores of neighborsand county will give a half hour's program Sunofficershad abandoned the task as day night in addition to the regular
Piano Solo—
Romania in E Flat
hopeless, the effortsof Harry Button services.The public is cordially in-'
Tehna
of Detroit to solve the mystery of vited to attend.
Elmer Kuiper
the disappearance of his brother,
Ralph, 50, were rewarded Monday afA kitchen shower was given at the
ternoon when he came upon the
Piano Solo
Good Nifcht
Nevin
body of the Allegan county farmer home of Mr. and Mrs. M. Van Slooten
Saturday
evening
In
honor
of
their
Henry Steffens
In Rabbit river, near the Faye Hazen
farm, four and one-half miles south- daughter Vina who will soon become
the bride of Mr. Winters. Many beauwest of Wayland.
tiful gifts were received and a dainty
MINISTER WILL MAKE
' I’funstiehlis about to retire from the
It was evident the man had ended
HOME
IN EUROPE active ministry, after a service of 50
his own life, although his widow lunch was served. Those present
' years. He has been in
could advance no cause for his doing were: Jennie, Gertrude. Dorothy Ten. .
------ the NetherRev. A. A. Pfanstlehl, D. D.. who lands for some time, and returned
so. No marks were found on the klnck, Mary Alll Bowman. Reka Van
Den
Meer.
Mary
Terpstra. Margaret at one time supplied the pulpit of the to this country recently to settle his
body, which was removed to the Loval and Metcalf mortuary at Hopkins, Van Slooten, Frances Riemersna, Second Somerville. N. J., church, fol. affairs and dispose of his property.
where an autopsy was performed. Adraln, Pete and Iro Bouwman, Ve- lowing the reslgnptlon of Rev. Ed- He expects to return to Europe and
Death was due to drowning, it was dell Bell, Jake Baker, Herman Plag- ward G. Read. D. D., preached there make his home there, hla wife being
gemer, Dick Riemersna, Will Krut- on Sunday, May 26. The sermon was at present In Holland.
found.
In the nature of a farewell, as Dr.
Button's body was found face down- huif and Mr Joseph Peck.
ward In the shallow water a few feet
from the shore. A dozen feet north
of where he lay a tree trunk projected out from the bank and underneath
it was a deep hole. It was believed
Button had leaped to his death from

-

SATURDAY

2 Acts Strictly Refined

Stone

Elmer Kuiper, Henry Stiffens, Julius Bontekob
Piano Solo

TOMORROW

-

U.OVD HAMILTON

a r t 31 fo o

j

-

U

OWN

'URBAN

—

way."

„

Every Wednesday Afternoon
During

AUGUST

JULY A

By unanimous vote of the Holland Merchants
Association the stores will be closed every Wednesday afternoon during July and August.
The Holland Merchants feel that all patrons deand the hard working sales force deserve some of the recreation that a half holiday during the hot summer months affords and will adjust
their shopping periods accordingly.
sire that they

HOLLAND MERCHANTS ASS’N.

C0.1

QUALITY
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THAT'S OCR
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MEN REGRET

DEPARTURE OF

"r

-

Holland Olty Hewi
BIG

PRODUCE

NEW CHURCH

FORMED WITH

CAR INJURED

JOHN GOOD

BY

CHARGED WITH

FLAMES

44

MEMBERS

FORGING A
MONEY ORDER

William Stellema, River avenue
Tomorrow services will be held for
Russell Marks, a Grand Haven
produce merchant, and his 14-year- the Arst time by a new congregationyouth who is said to have confessed
old son John Stellema had a har- that has Just been organizedin Hol- a forgery in connectionwith the
rowing experience Thursday while on land. This congregationwas formed passing of a thousand dollar check or
a trip to Hamilton for a load of po for the express purpose of providing a the Muskegon Lumberman'sBank, is
cease to be intereeted in him and tatoes. The going was rather bad church home for those people in the being held on 92,000 bpjl following
about 100 of them very pleasantly and the big truck was having some city who do not feel that they can his waiving of examlmftion in Jusanrprlsedhim at his country home trouble in making a grade and avoid- worship with comfort In anl langu- tice Court Thursday.
••Goodacres”Saturday afternoon and ing another cor.
age except the Holland and the reaMarks' father and brothef went to
Suddenly the boy John Stellema son for the existenceof the new
expressedtheir respect and appreciaMuskegon
to represent the youth in
noticed
Are
almost
under
his
feet.
tion by presenting him with a beautichurch is to provide services in that his affairs with the law. Meanwhile
He
called
to
his
father
to
jump
unu
ful white and green gold 'gruen'
language.
friends of the young man in Grand
watch' and chain. Seth Hamlin made at the same time followed his own
The church waa organizedwith 14
are still having difficulty in bevery appropriate presentation advice, jumping clear of the car. The active members. The meeting was Haven
the popular alert youth that
peech to which Mr. Good responded. danger in which father and son found attended by some Afty pr sixty persons lieving
they knew so well as being capable of
As the weather was ideal all sorts themselves was all the greater be- and It la expected that more mem- committing
the crime with which he
of sports were engaged In. At base- cause of the fact that the flames were bers will be added to the charter list
is charged. Marks was well liked by
ball the single men beat the married very near the gasolinetank. Mr. in the near future. Several churchee
young men and young women of
men by one score. At "Woodchuck" Stellema shut off the engine and then In the city were represented but the
his social set and his standing with
made
a
jump
for
safety.
Both
father
pull Peter Crock pulled all comers
more came from the Fourth Reformregardlessof weight, carrying off and son expected that at any moment ed churoh than from any other and older people was well known. His
mother Is grief stricken over the turn
the
tank
would
explode.
head prise. Bill McFall and Niles
charter membership is also largeof affairs.
They hurried to a nearby farm the
Hanson, the "Mut and Jeff" of the
ly made up of persons connectedwith
Marks, according to the confession
Company, won the three legged race. house and secured water with which that church.
in the hands of the Grand Haven
Klmer Avery is the acknowledged to flght the flames and before long
Three elders and three deacons
Champion at tennis. Case VanderBie they had the Are under control. This were elected at the meeting of or- police, purchased a coupe from a
Grand Haven garage, and about May
was
not
done
however
before
the
is the champion heavy weight at pull
ganization. The elders are: Kryn 23 — conceivedthe idea of forging a
ing broom sticks. Oliver Hansen won truck had been practicallyruined. Dee*, Wm. Kobes and John Wolters.
Much of the front part of the big The deacons are: N. Schregardu*.money order to make payment for
ftrst prise at the horisontal bar. Music
it. He is a messenger at the Otwas furnished by Vincent Kalman’ machine was consumed by Are. The BeqJ. Maatman and Mr. Mondeel.
tawa county weather bureau station
Orchestra and speechesby the office Aames caught the curtainsused on
It was decided to purchase a lot
force. The water was fine and Russel the truck and the machine was pret- somewhereas near to the center of and was frequently at the Western
Japplnga won the long distance swim. ty much of a wreck when the Aames the city as possible so that per- Union to get weather reports. On
June 11, accordingto the confession,
The 100 yd dash was won by Mike were Anally put out.
It is supposed that the Are started sons from all churches who prefer he stole three drafts, and on Saturday
Cram. Refreshments were sesved and from
the
Holland
language
in
their
public
the electricalequipment of the
attemptedto pass one at the Nationam chef Pete Steketee can't be beat.
truck. The Stellemaswere not In- worship may have an opportunityto
Mr. Good has made a very fine re- jured but they were forced to aban- Join and attend the new church. Af- al Lumberman'sbank in Muskegon.
He was refused at the bank, so on
cord with the tannery and he has don the machine on the road. For- ter the consistory gets organized othletter of
snade a large number of friends in tunately the gasoline tank d.d not er meetings of the congregationwill Monday returned with
identlAcatlon with the name of CapHolland. He is one of the best liked explode.
be held lor the purpose of making tain William GatAeld forged on it.
«f the younger business men in the
plans for the erection of a new Captain Gatfield'sArst name 1
dty and has taken a large part in
church. The new deacons and elders George, however. He was given th«
many activities. He is highly popuwill be formallyinstalled on Sunday money. The draft was on the Elliott
lar and occupiesan Important place
July 6. Then the organizationwll Power company of Detroit,the young
In the city's life. Mr. Good has sevbe complete and formal steps look- man stating that he was an employee
eral business opportunitiesin Holing toward the formationof plans foi of this concern, and was doing some
land but he has not yet decided on
grounds and building can be taken.
work In Muskegon for It.
Ills future course. The large number
. For the present the services will b<
Chief of Police Hansen. F. K.. ButA
qudet
wedding
took
place
Wedof dtisens who feel about him as the
held at 9 o’clock and at two o'clock terfield, a Western Union operative
tannery employees do are making ef- nesday evening at the home of Mr. in the Van Raalte Avenue chapel. Tht
forts to persuade him to remain in and Mrs. 0. Van Zanten when thedr first services will be held tomorrow and E. A. Larsen, cashier of the bank
followed the case, traced It to Granu
daughter Irene Marlon became the
.Holland.
bride of Mr. E. H. Bulkers of this and will be conducted by Rev. G. Haven, discoveredthat the youngcity. Only immediate relatives were Tysse.
man had purchased a sedan and paid
present at the wedding. The cere$770 for It. The confession came
PRESENT RETIRING TEACHER mony
was performed by the Rev. W.
readily after arrest by Grand Haven
WITH A SET OF SILVER J. Van Kersen. The couple left for
officers.
^hs Beechwood P-T club held Its a short wedding trip and upon their
Full restitution has been made to
regular meeting Friday evening. The return will make their home at 69
the bank, the car having been turnprogram was as follows: "A Wise Fel- East 16th Street
ed in and the money for it returned
IN
low,’ Howard Navenxel and Marjorie The bride for the past six years has
The remainder of the $1,006, or $230,
Plaake; musical reading, Wilma Has- been employed at the Pere Marquetwas brought by the boy's father. The
ten; vocal solo. Helen Shaw; reading, te Railway office. The groom is a
whole amount had been spent, is emHetty Van Kllnk; Japanese songs, six graduateof the local high school and
booied in the confession, it is staieu
girls: report on the state P-T conven- the University of Chicago.He Is now
The 1924 graduatingclass of Hope
employed
as
office
manager
of
the
tion. Dora Strowenjans.
College initiateda new movement tv
Holland Furnace Company.
arouse interest and enthusiasm in j MICHIGAN RAILWAY NOT
One week ago a reception was glvo
IN RECEIVEKbHU
the alumni association of its alnu
•m In honor of Miss Eskes, who is
HEINZ
DEFEATS
mater.
At
a
luncheon
at
the
Green
Jsaving this year. She has taught in
WEST OLIVE SATURDAY Mill Cafe immediatelyafter the com
Beechwood for 14 years. In appreReports that the Mlchlgau R'y Co.
ciation of her services the community Following is the result of the mencement exercises Wednesday ev had been placed in receivership wa*
Heinz-West
Olive
ball
game
at
the
ening
the
classmates
decided
a
clos
ited her scJth a 76-piece set of
denied at the offices of Hodenpyl.
19th street diamonds Saturday after- er bond of relationsh:p should be re Hardy A Co. where It was stated
noon.
tained than is usually done, by tht that company evidently was confused
Heinz: Runs, 15; Hits, 14; Errors, graduatingclasses. To that end a with the Grand Rapids. Holland &
3; West Olive: Runs, 1; Hits, 4; Er- permanent class organization was es Chicago R’y. Steward Hanley of Derorv, 4*
tablished.A secretariat was elected troit was named as receiver for the
West Olive defeatedHeinz 8 to 7 to constitute tne executive body o! latter company which defaultedina week ago Saturday at West Olive. ‘the organization.Those elected wen terest on Its first mortgage bonds a
The third game of the series will be — Simon Heemstra of Monroe, S. D.. short time ago.
played at tne H. J. Heinz Company secretary-general;Miss WinifredZwepicnic at Jenlsoen park next Saturday mer of Holland and Richard Van
Farowe of Zeeland, secretaries.
at 3:00 P. M.
This committee will edit a bulletin
The common council Wednesday
once or twice a year giving Informanight passed the following resolutions
tion of class and college activity. Tht
in honor of the late Dr. B. JB. Godmembers of the claa* are to keep in
health officer:
touch with the secretaries so that
That the band concerts in Centen“Whereas. In His divine wisdom,
common interests can be kept alive. nial park are popular was shown
the Alpiighty Father has seen fit to
Class reunions will be planned for Tuesday evening when a large numcall the late Dr. Byron B. Godfrey
the annual alumni day at Hope Colber of people gatheredIn the park In
to his everlasting home, and
lege thereby giving opportunity to spite of the rain. The concert could
''Whereas, the City of Holland has
become more active as members of not be held on account of the weathh»t a citizen who was ever actively
Alumni of Hope college held an the alumni association.
er. The band officials however have
interested in civic welfare, and who enthusiastic and tuccenful business
made arrangements so that whenever
not only was a leader in his chosen meeting on Wednesday. Th- treas- ALLEGAN BRIDGE TO COST A
weather Interferes with the conproftmion. but also established for urer, Prof. Thus E Welmers. gave t\
GREAT DEAL OF MON El the
cert on Tuesday evening It will be
hhnself a state wide reputation as an very encouraging report. Th- asheld on Thursday night of the sam«
-authority in public health by reason sociation has be 91 trying to raise
Construction of the bridge at
of tie efficient performance of his $2500.00a year to pay one of the Smith's mill pond, about eight miles week.
duties as health officer of the City professional salaries and this year
The first concert of the season will
west of Allegan, is giving the road
Of Holland, therefore
$1500.00 has already been raised for commissionersserious trouble. It m be held next Tuesday night If th»
“Resolved,that we, the Common the fund. A committee was appoint- said boiling springs have been en- weather is favorable, otherwise
Connell of the City of Holland do ed at the previousmeeting ti oA*r counteredand that In order to secure Thursday night, and that will be the
hereby record In the minutes of this recommendationsand a plan to the necessary foundationfor the schedulefrom now on.
o
meeting our deep sorrow in his pass- make the organization more effective
abutments piling 80 feet long will
ing and respectfully request the City and to enlarge the membership.
have
to
be
driven.
It Is reported that HAMILTON MAN
Cleric to transmit a copy of this resThe recommendations were adoptNARROWLY ESCAPES
olutidn to his daughter, Mrs. Van ed and the plan In principle was it will cost over $100,000 to drive
SERIOUS INJURY
Kampen and to his daughter-in-law, approved and referred to a special the reqhlred piles to construct the
Almon T. Godfrey with our sin- committee for the working out of de. bridge. It is doubtful If the bridge
can be completed before late in the
eere condolence In their bereaveJoseph Hagelscamp of Hamilton
tails. The plan is to govern the asso- fall. A temporary bridge is now bement,"
met with an accident from which he
ciation by a senate, composed of one ing used.
narrowly escaped very serious inOTTAWA RESORTS OPEN
senator from each class. The senajury.
When he was on the way up
FOR ENTERTAINING OF
tors are to hold office for three year*,
the west side hill with a truckload of
NATION'S FUN -SEEKERS one-thirdretiring each year. Eleclumber, his motor stalled and tht
Bummer Is ushering in the resort tion of these senators is to be by poptruck backed down the hill. Piece?
wesson at Grand Haven and by the ular vote of member® of classes havof lumber extending out beyond th»
and of this week most of the hotels ing an Organization.
rear of the truck struck a telephone
in this district will be Ailed and ready
The membershipfees of the assopole and, forcing the rear of the cab
for the summer "rush."
ciation were raised to 31 per year
forward, trapped Mr. Hagelscamp beThe Highlands Park hotel opened by unanimous vote.
tween the front and rear ends of the
Vriday night with the serving of a
The following officers will hold ofcab. Except for help that very quickbanquet to the Grand Haven Alumni fice for the next year.
ly relieved the great pressure, the acassociation.About 200 old grads atPresident, Rev. H. Schlpper, Grand
The synod of ChristianReformed cident would most likely have proved
tended this affair.
Haven: vice president, Rev. James cihurches Friday added another classThe hotel has greatly added to its Wayor. Holland: Secretary. Prof. P. is to the denomination,making a to- fatal to Mr. Hagelscamp.
present building several suites with E. Hlnkamn. Holland: Treasurer, tal of 14. The new classls will be
hath, splendid furnishings enlarged Prof. T. E. Welmers, Holland.
called Classls of California.It comparking spaces, private garages, and
The members returned to office the prises churches of California, New
ome outdoor sleeping arrangements.same secretary and treasurer. These Mexico and part of Colorado. ForFamilies from St. Louis and Chi- two offices are very Important and merly these were part of Classis
cago are already established for the the work done by these officersre- Pella, Iowa.
wesson and prospects are fine for a ceived high commendationfrom the
The advisory committee recomcry succssful summer. E. M. Langmended the church remain a memrell. proprietor, is making every efber of the federal council after con•lort to make this the most popular
sidering several protects against the
assort hotel in western Michigan.
membership by four classls and one
The Chr. Ref. Synod in session ir
consistory.
Kalamazoo listened to different re9
The League of Ohio Sportsmen,
ports on missionaryand educationa'
-with a membership list of 600,000
affairs, and appointed the variour
names, is telling prospective candicommittees to which are referred the
A few days ago it was rumored
dates for the Ohio Legislature that
matters appearing upon the Agendum
'the Bob White quail Is not and never that Pitcher Poppen was to leave for
for consideration and advice. Some of
a better position In big company.
has been a song bird.
Started In
the more important committeesand
comes the informationthat
At* present the Ohio law lists Bob
their chairman are as follows: TheoWhile along with the robin, ths Dick Japlnga is consideringa posilogical school and Calvin College
warbler and the brown thrush. All tion with* the Postum-Cerealsof BatRev. J. Mannl; missions.L. Bplt:
ef which is ridiculous,sportsmen will tle Creek. If these exits from the
Publication matters, J. M. Gyssels:
wgree, and in Ohio particularlyso be- team become a reality, then the ra ks
July 8 was the date set for the be- Common Grace Question, Dr. J. P. De
cause there the turkey buzzard has of the Holland Independentswill
Jong. A Peters of Holland was made
Been placed in the same category.
soon be depleted. Holland as a city ginning of the work of tecting catDuring 1923 Rep. Floyd W. Rows, should prevent this as today Holland tle in MueWernn countv for tuberculo- chairman of the committee having
of Oamden. introduceda bill in the has the best all home team in the sis, at a meeting last Tuesday attend- charge of the protest from Pella, la
Michigan Legislature to make sing- state and as such it is a valuable as- ed by Dr. M. V. Hunt, federal veter while G. J. Heetderksreceived a place
ers out of Michigan quail. The bill set to the city o! Holland, aside from inarlan in charge of the inspection on the confession and public worship
passed the House, but with John the fact that baseballIs our chief work of the State Bureau of Animal committee.A. Rosbach was placed
Baird, conservation director,gunning summer recreation shown to the pat- Industry. A similar survey has just on Dr. Janssen committee.Rev. Heeres of Graafschap is chairman of the
Jor tt. It received a load of shot and ron* under the best of conditions in been completed in Ottawa county.
•fell of its own weight/ in the Senate.
a well regulatedmunicipal baseball The campaign was outlined and committee on miscellaneousmatters.
Protect the quail when he needs park, where there is plenty of seat- will he presented to the board of su- Synod decided to adjourn until Friit, the sportsmen say — but call him
capacity and other conveniencespervisors next week. The appropria- day morning giving the various comrhat he is — the gamey, glorious ing
mittees opportunity to meet and prenot
generally found in the majority tion for the campaign, in which all
-wouslh of the grouse.
of parks. Let’s prevent this exodus cattle in the county will be tested, pare their reports.
o
must come from the board of superPeople living near the 19th Street from our team and hack the Indepen- visors.
dents up with our patronage, a little
FENNVILLE
FARMER
IS
base hall grounds complained to the
The co-operatingagencies In the
ADJUDGED INSANt
common council that the ball often extra cash and our moral support. work
are the Federal government, Alonzo Matter, 56, living on a farm
went over the fence and in this way
the State Department of Agriculture, three miles east of Fennvllle has bee
their gardens were spoiled. The si HOLLAND BIRTHS.
OUTNUMBER DEATHS
and the county, as represented by the taken to the Kalamazoo State hosderaten instructed Aid. Oscar PeterFOR THREE MONTHS Board of Supervisors.Dr. Eldon pital by Under Sheriff Earl Robin.
won to build a backstop of net wire
During the first three months of Smith, city milk inspector of MuskeA complaint was sent in Thursday
to prevent thto in the future.
this year there were 29 deaths in Hol- gon. and Carl H. Knopf county agri- morning by Matter's relativesthat he
had made an attempt to set fire U
ElsfCkHouttna. aged 17. died Tues- land and 83 births, e/rordlng to cultural agent, will assist.
It is expected that the work will re- buildings on their propertyand that
day morning at Adrian. She is sur- "Public Health," published hy the
he had made attemptsto commit sul.
vived bv hef father, two brothers and state department of health. The death quire about one month.
clde. ____
•two sisters. The funeral will be held rate for Holland during that period
Matter was brought to Allegan and
Ralph C. Meima, formerly of Hope
ernoott at two o’clock at was 9 and the birth rate 25.8. In
Chapel, Rev. J. C. Schaap Grand Haven the number of deaths college and now a student at Yale was adjudged insane by the probate
to Kalinterment will be at was 19 *nd of births 45. The death University, is visiting in Holland for court. Deputy Robin
fate'WM
and the birth rsite 23.2. a few
amazoo the same afternoon.
...i

GIBSON

After iervInR for 14 years as superintendentof the North Side tannery
John J. Good has ceased to be connected with that institutionbut the
employees of the concern did not
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expensive thing. An unsanitary refrigerator is a dangerous
thing.
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u. anuin, do

80.00
Exp. July 5 — No. 8227
70.00
STATE O* MICHIGAN— The Probat*
70.00
I
Court for the County of Ottawa,
02.60
At a session of said Court held aft
62.60
in
the Probate Office in the city of Graa£
61.49
Liven In said county, on the IStlk
62.60
day of ,'.unv A. D. 1924.
place.”
p— 72.00
“Of course, there were countless
Present: Hon. James J. DanhaC
. \
68.00
Judge of Probate.
uHiite stones upon the old farm. As68.00
iwompsett Is the Indian word for Chas. H. Me Bride, attorney 60.00 K ‘ umties,’ do
In the Matter of the Estate of
68.00
white stone," explained Mr. Nelson, . Bowmaster,
Clara A. Bosh, Mcnt. Inoompeataat
66.65 tiuy t^oud, elec, meterman
71.06
Wendell R. Buss, having filed Ut
According to a dispatch from Kala- “and In the early days great bouldeni C. Nlbbellnk,
198.33 H. Ten Cate, meter tester
43.20
said court his 1st, 2nd, 3rd and
. maroo, where the ChrlaUan Reformed were
scattered about the property, J. Boerma, Janitor and laundry 65.99 M. Kammeraad, troubleman
66.00
administration accounts and hia pa60.00 i L. Ksmerling water inap.
church synod la In session. The th« white stone which gave the name B. Olgers,
72.00
tltlon praying for the allowance thar»>
Holleman-DeWeery Co., oil, labor 3.00 8. Althuis, water meterman
Banner, the church weekly, will lose t0 the Place.”
63.00
of,
1.25 J. Den Uyl, labor
with the present session of synod
There were hundreds of acres In DlepenhorstBros., coal
64.00
It is ordered, That the
Expires
July
6
only edltor-lnchief the paper ever the original farm, but today It In- J. & H. De Jongh, poor orders 56.00 J. De Boer, do
64.00
!4th day of July A. D. IM4
3.50
BIDS WANTED
•••••••••••a
had, Rev. Henry Beets. Dr. Beets eludes only 160 acres and the old H. Rial, labor
R. Kramer, do
45.00
For painting of the exterior of
*®n o'clock In the forenoon, at nlA
154.08 R. Damstra, do
does not state why he has not allow- house. Mr. Nelson has turned the B. P .W., labor, material
11.20
Ottawa County Court House and Jail Probate office, be and Is hereby ap»
4.00 H. Koolman, do
«d h's mime to be placed on the care of the property over to his ne. CKy Treas., poor orders
29.60
and garage In the city of Grand Ha.|P0,nted for examining and allowtaff
120.00 J. Veltheer, do
list of those nominated for this poai- Phews and they are making every ef- Holland City St. Bank, do
62.40
ven. Michigan.Specifications,
etc.
account and hearing said
28.40
tlon for the next two years. It Is be- fort to see that It Is preserved in Its Peoples Auto Sales Co., oil
J. Boers, do
49.50
be obtainedat the office of Orrle J. tlon.
9.17 A Palmer, do
llcved that his duties as mission dl- original state. Fall River, Mass, re- Chas. Hyaas Co., discs
49.25
It Is Further Ordered, That publlp
Slulter, County Clerk. Bids must be
83.00 i F. Howard, do
rector of all the mission affairs of
obtained permissionto obtain A. A. Boone, gravel
41.86
In by July 5th, 1924, at 3 o'clock p. notice thereof be given by publloudo*
265.00, c. Kameraad. do
42.76
chur h oci-ury loo much of hi.
aS?’ T. Keppel’sSons, pipe
of a copy of this order, for thres umk
m.
JJ-^'D. Kaper, do
44.10
to ..low him to continue hi. Ml.or- w
Sf.r J. DT. Adams Co., blades
The committee reserves the right cesslve weeks previous to said day off
DePree Co., supplies
42.75
E Slenk, do
hearing In the Holland City New* »
to reject any and all bids.
Scott-LugersLbr. Co., lumber
F re ricks, do
42.76
newspaper printed and circulated Is
JOHN
W. VERHOEK8,
1.77,, E. G. Lubbers, do
sa; on,1^^r'ukh.old,^roo.f x,z: A. Brinkman, freight
41.65
JOHN
F. VAN ANROOT, said county.
fi^-1
a few miles from the Spring Lake I. Vos. oil
*•*4 j e. Domlny, do
22.95
tlonal paper. In 1803, when the pa- cemetery,he Is spending his remainJAMES J. DANHOF,
FRED GRAHAM,
42.75
J. Zuldema, city engineer
125.00 1 k. atlenstra,do
per was published by a committee of |ng days.
Judge of Pro bats.
Committee on Buildings
48.20
21.00 A. De Graaf, do
church men In Holland, Mr. Beets
A
true
copy
Bolhuis
Lbr., lumber
and Grounds.
Mr. Nelson takes much Interest In
40.95
Cora Vande Water.
8.00
G Mool Roof Co., roofing
Political events of the day.
i J. Q. Tubbergan,do
36.90
____ r Reglster of Probate.
became the official organ of the than 50
No. 10097— Exp. July 13
48.08
Vanden
Berg Bros., gas
88.70
church.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
of Senator Lodge.
76.10
J, Hoffman, labor
Moomey, do
42.75
Those nominated by the publicaNo. 10081 — Exp. June 18
STATE OF MICHIGAN—
Pro.
"I voted for Senator Lodge for gov- J. Boone, do
Sythes,
do
22.50
184.80
tion committee to fill the position to
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
bate Court for the County of Ottawa.
ernor.
It must have been more than
•
43.65
be left vacant are Rev. G. Hoekse- 60 years ago,” said Mr. Nelson. 1 F. Lohule, do
108.00
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probat*
In the matter of the estate of
26.55
A. Gumser, do
Court for the County of Ottai
ma, Rev. P. A. Hoekstra,Rev. H. J. followed him for years and was an G. Van Haa.ften, do
W Ichor Brouwer, Deceased..
97.20 . Ivan Bosman, do
40.00
In the Matter of the Estate of
Kuiper, Rev. W. Stuart
Notice
Is hereby given that four
admirer of him, but my admiration E. Essenberg,do
92.80
92.86 a. Brinkman, freight
17.49
John T. Duurema, Allas Jaa T.
91.85
Tad Bos, do
Buursma, Deceased
1924,
have
been
allowed
for
creditors
Notice Is hereby given that four
92.70 B. P. W., comp. Ins.
O. Gragt, do
haa informed synod that he will re- idea now.
"u months from the 4th of June A. DL
48.00
A. Van Raalte, do
2.00
Eng. Pub. Co., subscription
li 1 *924 have been allowed for credltom
the Banner called Our Doctrine. The than a popular Republican.But B. Coster, do
48.00 I. Vos, oil
6.42 tlon and adjustment,and that I111 to present their claims against aalff
three men nominated to fill his during the last few years I have not Wm. Koleopa, do
48.00
place are: Rev. E. F. J. Van Halse- been so regular and I am not so mudh G. Appledorn,do
48.00
and adjustment,and tihat all era*ma, Rev. J. M. Vande IKeft and Rev. of a party man today. In fact, I N. Nyooer, do
pro.
48.00 R. B. Champion,
29.57
tors of aald deceasedare required I*
M. M. Schans.
came to be quite a Wilson follower J. Dykema, do
bate
office,
In
the
city
of
Grand
Ha48.00 Kraker. Pig. Co.,
18.71
present their clalma to aald court, off
and I have lost confidence in Senator H. Nyboer, do
48.00 B.P.W., May light, power, etc. 746.78 ven, In said county on or before the the probate office In the city of Ormaff
Lodge. I have been unable to und- Ohas. Konlngsburg,do
18th
day
of
October.
A.
D.
1924,
and
76.60 Vandenberg Bros.,
86.08
Haven. In said county, on or befor*
erstand or agree with him during the H. De Neff, do
72.00 J .Boone, team
286.00 Uhat said claims will be heard by said the 4th day of October A. D. 192*
last few years."
court
on
P. De Neff, do
72.00 American R'y Express, express 6.71
and that said claims will hi heard ay
Mr. Nelson became Interested In G. J. Ten Brink, do
61.80 T. Keppel's Sons, sup
3.79 Tuesday the list day of October A. D. aid court on Tuesday the 7th day of
politicsearly and cast his first vote Wm. Ten Brink, do
61.80 Mich. Bell Tel., rent,
16.55 1924, at ten o'clock In the forenoon. of October A. D. 1934 at ten o'clock
for Nathaniel P. Banks. He well Al. Tllma, do
Dated June 18, A. D. 1924.
64.85 Western Union,
In the forenoon.
.86
remembens the election of Mr. Banks W. J. Crabb, do
JAMES J. DANHOF,
48.78 L X. L. Machine Shop, repalif 2.60
Dated June 4. A. D. 1924.
as speaker of the House of Repre- G.
Judge of Probate.
Wleren, do
44.00 ! Asa. Truck Lines,
.60
JAMES J. DANHOF.
sentatives on the 133d ballot. As a A. Vander Hul, do
48.00 Dr. R. H. Nichols, services 10.00
Judge of Probefe*
.
__
young man he Joined In the celebra- Geo. De Haan, do
51.50 . B.P.W., May light,
No. 10093) — Exp. July 12
257.57
Accordlng to the building permits yon
gani{g victory which
51.60
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
Expiree June 28—10118
Issued during the first ten days In came after the scandal over the cast- J. Hooljer, do
51.60
4.25 STATE OF MICHIGAN—
Pro- STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probat*
June, It would appear that building jng 0f one more vote than there Henry Mol, do
122.00 Model Drug St., supplies
1.00 bate Court for the County of Ottawa.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
operations had fallen off consldera-were m0hibers of the House of many C. Last, do
J. Ten Brink, do /
50.25 F. C. Teal Co., batteries
3.98
At a session of said court held at th*
In the matter of the estate of
bly as during that time only $1680 baUoti.
46.72
4.67
Probate Office in the city of Grand
M. Vander Meer, do
GwrtJe Blmchop, Deceased
in permits were Issued, mostly
___ n n n r, n n o
46.75
17.80
D. Japinga, do
Notice is hereby given that four Haven in aald county, on the ttti day
repair Jobs, garages, etc.
48.55
Joe Meengs, labor
9.54 months from the 16th of June A. D. of June A. D. 1924.*
whels
During the middle of the month
COMMON COUNCIL
45.78 . .....
Present, Hot. Jaraee J. Dan hot
P. Machlelsen,do
.
94.32 1924, have been allowed for creditors
And up to Friday morning building
H. Nlenhuls, do
29.11 1 Ludlow Valve Mfg. Co. valves 206.67 to present their claims against said Judge of Probate.
conditions had revived somewhat,
Holland, Mich., June 18, 1924.
In the Matter of the Estate of
H. Kidding, do
48-78 , j. R. clow & Sons
209.45 deceasedto said court of examinahowever, Judging from the number of
Annlgjc Koetcr, Deceased
48.22 ( Yarnall-Waiing Co., repairs 19.95 tion and adjustment,and that all
permits Issued.
Klaas
K aiter having filed hia peti777.00
( b. P. Zwemer & Son, use of
creditors
of
said
deceased
are
requirAmong the large ones Is an addl- the Mayor.
| M. C. Benham, signals
87.50 . Lehigh Steel Co.,
22.64 ed to present their claims to tion, praying that an instrumentfiled
74.00
t0aLh.n.nJto?HlWltteveen* near
Mayor Kammeraad. Aids.;
ahult^Cor^gTst.notlces’ilie!
the
pfo- In said Court be admitted to probat*
Ir®°;
« itteveen Klels, Slagh, Brieve, Drink water, Wo]ver|ne Garage,
6.77,
19.50
$5188.01
^ew
for *Rev. Cp'^D*
on I«ppL..
Spri*.*..,Pe.er.on, BrinkVlnae Bu„tl',^r
new home*
home ror
nev.
man DyMra
w,ckerink. VanderHil
H. S. Bosch, P. D„ insp
60.00 1 Allowed and warrantsordered Issued. 16th day of October, A. D. 1924, and
Tenth street between
and Visser and the Clerk.
B. P. W. reported that at a meeting that said claims will be heard by said ter or some other suitable person.
avenue of $6500; and
The minutes of the last meeting
It is Ordered, That the
court on
Montello Park for the Chicago, Du7th day of July A. D. 1814
Tuth^&^G^g^a^Ba^TrttWOrtaUon
were
read
and
Allowed
and
warrants
ordered
issued | for the water and electric depart- Tuesday the list day of October A. D.
th •& Georg!
at ten A. M„ at said probate offioa
posting
At
this
8tage
of
the
Proceedlnff8The
committee
on
Poor
reported
ments
for
the
year
1928-1924
were
1924,
at
ten
o’clock
In
the
forenoon.
Co., costing $7000
la hereby appointed for hearing aalff
7far in June 323,280.00 Messrs. Frank Bolhuis and Milo De presenting the report of the Director' again adopted as the rates to he In
Dated June 16, A. D. 1924.
petition.
in
.....
....
i_,A,t Vrloa representing the Parents- of
nf the
tho Poor
Pnnr
fnn the two weeks
tvopka ending effect for
fnr the
tha
pnaiilno’ vsar
wifah the
for
ensuing
year
with
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Is involvedhi building permits issued Vries
It ki Further Ordered, That Publla
of
the
Longfellow
1 June
18,
1924
In
the
sum
of
$127.
I exception of the Rural Sign Lighting
from the city clerk's office. Among Teacher* club
Judge of Probate. notice thereof be given by publicawas’ one" for the Holland School, addreaaed the council rela-J Accepted and
rate which was eliminated. All of
tion of a copy hereof for threa suoHVC to the cwvs
v acxwsaav/
*sa v
cilia DlttgC
tuv vv%s.»v,aa
H
~ tJ which
YWIICII Is subject aw
v
ShoeCompany which firm Is buildingtlve
advisability
of purchasing
I At this
stage w*
of the
council proto the
approval of
Exp. July 12— No. 10180
cesslve weeks previous to said day of
the
tract of land Immediately south ceedlngsChas. Newcombe was given the Common Council.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro- hearing In the Holland City Nawa, *
a rest room at the factory
of the present sohool property be- ' permission to address the council
City Treasurerreported collec- Court fQr the Counly ot 0Uawa; newspaper printed and circulated
complained of nuisance caused by the' tlon of 1312.69 Hospital fees, hall
tween 26th and 26th Sts.
At a session of said Court, held at 8ald county,
ALLEGAN
i On motion of Aid. Peterson,
keeping of beee on the premises of rent, sale of materialand sundries.'the Probate Office In the city of
JJAME8 J. DANHOF,
B.P.W. reported the collection of
his neighbor.
NURSE VALUABLE
The matter was referred to
Judge of ProbfifiL.
Grand Haven In said county ou the A true
39504.86 Light, Water and Main SewTO CHILDREN committee on Waya and Means.
On motion of Aid. Slagh,
Cora Vande Water.
17th day of June A. D. 1924.
er
Fund
Collections.
The
matter
was
referred
to
the
AlIn 1920 when through the
Petitions and Account!
Register of
l >
Present; Hon. James J. Danhof,
Accepted and the Treasurerorderdermen of the Fifth Ward.
Communicationsfrom Boards and ed charged with the above amounts. Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estat* of
City Officers
Approved.
* defec- places where »oft drinks are sold aaj
Expires J— July 2$.
the Evert B. Vandeu Brink. Dectwacd
Art E. Vanden Brink having filed STATE OF MICHIGAN— The circuit
flirted One hundred and fifty-nine Fablano, Dick J&pmga ana Henry me uorary cuaru, aune
collectionui »<*
and
9&ld cojirt hi* petition praying that | ^uurt^for the County of Ottawa, la
decayed perra^ent teeth now Hidding. P. 8. Woodall, P. Kaashoek, were ordered certified to the Common, officer^ fees,
there are only 90. At that time 170 Wm. Stevenson, Mrs. May Whitcomb, j Council for payment:
On
(granted to himself or to some othe* Sarah Dean, Plaintiff,
8.17
1
1
I
Whereas,
in
His
divine
wisdom,
the
suitable
• —u
inly <11686a*ed81rt?-flve^we^e^mo^th
John “ver8* H^rt? Russell American Library Aaa'n, pamJames F. Dean, Defendant.
80 Almighty Father has seen fit to call “ J* Ordered, that the
Suit pending In the circuit court for
6.78 the late Dr. Byron B. Godfrey to
21st day of July A. D. 1924
of Congress cards
the county of Ottawa In Chancery,at
8.48 everlasting home,
j »t ten o'clock In the forenoon, at said
10 per cent under the normal for Smith, Haan Bros. Drug Co. Weetlng H- R- Hunj,nk Co" .^oa)t8
city ot Grand Haven, said county
26.20 Whereas, the City of Holland has probate office, be and la hereby ap. the
on the 6th day of June, A. D. 1984.
their* height and age. Fourteen had & Warner; and the following appllcaCo ^amahlrts
1,81 lost a cKlzen who was ever actively j pointed for hearing said petition;
defectivehearing,this- year only 8 tlons for restaurants: Bernard
^o.. pamphlets
In this cause It appearing from
6.88 interested In civic welfare, and
It Is further Ordered, That public
were
fer. Edward Zwemer, Nick Hoffman,
“ « * ”ooK. .
In 1910 when Otsego school chll- George A. Laughlln;and the followService, bo k
dren were first inspected by the Al- ing applications for hotels; M. C.
Boo^., bolui
legan County PubUc Health Nursing *an. Mrs. Marie
' A^l
Tysfle do
aervlce 100 of the 650 pupils had
OerritRamakerpetitioned to come M^P^^J^MarsUle do
It bi ordered that the said defendant,
fectlve vision, th* year only 49 were under the Compulsory Sewer
Marsllje, do
Dora Scherraer, do
88.00 as health officer of the city of Hoi- ! printed and circulated In said coun- James F. Dean cause hls appearance
found. Then 160 seemed to have ance
Holland City News, cards
4.00 land, therefore
ty.
to be entered In this cause on or be»
defective throat* now only 89 seem- Granted.
the Common
JAMES J. DANHOF. fore three months from the data ot
Resolved, that
ed defective. One hundred nine
Holland FurnitureMarket petltlon$841.42 Council of the City of Holland do
Judge of Probate this order and that within forty days
plls were mouth breathers
for license to engage in the bnslAllowed and warrants ordered Is- hereby record In the minutes of this A true copy
from the date hereof the said plaintiff
nasal obstruction, and now there art
dealer In second-hand goods
meeting our deep sorrow In his pass Cora Vande Water.
cause this order to be published In the
only
21.
Then
268
pupils
had
deat
200
East
8th
street
and
presented
only 21. Then 263 pupils had
Ji”70hnl The lowing cla,m8 aPPr°ved by lng and respectfully request the clfv
Register of Probate.
Holland City News a newspaper printed and published and circulating la
th®°
wU^aTbx Vaif Zamel! an"
1^924 "tere^^^^^ olutforl0 ^"^‘da^gM^r^Mra1"Van
No. 10080 — Exp. June 28
said county of Ottawa, said public*NOTICE TO CREDITORS
tlon to be continued therein once sack,

mark my grave Iwm. Modders, plumbing 283.86 oujius Aunts, do
|l delayed moving It for many years Forbea Stamp Co., plates 16.11 e\ bllkkers,do
but following the death of Mrs. Nel- Gregory, Mayor & Thom, regls.
Chas. aiarun, fireman
36.42 C. Wood, do
son, 1 had It placed abroad a freight
3.80 C. J. Kosoboom, sta. attndt.
’ car and shipped here. It was then Frls Book St.,
carried to the cemetery and put In Amer. City Mag., subscription 16.00 F. Smith, firentun
that I would have It

EDITOR OF
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STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probats week

for six weeks In succession.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Dated June 6th
/
Ideal Power Lawn Mower
In the Matter of the Estate of
I Carried.
ORIEN 8. CROSS, f
'1.71 Aid. Wlckerlnk reported that the
repairs
Geert H. Ellers, Deceased
Circuit Judga.
De *pree Hdwe. supplies
11.4$ vacant property owned by the B.P.W.
Notice la hereby given that four Robinson A
.rJL
March Automatic Irrig. Co.,
Ion the north side of 19th St., east, months from the 6th of June A. D. Attorneys for Plaintiff,
45.00 of College avenue was being used by 1924 have been allowed for creditors Business
Machine
•„
scott-Lugera Lbr. Co., lumber
small boys for the purpose of playing to present their claims against said
Holland,
f
23.06 baseball, and that the neighborshad deceased to said court of examination
H. Kraker Pig. Co., supplies
4.70 complained of the ball being fre- and adjustment,and that all crediWolverine Garage, gas
No. 10118Exp. July 5
100.00 quentiy thrown Into their garden, ana tors of said deeeaaed are required to
J. Van Bragt, supt.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
present
their
claims
to
said
court,
at
57.00
recommended
that
a
back-stop
br
A. Westerhof,labor
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probat*
sureties.
the probate office In the city of Grand
H. Nleuwsma, do
45.96 constructed at said location.
Court for the County of Ottawa.
Bonds and sureties approved and D. Overway, do
Haven,
In
said
county,
on
or
before
47.92 Adopted and Aid. Peterson request
In the Matter of the Estate of
license granted.
62.62 ed to look after the erection of said the 6th day of October A. D. 1924,
Jac. Ver Houw, do
LEAH MOORE, Deceased -»
Colonial Theater petitioned for lic- B. Vande Bunte, .do
and that said claims will be heard by
43.88 back-stop.
Notice is hereby given that four
•aid court on Tuesday the 7th day of
ense to engage In the business of mo- A. B. Kammeraad, do
49.97, On motion of Aid. Dykstra.
months from the 18th day of June A-.
tion pictures at River avenue.
J. Van Bragt, adv. freight
1.39 Whereas, one Homer TenCate who of October A. D. 1924 at ten o’clock D. 1924, have been allowed for cred»
Granted.
'la the owner and occunant of the In the forenoon.
itors to present their claims again*
Dated June 6 A. D. 1924.
Spring Lake, June —
giant .Holland Gas Works
_____________
submittedtheir
$552.60 premises located at 20 East 19th St
said deceasedto said court of examJAMES J. DANHOF,
boulder upon udilch he played at his operating report for the month of
Allowed and warrants ordered Is- |n the city of Holland, Michigan,
ination and adjustment, and that all
Judge
of
Probate.
boyhood home at Assawompsett, May 1924.
I which premises are described as folcreditorsof said deceased are required
Maas., Is to mark the grave of Thom^
The following claims approved by lows towit:
to present their claims to said court,
as M. Nelson, wealthy resident of
Jas. Oxner and others petitioned the Board of Police ana Fire Com-j East 44 ft. of W. 75 ft. of Lot 51,
at the probate office in the city ot
Frultport,
Muskegon
county.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The
for me
the cunairuuuuu
construction Ul
of Siucweu*^
sidewalksvu
on missloners
at n
a meeting
June( Add. No. 1 to VandenBerg’s Plat.
KamMo ' |
. ... •
---- lor
IIUOOIUUCIO aw
•••VVW...A held ---Grand Haven In said county, on or beSw-.i,0 Pound8-* W88 the south side of 17th street between!16, 1924, were ordered
certified toi Whereas, the said owner Is keeping STATE OF MICHIGAN — The Probate fore the 18th day of October, A. D.
laxen rrom tne
—
------- *Court for the County of Ottawa.
a number of bees hived on said premVan Raalte and Cleveland Avenues, the Common Council for payment:
1924, and that said claims will b*
iges and Is thereby constituting a In the Matter of the Estate of
heard by said court on
a freight o»r and '>
"ot heratofor. , Cor. Steketeo, patrolman t 67.56
67.
been
j P. Bontekoe,
68.09 nuisance In hls Immediate nelghbor- HenriettaRouwhorst, Deceased
Tuesday,the 14th day of October A.
shipped to Spring Lake, under the
Notice is hereby given that four D. 1924, at 10 o’clock in the forenoo*
Referred to the Committee on Side- R. Cramer,
66.50 hood and vicinityIn this to-wit, that
supervision of Mr. Nelson. Today It
j D. O’Connor,
66.50 Baid beee soil the “washings' and months from the 13th day of June ADated June 13, A. D. 1924.
stands at the head of the Nelson lot
Clerk presented bond of Louis H. Sweeringa,
J6.60 other clothing hung out to air or dry, D. 1924, have been allowed for cred
JAMES J. DANHOF,
Mr,,hNflC^kbUr?,Te;a'ryi92?ert
th. Sacond" F. vin Ry,
76.00 ^rfnrth«
rtln, "and Horn .0 preaant their clalmaafalmd
Judge of Probate,
Mr
eNpi^nWftUhnnthi!i921ann/^ ward with Henry Groenwoud and E. De Feyter, driver and Janitor 69.00 injure persons In the Immediate vi- said deceased to said court of examMr. Nelson, although In good ^ra wun^nenry
D. Homkes, spec,
24.00 clnlty of said premises and constitute inatlon and adjustment,and that all
No. 9973 — Exp. July 6
health. Is 84 years old. and realizes Harry Doesburg as sureties,
George Hoekstra,
26.00 a general nuisanceIn said neighbor-creditorsof said deceased are required
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Probata
that It will be only a few more years Approved,
Mrs.
C.
Steketee,
1.00 hood,
I to present their claims to said court.
for the County of Ottawa.
at the most before the great boulder Reports of Standing Committees
17.40 Resolved, that the peeping and! at the probate office In the city of Court
At a session of said Court held at
will also mark hls final resting place. Committee on Streets and Cross- G. Vander Wege, labor
•73 hiving of bees on said premisesshall Grand Haven In said county, on or bethe Probate Office in the city of Grand
Alreadv workmen have chiseled the walks to whom was referred together * Ro8|al Tel- Co., messages
8.71 be and hereby Is declared to be a Jace the 13th day of October, A. D. Haven In said county, on th9 18th.
Inscription unon the boulder ps writ- with the Board of Park and Cemetery
1924, and that said claims will
27.37
nuisance
and
that
the
said
owner,
Ho
day of June A. D. 1924.
ten by Mr. Nelson. All that remnlns trustees the matter of preserving the Jr°J^®r*ne Garage, gas,
66.50 mer TenCate be and hereby Is required heard by said court on
Present: Hon. James J. Danhof
Is to mark the year of the death of beech trees on 16th street Immed- p, ®!!2|ani dr ver
Tuesday,
the
14th
day
of
October
A.
66.50 to remove the said bees and bee
Judge of Probate.
D. 1924, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon
In the Matter of the Estate of
Dated June 18, A. D. 1924.
Marcos Kntienga, Deceased
JAMES J. DANHOF,

weight for their age and _____ __
Seventy-three pupils had defects P©1 and A. Schepel as sureties,
correctedat that time, and since C. Kalkman petitioned for license
the last nurse’s visit two years ago to engage in the business
209 pupils had physical defects cor- structlng sidewalks, crosswalks and
reeled. Twenty had defective hear, curbs and presented bond with
lng, and now only 8 were handicap. H. Deur and John J. Rutgers a8 ®uretles; Alfred Baldwin with VanVoorst
ped In th* way.
Bros, and Barendse and Sam Having as sureties;and Bolhuis Mfg. Co.
with F. Bolhuis and Frank Essenberg

of

In their

$
Co.,

1924.

bereavement
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Isaac Kouw having filed In said
court hls petition,praying for Ucens*
421.10 clerk of the city of Holland by serpairs for truck
to sell the Interest of said estate la
Thomas Nelson in 1697. Thomas trees.
No. 10092 — Exp. June 28
Jack Bins, supplies
L20 vice of a copy of this resolution,and
certain real estate therein described.
Nelson, the original owner of
Accepted.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
3.75, If said Homer Ten Cate doee not reIt Is ordered. That the
farm, was married to Hope Higgins gaM committee to whom was re- VanPutten Groc. Co., do
Hdwe., repairs
•^1 move said bees and bee hives from STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Prbbate
14th day of July A. D. 1924
of the Plymouth colony. At least a ferre(jthe matter of keeping the Corner
Court for the County of Ottawa. at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at said
8 said premises to some place where
deed of the farm obtainedby Thomas dr,nkinff fountains in sanitary condlIXait
In the Matter of the Estate of
probate office, be and Is hereby ap.
! the same will not constitute nuisance
Nelson in 1714 reads that It Is to
rte(, havln|f Iven the mat. B. P.W., hydrant service,
Derkje Strtck, Deceased
1178.67, an(i hereby abate said nuisance wlthpointed for hearing said petition, and
light
Include “the land where mv apple tfir due coni(Meratlon and that they
Notice
Is
hereby
given
that
four
Mich. Bell Tel. Co., rent, calls 18.80 'in ||Ucb time .the Chief of Police
that all persons interestedIn satff

Judge of Probate.

the

J X*™

tlon

a^dM^n
whin

it *ad made

arrangements with differmerchants to rare for the foun-

—
hereby authorized to carrv into
12408.74 j effect the purpose of this resolution
Allowed and warrants ordered Issued., and to so remove said bees and bee
»'**«
The following claims approved by. hive* ut the expense of said Homer
the' form bee been handed down from b"* _h»! K°*
for
«tl. and therefore recommendedthat
the B. P. W. at a meeting held June.en Cate, the owner thereof.
father to son, It being owned by the
^nd he It further resolved that the
Frultport man today. The old house the city Insnector reouected to 16. 19*4. were ordered certified
the Common Council for payment^ _Jcitv Clerk !« herehv resnectlvelv dlwhere Mr. Nelson was
and cleee each fountain once dolly.
Adopted.
R. B. Champion, supt.
where-Ms father was bora, still
The AOWWUlttee A" Hplm* snS >c- O. Anpledom. clerk
76 ®®ithe said owner, of this action of tihe
nnunti*
reported
Mow
Abe Nauta, nest. supt.
“The boulder stood near the barn
Pommon Council of the rltv of Holand formed kind of a wall.” ex- following dpim* and mnornmended Clara Voorhorst.stenog.
®®*®2iUnd bv csuslnr a coov of this re»o.
plained Mr. Nelson. “We used to
Van Znnten. do
hitlon to he personally served upon
Pl«*. On.. nlnrr'Mftfte? | VR ftA
throw the reins there as we drove
Bowmaster. treas.
!2 a. TenCate to forthwithgive notice to
through and as a boy I played upon B. P. W.. street light.
lOiRi? Ohas. Vos. stockkeeper.
Adjourned.
It.. I became attached to the big Mloh. Tel. Co.. re*>*
13
A. E. McClellan,chief eng.
100
RICHARD OVERWAY.
boulder and so years ago I decided Scott-Lugers Lbr^Co., lumber ___ .90 F. McFall, engineer^
{ ••
Qty Clerk.
-

J™?*

to

bom

stands.

'

•

hPv,T,,,’

m

M

1a

00 *

«H®

70.00

,

_________

months from the 6th of June A. D. estate appear before said court, at
1924 have been allowed for creditors said time and place, to show caus*
to present their claims against said why a license to sell the Interest of
deceased to said court of examination said estate in said real estate should
and adjustment,and that all credi- not be granted.
tors of said deeeaaedare required to
It Is Further Ordered, That publlo
present their claims to s&ld court, at
Uie probate office In the city of Grand
on or befOra
the 8th day of October A. D. 1924,
and that said claims will be heard by
said court on Tuesday the 7th day of
of October A. D. 1924 at ten o’clock
in the forenoon.
Dated June 6 A. D. 1934.
___ JAMES J. DANHOF,
Judga of Probat*

______

______

-tTSfcm?

_________________ ** „

notice thereof be given by publlcatlo*
of a copy of this order, for three
cesrive weeks previous to sold day
da.
hearing In the Holland City New*
few*
newepaper printed and circulated
- la
said county.

’ -

JAMES

J.

Judge of

A true copy—
Cora Vande Water.
__ Register of Probat*

Pa

tf

e

Holland City Newt

KJfirht

HAMILTON

Bids for painting the county court
house, jail and garage muat be In by
July B. tiled with county clerk, Orrie

MARKETS

teaching in the high school during
the year, has been chape.Vinlnga
party of Kalamaxoo girls at a resort
exceptionally near Delton in Barry county.
Margaret, daughter of Rev. and

Sluiter.
Dr, G. H. Rigterlnk is
Next week Wednesday the business
...11.OR
'Wheat, No. 1 red..
1.05
men
of
Holland
who
voted
at
the
Mer’ Wheat, No. 1 white
.75 chants association to close on Wed“"h.
.•••••a••»••••••••••••************
Corn
S .55 ncsday afternoon during July and cite as an illustrationtwo events in a party at which many of her little
Oats _____
......60 August will begin doing so. Rememthe doctor's career tnut occurred us friends were present.
Rye ......
.46.00 l<er on July 2. Wednesday afternoon
. late as Tuesday afternoon of this • ft Is understood that the wage
Oil
.............
Cracked Corn ..................................
41.00 those stores will be closed, so “°iiveek. Driving along in a far distant "'•ale at the brickyard has been cut
St Car Feed...- ...............................
41.00 your shopping accordingly
(coiner of his territory, he observed a five cents per hour, making a total
No. 1 Feed. ................- ..................JO
. *
o
I young man
close ueside the road dally reduction of fifty cents.
I throwing stones into a nearby apple Joseph Hagelseamp met with an
Dairy Feed 24% ....................61 00
1 tree. Keeping an eye on the tree, he accident from which he IHirro"'‘y
Hog Feed -------- ----------- 46.00
stopped his car opposite and at the escaped very serious injury. When he
•Corn Meal — ...................................
40.00
same instance he discovered a wood- was on the way up the west side hill
Screenings ----------------------34 00
cuuck in me tree. Leaping from his. with a truckload of lumber, his motor
.3 ran
r.vu
car with the enthusiasm of a true stalled and the truck backed down
l/>w Grade Flour
..............
B1.0U
sportsman, the doctor said to the the hill. Pieces of lumber extending
•sWuetln Feed ---------------- ......52.00
young man, "Let s get him," and out beyond the rear of the truck
•Sled Dog ------------- -----------45.00
seising a piece of an ancient rail he struck a telephonepole and, forcing
•Cotton Seed Meal 16% --------------36.00
quickly and dexteriousiy poked Mr. the rear of the cab forward,trapped
.Middlings........................................
37.00!
I Woodchuck from the tree. The ani* Mr. Hagelseampbetween the front
JPork
— ................— — — —
I mal made courageous and desperateand rear ends of the cab. Except
Early Wednesday morning Louis effort to eucape but the doctor headed for help that very quickly relieved
• Creamery Butter ........- ...................
41 De Kraker. aged 85 years, for more him off and as quickly dispatchedthe great pressure, the accident would
- Dairy Butter ......... ........................
36 than half a century one of the best him. Dragging the woodchuck by most likely have proved fatal to Mr.
; Eggs
........................................... 32
known meat market men In Holland, the tall, the doctor took a quick men- Hagelseamp.
Chicken . .....................................
20-22
died at his home., 62 East 15th street, tal picture of his game and of his Bert Navenxel s arm was broken
Death came suddenly to the veteran owp proficiency and handed the ani- while he was cranking a car.
of the Civil war. Shortly before he mal over to the young man who had
died he was In the best of spirits and i treed the game. A mile further down
the end of his long and very active another young man was met, wfoo
life had not been expected so soon. 1 "houted, "Doctor, you are wanted ovStrawberries have slipped down to He had been confined to his chair for er across as soon ns you can get
•ten cents the quart.
some months for greater comfort and there." Understanding, the doctor
Mias Minnie Smith teacher in the shortly after two o'clock this morning said to the writer, who had the pleaslocal school Via* gone to Portage, he suddenly dropped forward and ure of a ride with him that'afternoon
as he has had on several previous ocMichigan to spend the vacation.
was dead.
Mr De Kraker retired from active caslons. "This is something different
Mrs. Guy Van Lopik of Holland
a wodchuck." "How long will
was in Grand Haven attending the business the day before Thanksgiving than
marriage of Miss Nancy Ver Duin day last fall. After being in the har- it require to make this capture?" we!
and Evan^Yan Lopik at Grand Haven neMI M n meat dealer since Just af- asked. "From one to ten hours," revery interesting play entitled
plied the the doctor. At the end of
ter the Civil war, going to his meat ......
an hour and a half we were Just mak- "Sue" rather melodramlc and mysterThieves who stole an automobileat market every day in the year and ing up our mind to make it five hours lous, was staged under the auuplces
1 Muskegon abandoned it when they taking his
i and lose our supper when the doctor of the Christian Endeavors of the
i &
uub.v market,
mni nn, he
no decided
•discovered
a iu-munim
10-montlw -viu
-old baby in «
a busy
j appeared
Uppeared and announced "A boy," , First Reformed church of Hamilton.
ihe rear seat. What has become of that he had been on the Job long | wj10-6 name, until we know differ- j There* was a large audience who
the boasted Iron nerve of these ras- enough and disposed .
- - , ently, we’ll record here as Frltizle apreclated the offering of the young
to Isaac De Kraker and James J De j copijjge O'Leary
Diamond people and there is some talk that
cals?
Rev C. P. Dame pastor of Trinity
I Springs. If ever there were diamonds the play may be repeated.
Reformed church will begin a new
In^ February o'^ols j1® j1 _ “
in Diamond Springs, we are told they) The program embracing the cast of
reunion at his home
^series of sermons next Sunday even- family
‘
- in cele- were boys. We have never heard the characters and synopsis of the play
ing on the subject, "Three Questions bration of his 85th birthday annl- 'doctor tell a fish story nor a tiger together with other numbers follow
Concerning Church Members." The verysary. At that time his children story but It’s a safer bet, In our below:
three topics to be discussed are: "Are and grandchildrengathered In his Judgment, than a wager on the reChurch Members Thoughtful?" "Are home and he liberallyremembered
Church Members Opposed to War?" them all with gifts. Of an affection- tSkt8 ere jJng ^wIlTbe oTwhlTa Sue Snlith“Who
wUhtjtt
- and "Dare Church Members Follow ate disposition, he was deeply at-Christ?" This will be the last series tached to his near relatives,hnd he 1 chuck story. J — Allegan Gaxette. Unde Walter Miller— An optismieo! sermons that Rev. Dame is to took great pleasure in the reunion.
TresMh before taking his annual vaIn 1861 Mr De Kraker answered K,r
ani the | .
Edw. T.ni.
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and for
he Berved wlth Company ^r^eeUng^^he0^^ of^the
HenriettaBultman
Baird, director of the state conserva-F iBt Michigan Engineersand Mech- home of Mr and Mra> h. D. Strab- u.— , C*--,™., Hi.
tfon department
not to J*hianlc He waa never away from hla b[ng Mn| Albertull Hekhuls. a misSeymour Ht« lawyer,
ii Li’ 1m! : company even for a single day during Bi0nary from India, was present and
J»k« Van Dyk
rto ;the fact mat thwe fish are still.the war and ,lnce 1866 hlB 0ne re- addreBBed the members on her work EUen Dunn— A graining woman,
, spawning. The law permits bass A«h- creatlon waa to attend the encamp- ,n that
™ * d8p,ngwuui u,
Ing now but Mr. Baird Is of the opln- --- *_ « -Bro\
Dena Brower
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ments from time to time where *.«
he ,n inBl
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Strabblng, and family and were present at the Joint meeting of the mis- rv. i
slonary societies of the two churches, held at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

H. D.

strabblng.
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Brower. WANT ADS FOR QUICK RESULTS.
I

VIS
Grandest Public Display of Flowers Ever Staged Locally

JULY l-2rJ-5
In

making in

Schevink

.in.4h.0Tm7r„5i
I dom’. boa* about it,
Agnes Peters
formed church met in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Slotman, to open
Coached by Mrt. Ro&&en
uie missionaryuuxra oi me ounuay
u««r
,«
school and to determine the amount •-ong— Were ready to begin so you d
of the semi-annualcontribution*. better listen in” — Dena Brower,
The men’s class had the largest HenriettaTen Brink, Hattie Ranamount more than forty dollars.
kins, Sena Rankins, Wm. Vander
Miss Julia Rigterlnk, who returned
from Kalamazoo where she has been
Ploeg, Harry
j

Hawk-Eye

Pictures x

1

ton that the request
met the old comrades in arms.
whether M iohlgan fishermen are real
Almost immediately after the war
sportsmen or Just "banquet" sports- he storied
meat market In
men. To take those fish at this time Holland and he waa on the Job there
-certainly is unsportsmanlike.— Aille- almost every day until his retirement
gan Gaxette.
last November. He Is said to hold the
Harold Lewis Wlerenga, aged 10, record in Michigan for length of serpasMd away at the home of his par- vice as an active meat market man.
ents, Mr and Mrs. Gilbert Wlerenga,
Mr. De Kraker is survived by five
Itil Crosby-st..N. W., Grand Rapids, children:Henry of Grand Rapids,
after a brief illnees. Funeral services
Isaac, Mrs. Wm. Karel. Peter, and
wereTheldThursday afternoon at 2:30
Mrs. James De Koster of Holland.
.o'clock from the home. Burial waa
The funeral will be held on Monday
In Wellington Park cemetery.Wierafternoon, June 20th, at 1:30 at the
•enga was formerlya resident of Zee
'Usd and has many relativesliving home. 62 East 15th street, and at two
and also in Holland who are In o’clock at the 14th street Christian
Grand Rapids today attending the Reformed church, Rev. J. M. Vande
---

2

last

-------

cation.

No.

The Old Woolworth Store, 20 W. 8th Street
Holland, JVXlolxi^-an

Fine Opportunity for Peony Fans and Flower Lovers to see Real Peonies, learn them, and obtain Advice Free

EVERYBODY WELCOME!

Weller Nurseries Co.

Inc.

